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4 Shareholders’ Meeting Call

The Shareholders of Engineering - Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. are called to attend an Ordinary Shareholders’ 
Meeting at the registered office of Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. in Ferentino (FR), via Casilina n. 
246 Km 68 Casilina Nord, on the day April 24, 2015 at 10.30 a.m. in the first convocation and if necessary, 
in the second convocation, on the day April 30, 2015 at same place and time to discuss and resolve the 
following. 

n AgendA

1. Financial statements for the financial year ended December 31, 2014, consolidated financial statements 
for the year ended at December 31, 2014, Directors’ Management Report, Risk Management and Control 
Committee’s Report, Report of the Governing Body and Ownership Interests, and the Auditing Company’s 
Report. Related and consequent resolutions.

2. Renewal of the corporate offices, with the definition of the number of members of the administrative body. 
Determination of the annual compensation and duration of the appointment of the administrative body; 
related and consequent resolutions.

3. Appointment of the Chairman of the Board of Directors.
4. Authorization for the purchase and sale of treasury stock. Related and consequent resolutions.
5. Consultation on the policy for the remuneration of Directors and Executives with strategic responsibilities 

under Article 123-ter of Legislative Decree 58/98.

The documentation for the items on the agenda provided by the regulations will be made available to the 
public at the headquarters of the Company, in Rome, Via San Martino della Battaglia n. 56 and published 
on the Company website address www.eng.it, on the site of authorized storage www.1info.it and with the 
other modes provided by Consob with regulation, under the terms provided by the current rules of law and 
regulations. The Shareholders have the right to obtain a copy of the documentation filed.

n ReneWAL OF THe CORPORATe OFFICeS

Under existing laws and regulations and Articles 15 and 22 of the bylaws, as amended by resolution of the 
Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of March 11, 2015, the appointment of corporate bodies occurs on the 
basis of lists of candidates submitted by the members, where the candidates will be listed by progressive 
number. The lists submitted by the Members will be required to be deposited at the registered office, also 
by certified mail message to engineering.ingegneria.informatica.spa.@legalmail.it at least twenty-five days 
before the date set for the Meeting in the first convocation (and that is, before March 30, 2015), together 
with the information that will allow the identification of the persons that shall file the lists and additional 
documentation required by the law and the regulations in force. 
The Company will make the lists available to the public at least 21 days before the date set for the Meeting 
in the first convocation (i.e., no later than April 3, 2015) at the Company headquarters and on the website of 
the Company and with the other modes provided by Consob.
The following parties have the exclusive right to submit the lists: the members who alone or together with 
other Shareholders, represent, at the time of the presentation of lists, at least 2.5 % of the share capital. 
The ownership of the minimum amount necessary for the presentation of lists is determined with reference 
to the shares registered in favour of the Shareholder on the day when the lists are filed at the Company 
and attested by specific communication, produced by the authorised intermediary, which must reach the 
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e-mail address eng@pecserviziotitoli.it even subsequent to the filing but no later than the deadline for the 
publication of lists. For the valid presentation of lists and the relative documentation, the Shareholders will 
have to follow the provisions of Article 15 of the bylaws for the appointment of corporate bodies. Lists or 
individual nominations for which all the statutory provisions have not been observed will be regarded as not 
submitted. Each Shareholder may submit or contribute to the presentation of a single list and vote for only 
one list. Each candidate may appear in one list only, or be disqualified.
At least one third of the candidates of each list, with rounding up to the upper unit only in the case of 
fractional number with decimal places greater than 5, must possess the independence requirements referred 
to in Article 2399 of the Italian Civil Code. In addition, at least three candidates from each list, two of whom 
must be entered as the first two candidates from the list, must possess the independence, integrity and 
professionalism requirements provided by Article 22 of the bylaws. 
Article 15 of the bylaws also sets forth specific provisions with reference to the composition of the lists aimed 
at ensuring compliance with the rules on gender balance in the bodies under Law number 120 of July 12, 
2011. 
Lists containing a number of candidates equal to or greater than three must therefore specify at least one-
fifth of the candidates of the less represented gender in application of the aforementioned legislation.
In order to be accepted, the lists must be accompanied by: the statements with which the candidates 
accept their nomination; detailed information on their personal and professional characteristics; candidates’ 
declaration about the possible possession of the independence and integrity requirements provided by Article 
148, paragraph 3, of the T.U.F. (Testo Unico Finanziario [Consolidated Law on Financial Intermediation]), and 
of the attestation of the absence of reasons for ineligibility and incompatibility; of the indication of the identity 
of the Shareholders who have submitted the lists and the total percentage of shares held in the capital of 
Engineering. 

n InFORMATIOn On SHARe CAPITAL

On the date of this meeting notice, the share capital of Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. is equal to 
Euro 31,875,000, divided into n. 12,500,000 ordinary shares with a nominal value of Euro 2.55 each. 

n PARTICIPATIOn And RePReSenTATIOn In SHAReHOLdeRS’ MeeTIngS

Pursuant to art. 83-sexies of Legislative Decree of February 24, 1998, n. 58, the mandate to intervene in the 
Assembly Meetings and to exercise the right to vote is certified by a communication sent to the Company 
by the intermediary authorized to keep accounts, pursuant to the law, on the basis of evidence in its own 
accounts entries relating to the end of the accounting day of the seventh open market day prior to the date 
set for the first summons of the Assembly Meetings, i.e. April 15, 2014 (record date). Credit or debit entries 
to accounts after the above-stated deadline are not considered for the purpose of legitimation to intervene 
and exercise the right to vote in the Assembly Meeting.
The communication from the intermediary must reach the Company by the end of the third day of open 
market prior to the date of the meeting on first call, i.e. by April 21, 2015. Legitimation of intervention and 
the right to vote remain if the communications have reached the Company after the deadlines indicated but 
before the beginning of the Assembly Meeting’s work.
Those with the right to vote can be represented at the Shareholders’ Meeting by proxy awarded in writing 
pursuant to the current law in force, or electronically with computer document containing a digital signature, 
pursuant to Article 21, paragraph 2, of Legislative Decree number 82 of March 7, 2005. For the purpose of 
awarding the proxy, the proxy form can be used which is available at the registered offices or downloadable 
from the Company’s website at the address www.eng.it, Investor Relations section, the section that also 
contains the instructions for notifying proxies, also electronically. If, for technical reasons, the proxy form 



6 cannot be downloaded electronically, it will be sent in hard copy to anyone requesting it from the Company 
(phone 06.49201495 – 06.49201208 – fax 06.4453278). The legitimised subjects can notify the awarded 
proxy by sending a registered letter with proof of receipt to the Company’s registered offices, or by electronic 
notification sent to the certified email address: engineering.ingegneria.informatica.spa.@legalmail.it.
The presentation of a copy of the proxy for accreditation in order to access the Assembly Meeting does not 
exempt the proxy holder from the obligation of certifying conformity of the submitted copy with the original 
and the identity of the subject awarding the proxy, under his/her own responsibility.

Shareholders entitled to attend the meeting are invited to arrive before the start time of the meeting: 
accreditation activities will commence at 9.30 AM on April 24, 2014.
To aid verification of the legitimation to intervention at the meeting, they are invited to send any proxy 
documentation in advance of the meeting. 

n AddITIOn TO THe AgendA

The Shareholders who, also jointly, represent at least one fortieth of the share capital with the right to vote 
may request an addition to the topics on the Agenda, indicating in the request any further topics proposed 
or submitting any further proposals on the topics already on the Agenda. The request for any addition must 
reach the Company within 10 (ten) days of publication of the notice herein, sent to the registered offices, for 
the attention of the Chairman of the Board of Directors, by registered mail, or by email sent to the certified 
email address engineering.ingegneria.informatica.spa.@legalmail.it. The request must be accompanied by a 
report on the topics proposed for discussion or on the further proposals.
Certification of ownership of the shares held by the requesting Shareholders and the quota of shares 
necessary to request an addition to the agenda must be found in a specific communication produced by the 
intermediary, effective on the date of the request made, to the address engineering@pecserviziotitoli.it.
Please remember that addition is not permitted for topics on which the Assembly Meetings deliberates, 
according to law, on proposal from the directors or based on a project or report prepared by the latter, other 
than the ones indicated in Article 125-ter, paragraph 1 of the Consolidated Law on Finance. Any additional list 
of the topics to be addressed during the Assembly Meeting will be published in the same way as the herein 
notice, at least fifteen days before the Assembly Meeting.  

n RIgHT TO ASK QUeSTIOnS BeFORe THe SHAReHOLdeRS’ MeeTIng

The Shareholders may propose questions on items on the Agenda even before the meeting, and in any case 
until three days prior to the date of the Shareholders’ Meeting in first convocation (i.e., before April 21, 2015), 
by sending by registered mail with return receipt to the registered office of the Company, or by electronic 
notification to the certified email address: engineering.ingegneria.informatica.spa.@legalmail.it. 
Those who attest their share ownership on April 15, 2015 will have the right to obtain an answer. For this 
purpose, even after asking the question, a communication effective until the aforementioned date from 
the depositary intermediary must be produced, certifying ownership of applicant’s shares, addressed 
to engineering@pecserviziotitoli.it. In the case the Shareholder has requested from its own depositary 
intermediary the communication to participate in the Meeting, it shall be sufficient to report in the request for 
the question on the items on the Agenda the references of this communication issued by the intermediary 
or, at least, the name of the intermediary. Questions received prior to the Meeting are answered at the latest 
during the same, with the option of the Company to provide a unified response to questions with the same 
content.
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For any other information, Shareholders can refer to the website www.eng.it, and also by contacting 
the Corporate Affairs Manager at Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. at the following 
numbers: 06.49201495 – 06.49201208, fax 06.4453278.

The Chairman of the Board of Directors
Michele Cinaglia
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Letter to the Shareholders

Dear Shareholders,

The performance of the ICT market in Italy remains unfavourable: large clients are constantly pressured into 
cutting costs and buying less at a lower price.

The globally valid motto “buy cheap, buy twice” appears to be losing consensus and more and more operators 
in Italy that offer professional services, which in an expansive regime would see rising costs and prices, are in 
a difficult situation and adopt a policy of decreasing quality and prices to stay afloat.

Despite this scenario your Company continues to record rising revenues (+3.7%) and EBITDA (+9.0%), with a 
positive net financial position of +Euro 121.4 million, growing by Euro 82.4 million compared to the previous 
year; expansion abroad is in progress in terms of both absolute value and application areas. 

We are present in Argentina, are developing in Brazil and Belgium and are starting to operate in Norway, the 
Republic of Serbia and the United States.
A considerable increase was also recorded in application areas such as industrial automation in the transport 
(e.g. the contract with the new Rio de Janeiro metro) and automotive sectors (with the large Pernambuco plant).

In terms of Cloud Computing, the acquisition of WebResults proved excellent, while with MHT we channel our 
offer towards medium-sized enterprises; as regards Big Data, the investments constantly made in our open 
source solutions establish an important professional presence of your Company in the market. 

Other similar investments are underway and will continue with the consent of the entire Company: growing 
is hard but development is indispensable and must be pursued through both endogenous expansion and 
acquisitions, putting the good margins and own funds on the line.

In this context it is worth mentioning how the structure of our Data Centres has grown in terms of number of 
locations, quality and security, reaching more than 300 companies and public bodies, whose IT structures we 
manage 24 hours a day in a completely secure manner.

The Company is convinced of the need to constantly invest in technical and professional resources, which we 
continue to do at the “Enrico Della Valle” Training School in Ferentino. 
Also this year a considerable portion of the profit will be reinvested to consolidate the robust shareholders’ 
equity, which has risen to Euro 417.2 million.

I wish to thank all of the Personnel, the members of the Board of Directors, the institutions and our clients for 
their work and the trust they place in us.

The Chairman of the Board of Directors
Michele Cinaglia
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Directors’ report on the Consolidated
Financial Statements at December 31, 2014

I. Corporate boards

BOARd OF dIReCTORS

The Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of April 24, 2012 re-appointed the Board of Directors and the Ordinary 
Shareholders’ Meeting of April 24, 2013 for the three-year period 2012-2014, reducing the number of Directors 
from 11 to 10; at the date of approval of the financial statements 2014 the members are:

Michele Cinaglia    Chairman
Paolo Pandozy    Chief Executive Officer
Marilena Menicucci   Director
Armando Iorio    Executive Director
Giuliano Mari    Independent Director
Dario Schlesinger    Independent Director 
Alberto De Nigro    Independent Director
Massimo Porfiri    Independent Director
Christoph Sebastian Stephan Giulini*        Independent Director
Joerg Zirener*                             Independent Director

*The appointment of the two Directors was resolved during the Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting held on May 15, 2014.

The so-called “one-tier” system of governance adopted by Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. requires 
that the Internal Control and Risk Management Committee, established within the Board of Directors, be 
entirely composed of Independent Directors. The Remuneration Committee, the Appointments Committee and 
the Committee for Transactions with Related Parties are comprised only of Independent Directors.
 
Secretary 
Luca Sabelli

LEAD inDEpEnDEnT DirECTor 
Giuliano Mari

DirECTor in ChArgE of ThE inTErnAL ConTroL AnD riSk MAnAgEMEnT SySTEM 
Paolo Pandozy

inTErnAL ConTroL AnD riSk MAnAgEMEnT CoMMiTTEE 
Chairman
Massimo Porfiri
Members
Alberto De Nigro
Dario Schlesinger

rEMunErATion CoMMiTTEE  
Chairman
Giuliano Mari
Members
Massimo Porfiri
Alberto De Nigro
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AppoinTMEnTS CoMMiTTEE  
Chairman
Giuliano Mari
Members
Massimo Porfiri
Dario Schlesinger

CoMMiTTEE for TrAnSACTionS wiTh rELATED pArTiES  
Chairman 
Massimo Porfiri
Members
Alberto De Nigro
Dario Schlesinger

SupErviSory BoArD  
Chairman
Massimo Porfiri
Members
Alberto De Nigro
Dario Schlesinger

ExECuTivE rESponSiBLE  
Armando Iorio

inDEpEnDEnT AuDiTorS  
Deloitte & Touche S.p.A. 

SpECiALiST  
Banca IMI S.p.A. 
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II. Corporate Governance
In 2014, the Corporate Governance system used in Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. and in the 
Group companies continued to be in line with the principles and application criteria contained in the new 
edition of the self-governance code for Italian listed companies, drawn up by Borsa Italiana and published in 
December 2011 and subsequent amendments and integrations until January 2015, along with relevant Consob 
recommendations and international best practices more generally. 
The Annual Corporate Governance Report, which describes the rules and conduct adopted by the Company 
and the Group to ensure the efficient and transparent operation of the governance bodies and the internal 
control systems, is attached to these financial statements and is also available for consultation at www.eng.it 
(under Investor Relations).

The Group Corporate Governance system and the Bodies and Offices are established to achieve maximum 
equilibrium between the needs for flexibility and timeliness in decision making, a high degree of transparency 
in dealings between the various centres of responsibility and the external entities, and the exact identification 
of roles and consequent responsibilities.
The Board of Directors, together with the Chairman, the CEO, the CFO and the General Managers represent 
the meeting point between the Company - comprising the personnel, models, conduct codes and performance 
- and external parties comprising Control and Compliance Bodies and the community of Shareholders and 
stakeholders in general.
The Parent Company has adopted a one-tier system, therefore, the Internal Control and Risk Management 
Committee - established within the Board of Directors - is only composed of Independent Directors, providing 
the public in the Investor Relations section of the corporate website www.eng.it all the documentation relating 
to the annual Governance report, the Code of Ethics, the organisational model, regulations, protocols and the 
financial statements. It is consolidated practice for the members of all the other committees recommended by 
the self-governance code to be Independent Directors.

IAS-IFRS

Top
Management

External
Auditing

Stock
market

Consob

Financial
community

Specialist

Internal
Auditing

CFO

IR

CEO

Chairman
&

Vice chairman

Procedures
& Models

Employees

Board
of

Directors
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III. Introduction and consolidation scope

n InTROdUCTIOn

The report at December 31, 2014, which is subject to the examination of the Board of Directors and subsequently 
the Shareholders’ Meeting, is prepared in compliance with the provisions of the Instructions to Borsa Italiana 
Regulations.

The consolidated financial statements at December 31, 2014 of the Engineering Ingegneria Informatica Group 
(hereafter the Engineering Group, Engineering or simply the Group) have been prepared, as they have since 
2005, in compliance with the recognition and measurement criteria established under International Accounting 
Standards (IAS) or International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), in addition to the IFRIC (International 
Financial Reporting Interpretation Committee) and SIC (Standing Interpretation Committee) interpretations 
issued by the International Accounting Standards Boards and adopted by the European Commission as per 
the procedure set down by Article 6 of Regulation (EC) 1606/2002 of the European Parliament as subsequently 
modified, and in line with Consob regulation no. 11971 of May 14, 1999.

For further information regarding the result and the financial position of Engineering Ingegneria Informatica 
S.p.A., express reference is made to the relevant separate financial statements.

The Group consolidation scope includes the holdings illustrated in the tables in the following pages. The 
companies included in the consolidation scope are consolidated under the line-by-line method. The accounting 
periods of the subsidiaries coincide with those of the Parent Company. The financial statements have been 
prepared in accordance with the going-concern principle.

The detailed description of the accounting principles, assumptions and estimates adopted is provided in the 
explanatory notes to the Engineering Group consolidated financial statements at December 31, 2014, to which 
reference should be made. This report uses a number of alternative performance indicators not provided for 
under IFRS accounting standards, in line with CESR recommendation 05-178b published on November 3, 
2005. EBITDA (gross operating income) in particular is used by the Group and its management to assess and 
monitor the operating performance, as it is not influenced by the volatility due to the effects of tax provisions 
and the policy of obsolesce of tangible and intangible assets. This indicator is determined, with reference to 
the income statement, as operating income before amortisation and depreciation and write-downs, financial 
income and charges and income taxes.

EBIT is the operating income.

A number of estimates and assumptions were used in preparing these accounts and were consistently 
applied for all interim periods presented which affect the financial values reported therein. Where, based on 
management’s best estimate, these estimates and assumptions differ in the future from the actual situation, 
they will be changed in the period in which the circumstances arise.

The above-stated valuations are founded on the reasonableness principle and take account of market practice, 
historic experience, the involvement of external consultants and market conditions.

The data relating to the net financial position is compared with that at the end of the previous year.
Unless specified otherwise, the monetary quantities in the statements in the report are exposed in millions of 
Euros, the accounting ones and the ones in the note in full.
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n COnSOLIdATIOn SCOPe

The structure of the Group at December 31, 2014 follows the implementation of a careful acquisition policy 
and subsequent integration processes which have resulted in the Group consisting of 13 companies, in 
addition to the Parent Company, 12 of which are in operation and one in liquidation (Sicilia e-Servizi Venture 
S.c.r.l.). Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. exercise managerial and business influence on the direct 
subsidiaries. 

This structure is to be meant as a representation of a Group that operates in a context of close integration, 
arranged into specific centres of managerial responsibility.

For comparative purposes only, note that the results of Engineering.mo S.p.A. in 2013 were consolidated in the 
Group, in accordance with the standards, on the date of acquiring control (May 1, 2013). 

100% 100%

100% 100%

100% 100%

100% 100%

70%

90%

65%

95%

75%

Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A.

Engiweb Security S.r.l. Engineering Tributi S.p.A.

Engineering Sardegna S.r.l. Engineering.mo S.p.A.

Engineering International Inc.

MHT S.r.l.

Engineering do Brasil S.A.Sicilia e-Servizi Venture S.c.r.l.

Engi da Argentina S.A.

Engineering Excellence Center S.r.l.

OverIT S.p.A.

Engineering International Belgium S.A.

Nexen S.p.A.



19IV. Group activities and operations
The Group operates in Software and IT Services and is the leading domestic provider of integrated ICT services, 
products and consultancy. The Company was founded in Padua on June 6, 1980 and has been listed on the 
FTSE Italia STAR segment of the Italian Stock Market since December 2000.

With approx. 7,400 employees, 40 offices throughout Italy, the EU and Latin America and the United States, the 
Group derives approx. 15% of revenues abroad and manages IT initiatives in over 20 countries with projects 
for the Industry, Telecommunications, Banking, Public Administration, Utilities and Health sectors. The Group 
operates in the outsourcing and Cloud Computing market through an integrated network of 6 data centres 
located in Pont St. Martin (AO), Turin, Padua, Vicenza, Milan and Rome, which manages approx. 300 clients with 
an infrastructure corresponding to the highest technological, qualitative and security standards.

The Engineering market consists of medium-large clients, both in the private (banks, insurance companies, 
industry, services and telecommunications) and in the public sector (Healthcare, local and central Public 
Administration and Defence) to which SMEs and small municipalities have now been added, for which 
dedicated offers are targeted in the areas of ERP-CRM and tax collection, respectively.

The Group plays a leadership role in software research, coordinating a number of national and international 
projects through a network of scientific partners and universities across Europe. It develops Cloud computing 
solutions and operates in the Open Source community.
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PROJECTS

SYSTEM INTEGRATION
CONSULTING

SERVICES

OUTSOURCING
APPLICATION MANAGEMENT

SOFTWARE

PROPRIETARY SOLUTIONS

The Group is organised in four market divisions: Finance, Industry, Telco e Utilities and Public Administration. 
Engineering covers an important position in all the vertical sectors it operates in; the market share in Italy in the 
Software and IT Services area equals about 8%, with a wide range of proprietary solutions: 

• banking compliance (SISBA and ELISE);
• billing and CRM for Utilities (Net@SUITE);
• integrated diagnostics and administration solutions for Healthcare (AREAS);
• Work Force Management systems (Geocall);
• mobile platforms for Telco;
• systems for the management of municipal revenues;
• business intelligence analytics systems (SpagoBI).

In over 30 years the range has been widened constantly thanks to the domain of innovative technologies, 
which are the result of considerable investments in research and development and of the constant monitoring 
of the changes in the market. 

As a result of its business model, the Group creates tangible value in its various areas of operation, and can 
meet the needs of its existing and potential clients and define, plan and develop concretely efficiency and 
effective IT strategies.

AREAS OF OPERATION

C
ro

ss
v

erticals

public
Administration

• Portals & Collaborations

• E-Government

• Smart Cities, Energy, 
Grid

• Clinical & Emergency 
Management

• E-Procurement

• Tax-management & 
evasion investigation

• Augmented Reality

• Big Data

• Security

• Cloud

• Web 2.0

• Search Engines

• Mobile Computing

• Intelligent  Network

• Performance & Risk 
Management

• Business Intelligence

• Analytics

• BPM

• GIS

• PLM

• CRM

• BPO

• Monitoring

• Metering

• Billing

• Driveline Testing 
Solutions

• Manufacturing 
Execution Systems

• Automation Controls

• Payments

• Settlement

• Compliance

• E-Banking

• Governance

• Credit Management

Telco
& utilities

industry
& Services

finance
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V. Highlights
• Significant increase in cash generation with the net financial position exceeding Euro 120 million compared 

to Euro 39 million in the year 2013;

• the market share increased, with revenues equalling Euro 853 million, up 3.7% compared to a market that 
decreased by 2.1%;

• profitability improved, with EBITDA reaching Euro 109.9 million (+9.0% on 2013), with an EBITDA Margin 
rising to 13.4% (12.6% in 2013);

• in December 2014 Gartner included Geocall WFM by OverIT in the Magic Quadrant for Field Service 
Management, highlighting its expertise and the roadmap on subjects like Mobility, GIS and border 
technologies (Augmented Reality, Smart Glasses and Indoor Navigation);

• international expansion continued, with the start of important projects such as the Rio de Janeiro metro;

• the capitalisation of the Engineering share throughout 2014 exceeded Euro 500 million.

VI. Market overview
n eCOnOMIC OveRvIeW 

In terms of global economy, the growth rate remains positive (+3.3%), driven by the strongest western 
economies like the USA and Germany, while the growth of the so-called emerging countries is slowing down.

The western countries overcoming the economic crisis are expected to also drive the other countries in the 
Euro area, also thanks to the lower oil prices and the liquidity introduced into the system by the ECB, which 
activated an important Quantitative Easing (QE) plan. 

Areas of concern that may jeopardise these positive prospects include the crisis in the relations with Russia and 
the conflict in Ukraine, the Greek situation and, finally, the fundamentalist threat regarding the Mediterranean 
and Libya in particular.

n THe ITALIAn eCOnOMy 

The phase of recession of the Italian economy is expected to come to an end in the coming months, in the 
presence of positive signals for domestic demand, as predicted by Istat in the monthly Note on the Italian 
economy.

The stimulating initiatives taken by the Government and the Jobs Act in particular, together with the measure 
on IRAP, could allow Italy to overcome the recessionary phase. The labour market is experiencing a phase of 
overall stagnation. The latest figures on the workforce show essentially stable employment since the start of 
the year.
 
Istat confirms the preliminary estimates for 2014, which suggested a 0.4% drop in GDP, even though the 
figures in the quarterly income statements record a better growth than the previous year. After two years of 
recession, Italy is predicted to be growing in 2015, with a rise estimated at 0.6% (+1.3% in 2016).
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n THe IT SeCTOR 

According to NetConsulting data, the Italian ICT market ended the year 2014 with -2% compared to 2013, 
while in 2015 the ICT sector is expected to record an increase by one percentage point (+1% compared to the 
previous year).

With the other European countries innovating rapidly, Italy continues to lag behind as a consequence of the 
uncertain Digital Agenda, which has not expressed the expected innovation potential yet. 

The new study conducted by the Digital Innovation Academy of the School of Management of the Polytechnic 
of Milan regarding the ICT budget of the main Italian companies shows how the ratio between the ICT budget 
and the turnover of companies decreased to 2.1% in 2014, compared to the previous 2.5% in 2013. Another 
drop is predicted also in 2015 by -1.47%, contrary to the international estimates for the ICT market.

Therefore, the general scenario is not positive yet, except for the Cloud, Big Data and Analytics services, which 
are in the sector the Group focused its investments on.

VII. Operational overview 
Continuous investments in Research and Innovation, equal to approx. 4% of revenues, are pivotal for the 
success of the Group, recognised to be a reliable partner, boasting a unique mix of process expertise and 
technological content aligned to the best and most modern market trends. 

The efficient organisation, which is focused on skill enhancement and the centralisation of the software 
development activities, allows important internal synergies to be achieved, thus guaranteeing the flexible and 
fast execution of the numerous projects the Group is involved in, with an operating model that allows us:

• to transfer the investments in technological innovation directly to the delivery, with immediate advantages for 
our clients;

• to guarantee the growth and constant update of the human and professional components;

• to consolidate our domain of the most complex and performing IT architectures;

• to develop in-depth knowledge of our clients’ business, whether they are in the private sector or public 
institutions;

• to have cutting-edge technological infrastructure capable of providing very reliable services at a competitive 
price;

• to offer vertical solutions capable of competing on the international playing field;

• to rapidly integrate new units as a result of acquisition initiatives.
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VIII. Financial highlights 

(in millions of Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Amount %

Total revenues 853.0 822.8 30.2 +3.7

net revenues 817.3 800.1 17.2 +2.1

EBiTDA 109.9 100.8 9.1 +9.0

% of net revenue 13.4 12.6

EBiT 78.5 53.0 25.4 +48.0

% of net revenue 9.6 6.6

net profit 42.7 53.0* (10.3) -19.5

% of net revenue 5.2 6.6

Shareholders’ equity 417.2 394.1 23.1 +5.9

net debt 121.4 39.0 82.4 +211.4

% Debt/equity

roE % (n.p/n.E.) 10.2 13.5 (3.2) -23.9

roi % (EBiT/n.C.E.) 25.7 14.7 11.0 +75.3

no. of employees 7,390 7,283 107 +1.5

*includes Euro 33.2 million of non-recurring income from the badwill connected to the acquisition of T-Systems Italia.

The Engineering Group ends the year 2014 with all the economic parameters growing:

• the consolidated total revenues exceed Euro 850 million compared to Euro 822.8 million in the year 2013;
• EBITDA equalled Euro 109.9 million (Euro 100.8 million in 2013) while EBIT reached Euro 78.5 million, 

+48.0% compared to Euro 53.0 million in 2013;
• net profit amounted to Euro 42.7 million, compared to Euro 19.8 million in 2013, net of 33.2 of badwill 

deriving from the acquisition of T-systems Italia (now Engineering.mo) in 2013 (+115.7%);
• net financial position at year end equalled Euro +121.4 million against Euro +39.0 million of the same period 

of 2013.

These results are better than management’s expectations (Euro 840-860 million of revenues and Euro 104-106 
million of EBITDA) and benefit from extraordinary income of about Euro 6 million, resulting from allocations to 
the provisions for risks partly ceased and/or only partially used.

The result is to be considered even more positive when looking at the factors below:

• the reduction in 2014 in the IT budget of the Public Administration and some segments in the private sector; 
the lower professional fees recognised by the market.

With Group shareholders’ equity of over Euro 417 million, the financial structure has been strengthened further, 
allowing for effective, flexible operations on the market, in order to continue to invest in research and capture 
opportunities for growth for acquisitions in Italy and, above all, abroad.

The number of employees equals 7,390 (7,283 in 2013).



24 n SegMenT RePORTIng
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change %

     %      % yoy

Total revenues

Finance 136,604,314 +16.7 139,159,644 +17.4 -1.8

Public Administration 266,674,685 +32.6 257,190,798 +32.1 +3.7

Industry & Services 185,481,917 +22.7 168,509,903 +21.1 +10.1

Telco & Utilities 228,499,658 +28.0 235,241,534 +29.4 -2.9

net revenues 817,260,575 +100.0 800,101,879 +100.0 +2.1

Other revenues 35,712,899 22,693,176 +57.4

Total revenues 852,973,474 822,795,055 +3.7

EBiTDA (gross operating margin)

Finance 26,693,128 +24.3 19,397,810 +19.2 +37.6

% of net revenue +19.5 +13.9

Public Administration 40,372,209 +36.7 39,089,600 +38.8 +3.3

% of net revenue +15.1 +15.2

Industry & Services 14,933,171 +13.6 12,243,878 +12.1 +22.0

% of net revenue +8.1 +7.3

Telco & Utilities 27,905,211 +25.4 30,095,623 +29.8 -7.3

% of net revenue +12.2 +12.8

Total EBiTDA 109,903,719 +100.0 100,826,911 +100.0 +9.0

% of net revenue +13.4 +12.6

Public Administration
36.7%

Public Administration
32.6%

Finance 
24.3%

Industry
& Services 

13.6%

Telco & Utilities
25.4%

Finance 
16.7%

Industry
& Services 

22.7%

Telco & Utilities
28.0%

revenues 2014 EBiTDA 2014
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25finAnCE 

The Finance market was affected by the persisting uncertainty of the European macroeconomic scenario and 
by the difficulties encountered by some banks in respecting the set capital requirements. 

The direct consequence of this scenario for IT was that the expenditure budget became focused on items 
regarding the compliance with the regulatory obligations and the achievement of the objectives of efficiency 
and competitiveness by innovating the processes and extensively using digital technologies.

The Group addressed the market needs by renewing its offer according to guidelines that are inspired by the 
digital transformation and the optimisation of process workflows and application performance. 

The main results attained include:

• the transformation of the solutions in the Customer & Credit area into factors that enable process innovation 
in line with an omnichannel strategy by using a service logic that allows the optimisation of the customer 
experience and a prompt response to market changes;

• the optimisation of the Compliance & Governance solutions through the redesign of the processes, the 
structural adjustment to state-of-the-art technological platforms and the use of evolved analytics techniques; 

• the evolution of the outsourcing services with a Cloud Computing approach; 
• the support to innovative business models based on the integration between the traditional information 

assets and those regarding the behaviour of Users on digital channels, through the integration of social 
networks and the use of Big Data management techniques.

In quantitative terms the year 2014 ended with results that are essentially in line with expectations; indeed, 
the negative effect of the budget cuts of some large clients was offset by the positive results of the numerous 
initiatives aimed at consolidating our asset portfolio. 

In particular, the outsourcing services specialised in the Compliance & Governance and Assets Under 
Management areas, and the Test Factory services focusing on the Insurance area, recorded significant 
appreciation in the relevant market segments thanks to the quality of the mix expressed in terms of skills, 
proprietary solutions and technological infrastructure.

A positive contribution also came from the consolidation of the organisational model based on enhancing the 
expertise in the territory and the operating synergies with the Corporate expertise centres and other units in 
the Group.

The solid position achieved is confirmed by the fact that all the main players in the various segments of our 
market are included in our portfolio of Clients, and by the positive booking results, also in the long-term.

puBLiC ADMiniSTrATion 

Engineering confirmed its main role as technological partner of the Public Administration, in the areas of Central 
Governments, Local Authorities and Healthcare Organisations.

This leading position became consolidated by successfully facing the challenges posed continuously by the 
public sector with requests to evolve the information technology systems, challenged by the increasingly 
strong regulatory, institutional and organisational discontinuity, in a context that is still characterised by limited 
budgets compared to the set objectives.

In this scenario, Engineering has based its leadership on its in-depth knowledge of Public Administration 
processes and organisation, thus being able to produce a very extensive portfolio of ever new applicative 
solutions, using the most advanced technological solutions.

A decisive role is played by the close connection with Research activities, particularly on the subject of the 
smart city areas, in which our leading technological position is confirmed by us being a European reference 
company for the Future Internet programme.
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26 The main events occurred in 2014 with specific reference to the three areas of Central Governments, Local 
Authorities and Healthcare Organisations are listed below:

• in the Central Government sector, Engineering confirmed its role as reference Company for the upgrading of 
the operating processes, with specific focus on social security institutions (INPS, INAIL) where it revitalised 
its presence through application and infrastructural services. Another important confirmation comes from the 
renewed trust from the Court of Auditors;

• in the area of Local Public Administration, Engineering intervened heavily in favour of local authorities on 
subjects such as administration streamlining, dematerialisation and de-certification. In this segment in 
particular, important institutions, such as the Emilia Romagna Regional Board, confirmed Engineering’s 
primary role. Considerable impetus also came from the authorities’ will to actually implement the Digital 
Agenda, especially on the subject of Smart Cities and Big Data. Finally, Engineering achieved important 
results with its Company specialised in the area of taxes and tax collection (Engineering Tributi);

• in the Healthcare sector, Engineering confirmed its position as reference partner for the “e-health” of 
the Regional Health Systems and the relevant health units. It also started the creation of the healthcare 
information system of the Republic of San Marino, which puts this area at the forefront inside the community 
of Small States. Finally, it started a process of in-depth upgrading of its application suite supporting clinical-
health-social security, administrative and executive processes.

inDuSTry & SErviCES 

The service and manufacturing sector did not record significant signs of recovery in 2014, as it continues to be 
linked to an attitude of great prudence and attention to costs.

Once again it became clear how only the companies that address the international market pay great attention 
to innovation and constitute interesting opportunities for our offer.

In this context the Company was able to give value to the Group’s offer and consolidate its position, particularly 
by focusing on:

• technological and application outsourcing;
• ERP system management;
• factory automation;
• transportation;
• CRM solutions.

All of our clients confirmed their trust in us with regard to the first point; all the expiring outsourcing contracts 
were renewed during the year, with an average term of 4 years; this obviously consolidates the continuity and 
stability of our revenues in the medium term.

Our Cloud Computing offer was also adjusted, which will inevitably become central in the interest of the market 
in the coming years.

In the “ERP” sector, in addition to the traditional presence in the SAP market, a commercial action was started, 
dedicated to the Microsoft world, thanks to the new entry MHT, which puts together exceptional skills. In this 
case, the entire business strategy was reviewed on the market of SMEs, with its high potential and good future 
prospects.

In the “Factory automation” segment, which covers more than just the automotive area, considerable growth 
was recorded in the international projects; our teams were involved in all the continents to start new factories 
and new productions for our clients.

At the same time, a campaign was launched to expand the expertise on the subject of Transport: starting from 
our Italian projects for the main transport units (Railway, Motorway, Subway and Airway), we have become the 
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27partners of large Business Associations able to compete and be awarded projects such as the creation of the 
Rio de Janeiro metro or the completion of metro Riyadh.

Finally, the “WFM” segment, which enhances the skills internal to OverIT, allows us to grow in strategic areas 
for the market, such as the support to sales networks, and system maintenance and maintenance networks in 
particular, through innovative software and technological systems that first apply augmented reality techniques 
in a significant way with the use of drones and smart glasses.

In conclusion, 2014 was a year of growth, not only for the economic indicators but also due to the ability to 
show innovative elements to the market, together with an organisation that is suitable to support clients from 
across the world, in line with the Company’s strategic objectives. 

TELCo & uTiLiTiES

TELCo 

In 2014 the Telco market was affected by the decrease in the IT budget of our main client, partly offset by the 
good performance of the initiatives in the other market areas: contact centre, Quality Assurance and billing in 
particular.

The average market performance was also good, with the consolidation of our main clients and the acquisition 
of new market shares.

A positive trend is predicted from 2015 by aiming to evolve the offer with regard to marketing automation in 
particular, also consequently to the recent acquisition of WebResults, a company specialised in Cloud solutions 
for Marketing and CRM, and network virtualisation, while the process continues to make the operating machine 
more efficient.

uTiLiTiES 

The year 2014 was an extremely positive year for Utilities. 

Results were obtained on the Italian market that beat expectations thanks to an important activity of control 
of the client base, leading us to successfully compete for all the main initiatives. The Large Accounts were 
devoted considerable attention; in a stable market in terms of spending values, Engineering was able to 
increase and improve its presence.

A remarkable commercial effort was made in the foreign market, regarding different countries and various 
international initiatives, with special focus on the Brazilian market, with a series of investments aimed at 
product localisation and the upgrading of local support technical structures for our products Net@SUITE for 
the Metering, Billing, Credit Management, CRM and Work Force Management processes with OverIT S.p.A..

n OPeRATIng eXPenSeS 

Operating expenses increased overall by approx. Euro 4.8 million.

An increase in personnel costs was recorded in particular, compared to 2013 (Euro 16.9 million), due to:
• an increase in Group workforce, for details on which reference is made to point XI of this report;
• the consolidation of Engineering.mo S.p.A. for the entire year (only for 8 months in 2013);
• the inclusion of MHT S.r.l. and Engineering Excellence Center S.r.l. in the Group.

A decrease of Euro 16.4 million was recorded for Amortisation, Depreciation and Provisions compared to the 
previous year, partly as a result of the obsolescent lifecycle of the assets and partly due to the decrease in 
contingent liabilities attributable to the personnel restructuring plan.
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28 The reduction in costs for services (Euro 3.2 million compared to 2013) is essentially attributable to the greater 
efficiency deriving from reorganising the logistical costs and improving the use of internal resources.

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Amount %

Personnel costs 414,043,214 397,120,875 16,922,339 +4.3

Services 300,857,058 304,098,476 (3,241,418) -1.1

Raw materials and consumables 16,862,210 11,257,065 5,605,146 +49.8

Depreciation, amortisation and provisions 31,418,568 47,778,577 (16,360,009) -34.2

Other costs 11,307,273 9,491,728 1,815,544 +19.1

Total operating expenses 774,488,324 769,746,721 4,741,602 +0.6

n OPeRATIng PROFIT And neT PROFIT

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change %

operating profit after depreciation/amortisation (EBiT) 78,485,151 53,048,334 +48.0

Financial income (charges) 577,469 (5,752,995) -110.0

Income (charges) from investments 713,567 33,279,041 -97.9

profit before taxes 79,776,187 80,574,380 -1.0

% of net revenue +9.8% +10.1%

Income taxes 37,072,847 27,542,134 +34.6

tax rate +46.5% +34.2%

net profit 42,703,341 53,032,246 -19.5

% of net revenue +5.2% +6.6%

of which Engineering Group 41,738,057 53,111,085

               minority interest 965,284 (78,839)

financial income (Charges)  
As regards financial management, a clear reversal was recorded in comparison to the previous year, conse-
quently to the combined effect of:

• the balance of financial income being positive for Euro 2.3 million and lower financial charges for approx. 
Euro 1.8 million, confirming the precise use of the financial resources available in the period for an average 
rate of about 2.0%;

• the lower exchange losses, consequently to the appreciation of the Euro against the Real (about Euro 2.2 
million). 

net profit
Group net profit reached Euro 42.7 million.

The result for the year is considerably better than that of the previous year; indeed, the net profit of 2013 
included the non-recurring badwill for Euro 33.2 million, consequently to the acquisition of T-Systems Italia 
S.p.A. (now Engineering.mo); thus, net of the above-stated amount, the result would have been equal to Euro 
19.8 million, less than half the 2014 result. 

The tax rate came to 46.5% compared to 34.2 % in 2013, which included the mentioned badwill in the result, 
neutral  in tax terms. 
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29IX. Statement of financial position
The cash flow statement below summarises the Group cash flow movements according to the direct method, 
as established by IAS 7, considering the assets and the liabilities of the companies acquired and/or sold and 
allocated to the relevant investing activity cash flow accounts. Only current cash and cash equivalents are thus 
shown. 

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

Revenues from the sales of products/services - third parties 1,052,849,104 940,618,568 

Costs for goods and services - third parties (401,811,612) (375,895,385)

Personnel costs (432,266,284) (425,981,784)

Interest received from operating activities 2,927,622 1,287,293 

Interest paid for operating activities (1,725,950) (2,989,578)

Exchange differences (197,769) 964 

Income taxes (115,268,315) (116,195,462)

A) Total cash flow from operating activities 104,506,796 20,844,615 

Sale of tangible assets 577,507 87,686 

Purchase of tangible assets (8,439,657) (6,845,936)

Purchase of intangible assets (2,490,884) (1,853,297)

Purchase of investments in subsidiaries (1,354,838) (83,939)

Sale of investments in subsidiaries 0 23,499 

Purchase of business unit (667,388) 154,210 

Sale of business unit 0 (3,845,033)

Purchase of other investments and securities (11,400) (524,326)

Sale of other investments and securities 588,951 2,000 

B) Total cash flow from investing activities (11,797,709) (12,885,136)

New loans 194,957,530 291,258,074 

Repayment of loans (234,306,947) (316,629,041)

Loans disbursed to third parties (1,658,796) 0 

Purchase of treasury shares (1,198,329) 0 

Dividends distributed (7,971,767) (6,499,760)

Change in consolidation scope 1,700,448 69,210,811 

Interest paid for financing activities (973,703) (517,715)

C) Total cash flow from financing activities (49,451,563) 36,822,369 

D) = (A+B+C) Change in cash and cash equivalents 43,257,524 44,781,848 

E) Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 139,447,283 94,665,435 

f) = (D+E) Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 182,704,807 139,447,283 

In detail, operating cash flows recorded a positive balance of Euro 104.5 million, in particular as a consequence 
of the higher collections; investment activities for Euro 11.8 million and financing activities, which recorded a 
negative balance of Euro 49.5 million, essentially due to the balance of repayments of the credit lines used 
and disbursements of medium/long-term loans and the distribution of dividends, need to be detracted from 
this amount. As a result, the total of these flows generates a positive change of Euro 43.3 million in cash flows, 
which, added to opening cash and cash equivalents, posts cash and cash equivalents at year-end of Euro 
182.7 million.
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30 n neT FInAnCIAL POSITIOn

The improvement in the net financial position is the result of:

• quicker collections from clients in the last quarter of the year;
• the additional unfreezing of receivables due from the Public Administration. 

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

Cash 31,572 41,594

Other liquid assets 190,554,297 146,116,935

A) Cash and cash equivalents 190,585,869 146,158,529

B) Current financial receivables 1,658,796 0

Current bank payables (4,934,831) (3,753,662)

Current borrowing (10,420,608) (77,705,082)

Other current financial payables (8,898,043) (6,227,367)

C) Current borrowing (24,253,482) (87,686,111)

D) net current financial position (A + B + C) 167,991,183 58,472,419

Non-current borrowing (45,231,644) (18,437,145)

Other non-current payables (1,397,481) (1,065,658)

E) non-current borrowing (46,629,125) (19,502,802)

f) net financial position (D + E) 121,362,058 38,969,616

March May June September November December

150.0

100.0

50.0

0.0

-50.0

2013 2014 2015

82.0

45.5 64.4

22.9

-6.9

39.0

121.4

39.0
36.6

31.336.7

-39.4
-32.1
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31n CenTRALISed TReASURy

The now consolidated use of cash-pooling, the appropriate management of surplus cash and the possible use 
of important credit lines, when needed, ensured an adequate coverage of the Group’s financial needs. The 
cyclical trend of receipts continued once again with exposure to banks on which an annual interest rate was 
paid to the bank varying from 0.7% to 2.1%. In 2014 the official interest rates (see Euribor) remained at low 
levels, once again failing to be a benchmark for the banking system. Spreads also decreased consequently 
to the measures taken by the ECB and the changes in the economic and trust conditions within and outside 
the Euro area, reaching levels that could be defined as intermediate. In any case, the Group’s excellent rating 
allowed it to benefit from the best conditions offered on the basis of the actual requirements and to minimise 
financial charges.

Cash and cash equivalents were the main and central element of financial management, compared to the 
previous years, due to their amount and especially starting from the second half of the year. Also in this case, 
ongoing communication with the various banks has allowed us to take advantage of the best conditions 
offered on demand deposits, sometimes much more favourable than those normally applied on the market 
and generally more advantageous than the proposal on complex or forward transactions, so to be preferred. 
This translated into a positive result that allowed us to obtain interest income higher than interest expense 
in the short-term. This also confirms the Group’s ability to generate cash flows that are not only sufficient to 
remunerate and repay the debt and the capital, but that also indicate the ability for sustainable development 
and are one of the objective units to measure its performance. 

During the year the subsidiaries had to cover financial commitments that exceeded their liquidity, occasionally 
recording slight drops in cash inflows. The cash-pooling provided them with facilitated access to the liquidity of 
the Parent Company at rates which could not have been achieved independently on the market. This advantage 
translated into the optimal allocation of financial resources within the Group and the maximised efficiency in 
managing the working capital.

On May 28, 2014, through Unicredit S.p.A., the disbursement of a loan was finalised for Euro 35 million granted 
by the European Investment Bank (EIB) to support research and development activities. Again in this sector, the 
same EIB had already directly disbursed another Euro 15 million on January 30, 2013 for a grand total of Euro 
50 million. Both loans are at variable interest rate, parametrized with the 3-month Euro Interbank Offered Rate 
(Euribor) increased by a spread and calculated according to the effective days 360 divisor ratio for a term of five 
years, including one year of pre-amortisation, for the part directly disbursed by the EIB, and 6 years, including 
one year of pre-amortisation, for the part disbursed via Unicredit S.p.A., respectively. On this last tranche of 
Euro 35 million in particular, a rate swap contract was entered into on July 1, 2014, again with Unicredit S.p.A., 
to hedge against rate fluctuations. This contract transformed the variable part of the rate, 3 month Euribor 
base of 360 days, into a fixed rate equal to 0.56%, for a final fixed rate equal to 3.060% for the entire time 
of repayment of the loan. It should be noted that this important lending transaction, which is also positive in 
terms of image and reliability recognition, moved the timeframe for short-term indebtedness to the medium/
long-term, allowing for a more balanced and flexible comprehensive financial position.

n WORKIng CAPITAL

The net working capital decreased by Euro 29.1 million compared to 2013 (-9.4%), amounting to Euro 278.7 
million.

The working capital decreased by 8.8% thanks to the good performance of receipts and the faster invoicing 
terms. The decrease in current liabilities is correlated to the working capital as the improved cash flows 
facilitated the payment phases.
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32 (in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Amount %

Current assets

Inventories and construction contracts 124,362,310 132,308,993 (7,946,683) -6.0

Trade receivables 505,852,465 562,207,687 (56,355,222) -10.0

Other current assets 53,978,514 55,971,250 (1,992,736) -3.6

Total current assets 684,193,289 750,487,930 (66,294,641) -8.8

Current liabilities

Trade payables (241,640,963) (261,718,406) 20,077,443 -7.7

Other current liabilities (163,892,836) (181,043,809) 17,150,973 -9.5

Total current liabilities (405,533,799) (442,762,215) 37,228,416 -8.4

net working capital 278,659,490 307,725,715 (29,066,225) -9.4

n ReCLASSIFIed STATeMenT OF FInAnCIAL POSITIOn 

The Group statement of financial position has a highly sound structure, and is represented by the following 
indicators:

• a shareholders’ equity/fixed assets ratio of 4.1x (up compared to 3.9x in the previous year and 3.2x in 2012);

• a positive net financial position of Euro 121 million, which, along with the availability of short-term credit lines 
at advantageous market conditions, provides the Group with a great deal of flexibility and the ability to made 
suitable investments and sustain possible financial stress without threatening the overall capital balance;

• the net working capital compared to the total revenues recorded a value equal to 32.7% at year end, 
compared to 37.0% in 2013 and 41.7% in 2012.

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Amount %

    Property, plant and equipment 29,211,907 31,960,629 (2,748,721) -8.6

    Intangible assets 17,582,552 22,359,887 (4,777,335) -21.4

    Goodwill 55,186,148 48,973,445 6,212,703 +12.7

    Equity investments 125,123 408,923 (283,800) -69.4

fixed assets 102,105,730 103,702,883 (1,597,153) -1.5

    Short-term assets 684,193,289 750,487,930 (66,294,641) -8.8

    Short-term liabilities (405,533,799) (442,762,215) 37,228,416 -8.4

net working capital 278,659,490 307,725,715 (29,066,225) -9.4

    Other non-current assets 23,928,620 38,021,670 (14,093,050) -37.1

    Post-employment benefits (68,869,328) (65,009,313) (3,860,015) +5.9

    Other non-current liabilities (30,489,667) (22,630,876) (7,858,791) +34.7

net capital employed 305,334,845 361,810,079 (56,475,234) -15.6

    Shareholders’ equity 408,622,943 390,173,058 18,449,885 +4.7

    Minority interest shareholders’ equity 8,534,102 3,895,391 4,638,711 +119.1

Total shareholders’ equity 417,157,045 394,068,449 23,088,596 +5.9

    M/LT (Liquidity)/Borrowing 46,629,125 19,502,802 27,126,322 +139.1

    ST (Liquidity)/Borrowing (158,451,325) (51,761,172) (106,690,152) +206.1

net (Liquidity)/Borrowing (111,822,200) (32,258,370) (79,563,830) +246.6

Total sources 305,334,845 361,810,079 (56,475,234) -15.6
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33n ReCOnCILIATIOn

The reconciliation between the financial statements at December 31, 2014 of Engineering Ingegneria Informatica 
S.p.A. and the Group consolidated financial statements at the same date is shown below:

(in Euros)

Description net profit for year Shareholders’ equity

Net profit and shareholders’ equity of Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. 34,100,465 368,144,758

Net profit and shareholders’ equity of consolidated companies 9,161,966 77,906,894

Total 43,262,431 446,051,653

Elimination of the book value of investments in subsidiary companies consolidated 
companies and any intercompany dividend 0 (19,689,597)

Valuation of associated companies under the equity method 0 0

Other adjustments (559,090) (9,205,011)

Total consolidated profit and shareholders’ equity 42,703,341 417,157,045

of which minority interest net (profit)/loss and shareholders’ equity 965,284 8,534,102

group consolidated net profit and shareholders’ equity 41,738,057 408,622,942

X. Research and innovation activity
The year 2014 was the year of major investments in activities for the Group, which took part in more than 70 
projects at national and European level.

The year 2014 also saw the start of a new European programme called Horizon 2020. The Engineering Group 
presented about 20 significant project proposals in different research fields. Based on these proposals, 7 new 
research projects were approved, for financing expected at approx. Euro 4 million. 

The activities linked to the Future Internet programme, and the FIWARE initiative specifically, continued and 
were intensified, always at European level, with the predisposition of a technological infrastructure dedicated 
to the initiative called FI-Lab, hosted by our Data Centers. The European Commission aims to make FIWARE 
the standard platform for the Internet-of-Things (IoT) and Smart Cities, inviting Engineering to form, together 
with other European big players (Telefonica, Orange, Atos), a foundation that encourages its adoption in all 
European countries.

During the year the initiatives were intensified, which are aimed at transferring the research results immediately 
to the market by proposing solutions in which the innovation elements are an integral part of the offer and by 
increasingly involving our clients in the experimentation phase. During the year we also took part in the first 
European innovation tenders based on the Pre-Commercial-Procurement (PCP) model in the CyberSecurity 
and Healthcare sectors.

Activities continued inside our technological districts and the activities of the national clusters were started; 
both sets of activities are expected to be intensified in the near future, also in light of the imminent start of the 
new national programmes. The activities regarding the establishment of the new technological districts were 
also completed, which mainly involve the regions of southern Italy, and particularly Campania, Calabria and 
Sicily.

The new Research and Development laboratory was open in Lecce during the year, inside the new building 
of the DHITECH Technological District that Engineering is a founder member of; these new spaces deal with 
state-of-the-art technology, with the participation of various national players (AVIO, STMicroelectronics), local 
entities and important research institutions such as the Apulian Universities and the Italian National Research 
Council (CNR).
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34 Contracts were started with various Italian Universities to establish high-level scholarships, as a new form 
of collaboration between private companies and Universities. According to this new form of contract, an 
employment contract for training purposes is activated, which is also a scholarship for a research doctorate, 
allowing young people to work at the company on research topics, with the possibility also of obtaining a PhD 
after three years. 

Finally, it is important to underline how many research activities conducted by Engineering are also run in 
collaboration with various local SMEs that, by taking part in a selection process and having the specific 
knowhow, have helped the Group pursue the objectives set for 2014 more effectively. This approach will 
continue, and be possibly intensified, in 2015.

XI. Personnel
n WORKFORCe And TURnOveR

At December 31, 2014 the Group workforce (with long-term contracts) numbered 7,390. Compared to 
December 31 of the previous year, the increase was equal to 107 and is essentially due to the acquisition of 
MHT.

The Group’s workforce abroad increased significantly (+20%); at December 31, 2014 the number of the 
employees of the foreign Group companies was equal to: Engineering do Brasil 387 (against 325 the year 
before), Engineering International Belgium 18 (against 17 the year before); furthermore, the acquisition of MHT 
meant an increase in the Group’s foreign presence, since 7 of its employees work in the Republic of Serbia; 
therefore, the total number of employees abroad is 412 people (against 342 the year before). 
 
Total personnel turnover, referring only to the Italian companies, net of intercompany transfers and irrespective 
of the acquisition of MHT, recorded a slight drop (367 new hires and 432 departures). The figure is essentially 
attributable to the continuation of the redundancy management programme, under incentive schemes, of 
Engineering.mo.

However the restructuring process of Engineering.mo has not finished. In January 2015, with the trade union 
agreements, which provided for the employment levels to be maintained, ceasing to be effective at the end 
of 2014 (inherited from the previous owner), Engineering.mo had to implement a mobility procedure for the 
collective reduction of 63 employees (against a workforce of 206 people), consisting of 2 senior managers, 30 
managers and 31 white-collar staff.

There are basically three reasons behind this procedure:

• the need to optimise the staff structure, especially for the functions overlapping those of the Parent Company;
• the need to outsource the activities with the lowest added value;
• the need to adjust the workforce to the revenue volumes expected for 2015, decreasing after the conclusion 

of some important orders.

Finally, in this regard, in December 2014 the term expired for the application of the Credit National Collective 
Labour Agreement and the Supplementary Company Contract to the employees of Engineering.mo. 
Consequently, from January 2015, in compliance with the provisions of the trade union agreements signed by 
the Company, the Trade Union Representatives and the National Trade Union Organisations, the Metalworking 
National Collective Labour Agreement and the supplementary contract valid of the entire Engineering Group 
has been applied.

Some detailed figures are provided below with reference to the workforce: 

• employees with degrees totalling 55.5%;
• women totalling 30.9%;
• the number of senior managers is slightly below 5%;
• employees with Super Management / Management qualifications totalling 22%.
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35With regard to geographical location, there were no significant changes, with the only note regarding the 
addition to the Group of MHT, a company focused also on supporting small and medium enterprises and 
especially rooted in North Eastern Italy and, as mentioned above, in the Republic of Serbia.

n TRAInIng 

During 2014, 315 different training courses were held for the Group’s employees in the classrooms of the 
Engineering Training School “Enrico Della Valle”. The didactic activities involved about 3,500 participations, 
totalling 11,700 man-days of classroom training. 

This figure records a slight drop compared to the previous year, due to the delay in starting the didactic 
activities by about a couple of months, as a consequence of the structured redesign of the training offer 
implemented at the beginning of 2014. 

Worth mentioning among the many initiatives are:

a) the commitment to obtaining the Professional Certifications through the School designing and holding 
individual and group courses to achieve the dual objective of obtaining the certification and developing the 
operating skills of the participants. In this scenario, during 2014, 757 Group employees obtained important 
Certifications of a technical and methodological nature (including ITIL, Prince2, Oracle, Microsoft, SAP, 
IFPUG, Vmware, Cisco), many of whom directly at the Testing Center of the Academy in Ferentino;

b) the IT technical Training Project, started in the second half of 2014 and which will continue in the first few 
months of 2015 for developers and architects from Engineering laboratories, aims to transfer the chief 
methodologies and techniques to design and develop software with characteristics that comply with the 
international application security standards. In 2014, this initiative involved more than 50 resources with 
specific verticalization in Java and .Net environments; it will continue in 2015 to also include the security of 
mobile applications and the testing of the applications;

c) the Retraining Plans aiming to reconvert the professional skills of the resources specialised in IT technologies 
with a high risk of obsolescence towards those more requested by the market. These training actions, 
featuring medium/long-term didactic interventions in classrooms, were focused on the theoretical and 
practical component of the Oracle, Java and Microsoft. Net programming languages, involving more than 
50 employees for a total of 714 man-days distributed in the offices of Siena, Rome and Naples;

d) the in-depth Seminars organised for Group personnel covering sales and accounting roles towards the 
Customers, aimed at enhancing the participants’ skills on the new scenarios of the IT world such as Social 
Media, Cloud Computing, Mobile technologies and the respective trends and business opportunities. The 
classroom initiative involved more than 100 employees and managers in 2014 at the offices of Pont Saint 
Martin (AO), Milan and Ferentino (FR) and will include an additional 60 participants in the first few months of 
2015;

e) during 2014 the activities took place for the selection of the participants in the next Engineering Master in 
Management (MeM) that will start in the first quarter of 2015 and will mostly replicate the positive experience 
attained in the previous editions.

Also during 2015 the Group used the resources allocated to the inter-professional Fondimpresa and 
Fondirigenti funds to partially cover the costs of some training activities started at the Engineering School and 
at external training bodies. The Linguistic training project supporting the Group’s internationalisation process 
was particularly popular and involved 20 managers in individual English, French and Portuguese courses via 
a full immersion programme at some of the main European capital cities. The project totalled 1,600 man-days 
distributed over the two-year period 2013/2014. 
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36 XII. Significant events during the year
The significant events are detailed below: 

• on January 28, 2014, Sicilia e-Servizi Venture S.c.r.l., subsequently to the expiry of the Framework Agreement, 
went into liquidation and the entire personnel were hired by Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A. on January 23;

• on January 31, 2014 Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. purchased 70% of the share capital of MHT 
S.r.l.; in addition, the Parent Company undertook, upon acquiring the control of MHT S.r.l., to purchase the 
Non Controlling interests (30%) from the minority Shareholders;

• on March 26, 2014 Sicilia e-Servizi Venture S.c.r.l. in liquidation, transferred the entire shareholding in Sicilia 
e-Servizi S.p.A., equal to 49%, to the Sicily Region; 

• on May 31, 2014 Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. purchased 100% of the share capital of XC 
Excellence Club S.r.l.;

• on May 5, 2014 Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. purchased an additional 5% of the share capital 
of Nexen S.p.A.. With this acquisition Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. owns 100% of the share 
capital;

• the Shareholders’ Meeting of Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A., held on May 15, 2014, resolved 
on distributing part of the net profit for the year, equalling Euro 8,000,000, as dividends, as Euro 0.6563 per 
ordinary share in circulation;

• in June 2014, at the end of a process started the previous year, a team consisting of internal resources 
prepared the first edition of the Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013 – drawn up according to 
the G3.1 guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) International Standard - which represents an 
important milestone for the Company and an additional performance for compliance with the top standards. 
The volume describes and reports the activities of social, economic and environmental responsibility carried 
out in the last three years, following a recurrent theme deemed by the Company to have had a fundamental 
impact on the life of the people, in close connection with its business: the modernisation of the country, 
which for Engineering means the responsibility of contributing to the economic and social growth of the 
community, through the ability to innovate, search and invest. The Report is aimed at all the Stakeholders – 
customers, Shareholders, suppliers, employees, industrial associations, universities, no-profit organisations 
– and is an annual opportunity to report on performance, with the objective of increasing the amount of 
information provided every year. The publication of the new edition of the Corporate Social Responsibility 
Report 2014 is set for May 2015 and this time it will follow the parameters of the G4.1 guidelines of the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI);

• on July 10, 2014 the dividend was paid to the shareholders in compliance with the resolution of the 
Shareholders’ Meeting held on May 15, 2014 for a value of Euro 8.0 million;

• on September 12, 2014 the Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of XC Excellence Club S.r.l. changed its 
name to Engineering Excellence Center S.r.l.. 

XIII. Shareholders and share performance
n SHAReHOLdeRS 

Engineering has been listed on the FTSE Italia STAR segment of the Italian Stock Market since December 2000. 
The founding family is the shareholder with the relative majority, with a share equalling 34.96%. During 2013 
the fund One Equity Partners, owned directly by JP Morgan, became a shareholder by purchasing a share 
equalling 29.16% of the capital. 
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37During August 20141 JP Morgan decided to sell the ownership of the Fund to Lexington Partners, Alpinvest 
Partners. In January 2015 the sale was finalised and on January 9, 2015 the change in the significant 
shareholding was announced to the market, which involves 29.16% of the capital owned by OEP Secondary 
Fund GP Ltd. 
The remaining part of the shares consists of the free float equal to 33.13%, also including the holdings in 
Bestinver SGIIC* for 9.992% and the shares held directly by the Company for 2.75%.
At the date of this Report there are no shareholder agreements in place. 

*Values based on the latest communications of the significant shareholdings from the Consob website at March 12, 2015.

n Key FIgUReS 2014 

Average price of the share:          Euro 44.10 
Maximum price of the share:       Euro 54.05 on April 4, 2014 
Minimum price of the share:         Euro 36.15 on October 10, 2014
Average volume of shares traded:       7,518 shares
Maximum volume of shares traded:     76,209 shares on March 4, 2014
Minimum volume of shares traded:      222 shares on June 10, 2014

During 2014, the share maintained an average value equal to Euro 44.10 compared to Euro 31.51 in 2013 with 
an average capitalisation equal to Euro 551,250,000, with average daily trading of shares equal to 7,518 shares, 
down compared to 14,334 shares in 2013. 

In 2014 Engineering shares recorded -14.57% at January 1, 2014 compared to the value of December 31, 
2014, with the FTSE Italia STAR index recording +8.5%, unlike the two Small and Mid Cap indexes, which 
recorded -1.97% and 4.45% respectively. 

If the comparison is made on the average values of the share, a good performance was recorded in 2014 
compared to the 2013 value, with the value rising from Euro 31.51 in 2013 to Euro 44.10 in 2014, recording a 
positive performance of +40%. 

During 2014, all 5 of the banks that have continually covered the share, with research activities and notes on 
the Group, Banca IMI (Specialist), Intermonte, Banca Aletti, Kepler and Akros, have never issued negative 
recommendations, with average target prices on average higher than Stock Market value.  

Treasury shares
2.75%

OEP Secondary Fund GP Ltd
29.16%

Free float
33.13%

Cinaglia Family
34.96%

1   Press release published on the JP Morgan website (http://investor.shareholder.com/jpmorganchase/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=865583).
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38 The Company continued its Investor Relations activities by participating in various national and international 
Road Shows organised by Borsa Italiana and by the leading brokers. 
At the date of this report, the value of the share is Euro 49.50 per share, with a market capitalisation of Euro 
618.75 million.

 n ENG.MI
 n FTSE Italia STAR
 n FTSE Mid Cap
 n FTSE Small Cap

n dIvIdendS 

The graph below shows the amount of the dividends distributed by the Group for the year of accrual from 2000 
to 2014.

An analysis of trend of the amount of the dividend distributed shows how the Group has always followed 
a careful cash flow management policy; as a matter of fact, for the year 2008 it decided not to distribute a 
dividend because the purchase of Atos Origin Italia was being finalised in 2009, and also for the dividend 
regarding 2011 it decided to reduce the pay-out in light of the extraordinary charges incurred in 2012 for the 
personnel restructuring process.
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39n TReASURy SHAReS

On May 15, 2014, the Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. Shareholders’ Meeting voted in favour of 
a treasury share buy-back plan for a maximum of 2,500,000 shares, within a maximum time period of 18 
(eighteen) months.
The treasury shares held at December 31, 2014 totalled 340,188 (2.72%) for a value of Euro 7,881,062.33, 
recorded as a reserve under shareholders’ equity in accordance with IAS 32, at an average carrying value of 
Euro 23.167 per share.
At the date of approving these consolidated financial statements, the number of treasury shares held in the 
portfolio by the Company amounts to 343,213 (equal to 2.746% of the Company’s shares). 

XIV. Subsequent events to the year-end
The significant events are detailed below:

• on January 9, 2015 JP Morgan Chase & Co. sold the holding in Engineering (equal to 29.158% of the share 
capital and held via OEP Italy Tech Due S.r.l., already holding the significant investment in Engineering) to 
OEP Secondary Fund GP LTD;

• on January 28, 2015 Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. acquired 51% of the share capital of 
WebResults S.r.l., with registered office in Treviolo (BG). Likewise the parties agreed on selling the residual 
49% to Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. in phases. The Company’s entire shareholding is expected 
to be purchased within December 31, 2017;

• the Shareholders’ Meeting of EngO S.p.A. in liquidation held on December 18, 2014 favourably resolved on 
the approval of the final financial statements of liquidation for the year ending November 30, 2014, with the 
filing of the set deeds and the deletion of the company from the relevant Company Register. The consequent 
deletion took place on February 19, 2015;

• on March 11, 2015 the Shareholders’ Meeting amended the Articles of Association by increasing the number 
of Directors (from 11 to 13) and adjusting it to the regulatory provisions of Law 120 of July 12, 2011 concerning 
the balance between genders in the composition of the Bodies of Administration and Control.

XV. Outlook
In 2015 Engineering faces the market with a significantly renewed offer that is the result of the extraordinary 
investments made with the aim of giving more value to the main corporate assets. 

The Cloud Computing market will be the main driver, with an IaaS offer that fully enhances our data centres 
and our expertise in designing and governing complex architectures, as the natural evolution of our Managed 
Operations offer.

Cloud Computing represents an important opportunity for Engineering to improve its role as software vendor 
to the sectors of finance, utilities, healthcare and local administrations. Our offer will be progressively made 
available in SaaS architecture on our Cloud and integrated in Cloud market platforms (e.g. Azure di MS, 
Salesforce.com).

This is the direction taken with the recent acquisition of WebResults, a company specialised in Cloud solutions 
for marketing automation and a reference partner for Salesforce.com.

This large project will allow the Company to confirm its leadership in its market and will encourage the spread 
of our solutions in the international markets.

Engineering is one of the few companies, and certainly the only Italian company, able to successfully face this 
transformation, having timely invested in those components that are an integral part of an absolutely innovative 
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40 offer: we boast state-of-the-art technological infrastructure, software products that lead the market, specific 
research activities, credibility and commercial presence.

Our expertise will allow us to accompany our clients towards Cloud Computing with a transformation process 
that we will be the first to have tested on our solutions.
 
Our presence in the Big Data market will be developed considerably in 2015: international operators view 
SpagoBI with great interest, after the latest releases of version 5, as the only Business Analytics Open Source 
platform available on the market; we will invest in it to integrate it within our application platforms.

Thanks to our sound financial structure, 2015 will see an acceleration of our internal growth process: priority 
will be given to the international markets, without neglecting the opportunities offered by the Italian market in 
terms of expertise and specific products that integrate our offer and supplement our know-how.

2015 will benefit from the reviewed tax regime both economically and financially (elimination of the personnel 
costs from the IRAP taxable base) and the faster payment terms from the Public Administration.

Finally, the good performance of the orders received in 2014 (approx. Euro 774 million equal to +4.8% on 2013) 
gives us good visibility for the current assets on our main clients.

XVI. Other information 
n TRAnSACTIOnS WITH ReLATed PARTIeS

Following the introduction of Consob regulation of March 12, 2010, adopted with resolution no. 17221 and 
subsequently amended with resolution no. 17389 of June 23, 2010 enacting provisions concerning transactions 
with related parties, Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. approved through Board of Directors’ resolution 
of November 12, 2010 the Procedure for the Identification and Carrying out of Transactions with Related 
Parties. No movements with related parties were recorded.

n PRInCIPAL RISKS And UnCeRTAInTIeS

As in all companies, risk factors which may affect Group results exist and for this purpose numerous preventative 
actions have been put in place.

The internal control system and procedures referred to in this document are consistent with applicable 
guidelines prepared by relevant associations and international best practices.

These were fully and transparently implemented and with a sense of responsibility concerning internal and 
external relations, offering sufficient guarantees for correct and efficient management.
Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. and its subsidiaries are exposed to the following risks and 
uncertainties.

ExTErnAL riSkS

A. risks connected with the economy general conditions
A prolonged poor economic phase, particularly at a domestic level, could cause demand for IT services and 
products to drop and there may be a risk of reduced orders with consequent negative economic and equity 
impacts on the Group.

Recent acquisitions mean the Group is present in every market and has succeeded in equally distributing the 
burden of its business volume, minimizing the risks associated with a crisis in an individual market.
In addition, the exposure to foreign markets has increased given the strong growth compared to the European 
market.
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41B. risks connected to the development of iT services
The sector in which the Group operates is characterised by rapid technological changes and a constant 
evolution of professionalism and expertise.

The Group has always known how to interpret changing customer needs due to considerable investments that 
allow intense research activity and the development and update of vertical applications that anticipate market 
demand.
Investing in this way, the Company minimizes the risks connected with the development of demand, which is 
managed as a business opportunity.

C. risks related to competition
The information technology market is very competitive; this is encouraged by a fragmented context that is 
affected by deeply rooted local operators that can present offers at more competitive prices. Therefore, some 
competitors could take away small market shares and expand their presence in the reference markets.
In this respect, the Group adopts strategies:
• to control costs by predicting the possible technological changes that may cancel out the competitive 

advantages already present in the Group;
• to differentiate its offer.

D. risks connected with regulatory developments
The activity performed by the Group is not subject to particular segment regulations.

inTErnAL riSkS

A1. risks connected to the employment of key personnel
The Group depends on some key figures who have contributed considerably to its success, including the 
Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and other managers with many years experience in the sector and who have 
been with the Group for more than 20 years.
In any case management considers that the Group has a management structure able to ensure continuity in the 
management of corporate activities even in the event that key figures depart.

B1. risks related to dependence on customers
The Group offers services to over 1,500 medium and large companies operating on all applicable markets 
(Public Administration, Healthcare, Finance, Insurance, Telco, Industry & Utilities). This distribution means there 
are no significant positions relating to dependence on individual customers.

C1. risks connected to contractual responsibilities towards customers
The Group develops solutions with a high technological content and high value and the relative underlying 
contracts may include the application of penalties for non-compliance with agreed timeframes and quality 
standards. The Group has signed insurance policies deemed adequate to protect against risks resulting from 
professional liability for an annual ceiling of Euro 15 million and Euro 7.5 million per claim, with no deductible. 
In addition to the above coverage, additional policies are taken out for significant economic/financial projects 
to avoid negative impacts on the Group’s economic/equity and financial position.

D1. risks related to international expansion
For a number of years, the Group strategy has looked towards developing the process of internationalisation 
and economic and financial benefits are expected. The Group companies operate in areas where there are no 
armed conflicts or border tensions. At present, the exposure towards foreign activities, in the order of 15% 
of total consolidated revenues, does not subject the Group to risks such as changes to local political and 
regulatory frameworks, as well as considerable currency fluctuations. However, these events could negatively 
affect the Group’s growth prospects. This growth strategy is addressed at minimising the specific country risk by 
differentiating the offer and the investments in more attractive geographic regions from a business point of view.

finAnCiAL riSkS

By operating mainly in the Euro area the Group has limited exposure to exchange rate risk from transactions 
in foreign currency. Specific initiatives were taken and processes followed for commercial purposes in order to 
ensure the solvency of our clients; therefore, no significant credit risks exist since the financial counterparties 
are represented by leading customers considered solvent by the market. 
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A2. Exchange rate risk
Exchange rate risk is defined as the risk of the value of a financial instrument changes following exchange 
rate movements. As nearly all transactions are carried out in the “Eurozone” exposure to exchange rates risks 
deriving from operations in currencies other than the function currency (Euro) is limited. 
IFRS 7 requires the Group to introduce simulation and sensitivity analysis processes to value potential losses 
deriving from unfavourable changes in the sector environment concerning:

• financial assets and liabilities recognised to the income statement at fair value or at amortised cost;
• investments;
• loans and receivables;
• revenues and margins in foreign currencies.

In particular the exchange rate risk can be determined on those operations currently carried out on the Brazilian 
market through Engineering do Brasil, in relation to services provided mainly within the Telco Division and the 
Energy & Utilities Division.

key Euro/real exchange rate data  

Average exchange rate 2014:   3.1223 BRL/Euro
Exchange rate at January 1, 2014:   3.2576 
Exchange rate at December 31, 2014:  3.2207 
Max exchange rate:    3.4196 on December 16, 2014
Min exchange rate:    2.9041 on September 8, 2014
Current Exchange rate (March 9, 2015)  3.362

The EUR/BRL exchange rate 2014, recorded daily (Source Bank of Italy Eurosystem).

During the year 2014 the Brazilian currency was always weak against the Euro, as confirmed also by the 
average exchange rate for 2014, which was 3.1223 BRL for 1 Euro against 2.8686 of 2013.

This, in terms of economic impact on the Group performance, was slightly negative in that at like-for-like 
business produced, it corresponds to a lower volume of revenues and margins in the currency in which the 
present financial statements are prepared.
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The average exchange rate for the first few months of 2015 remains at the levels of 2014; the average 
exchange rate for January and February 2015 equalled 3.06392 and 3.19767, respectively. The current EUR/
BRL exchange rate – with reference to March 13, 2015, when this document was drawn up – is essentially in 
line with the value recorded on December 31, 2014.

The EUR/BRL exchange rate 2015, from January 1 to March 9, recorded daily (Source Bank of Italy Eurosystem).

During the year 2014, despite the supporting measures taken by the Central Bank, the Real depreciated by 
another 13.4% against the Dollar. Halfway through 2014 the Authorities started to intervene to support the 
currency, as they became concerned about high inflation. This programme was repeatedly extended and is 
believed to continue throughout the year 2015 as Brazil is still concerned by high-inflation related phenomena. 

That being said, in line with the prudence principle, through a sensitivity analysis we estimate the effects of a 
depreciation of the Real against the Euro. For example purposes only therefore and after highlighting the non-
existence of any indication that would support a significant depreciation of the Brazilian currency, we show 
in the following table the effect on Group revenues of a depreciation of between 5% and 25% of the average 
value of the Brazilian Real on the Euro on 2014 data. The income statement values are calculated utilising the 
average annual exchange rate between the two currencies.

Eng do Brasil total revenues 2014     R$ 180,900,701
BRL/EURO financial statement conversion rate   3.12
Financial statements total revenues in foreign currency € 57,938,283      

             

(Importi in euro)

Depreciation BrL Corresponding 
revenues 2014

net effect Effect on % of group consolidated 
total revenues

  5% 55,041,369 (2,896,914) -0.34%

10% 52,144,455 (5,793,828) -0.68%

15% 49,247,541 (8,690,742) -1.02%

20% 46,350,626 (11,587,657) -1.36%

25% 43,453,712 (14,484,571) -1.70%

B2. interest rate risk
The portion of long-term financial payables at variable interest rate was fully paid off with the last instalment of 
January 2014. Therefore, interest rate risk no longer applies.

March 2015February 2015January 2015

3.3

3.4

3.2

3.1

3.0

2.9

Exchange rate
Average
Min and max
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C2. Market risk
Market risk is defined as the risk that the value of a financial instrument may change due to fluctuations in 
market prices. The Group does not have operations related to this risk, therefore the exposure is zero.

D2. Credit risk
Credit risk is defined as the probable financial loss generated by the non-fulfilment by third parties of a payment 
obligation to the Group.
The Group manages this risk through implementing policies aimed at ensuring the solvency of clients and limiting 
the exposure to credit risk of an individual client through evaluation and monitoring of the customer.
Specifically, the Group does not have significant concentration of credit risks except in relation to those activities 
carried out for governmental bodies for which extended payment times are granted based on the payment policy 
adopted by the public bodies which often do not respect the conditions established by contracts but however 
do not result in irrecoverable receivables.  With regard to the receivables from the Sicily Region in particular, also 
through Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A., reference is made to the contents of paragraph “14. Trade receivables” of the 
Notes to the financial statements.

E2. Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is defined as the risk that the Group encounters difficulty to source the funds necessary to 
satisfy obligations related to financial liabilities. A prudent management of liquidity risk is carried out through 
monitoring cash flows, the need for financing and any liquidity excesses. For many years, a centralised treasury 
structure has been in place in the Group which ensures efficient management of financial resources and the 
covering of financial needs through adequate credit lines related to Group cash flows.

n TAX COnSOLIdATIOn

The Group does not adhere to the “National tax consolidation”.

n TAX AUTHORITy ReLATIOnS

With reference to the general audit for the purposes of direct taxes, IRAP (regional operating taxes) and VAT 
charged to Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. for 2009 by the Lazio Regional Authority – Office of 
Large-Scale Taxpayers, it is highlighted that during the year the assessment deeds regarding the tax period 
2008 and part of 2009 were defined as adhering. The assessment deed for the tax period 2010 and remaining 
part of the tax period 2009 was notified in December 2014, both defined in February 2015. The report on 
findings notified in December 2012, at the end of the audit, contained some claims that mainly concerned 
some entries regarding previous years, which did not have an impact worthy of assessment, and a claim for 
IRAP and VAT purposes relating to the reclassification of a contract that concerned the tax period 2008 and 
the tax periods after 2009.

In May 2014 the company Engineering.mo was subject to an audit by the Veneto Regional Authority – Office of 
Large-Scale Taxpayers – with regard to the correct application of the transfer pricing policy for the tax period 
2011; the inspection, started on May 26, 2014, ended on November 26, 2014 with the preparation of the report 
on findings that reported no irregularity.

During the first half of 2014 the company OverIT was subject to an audit by the Italian Tax Police - Pordenone 
tax enforcement unit, for the purposes of direct taxes, IRAP (regional operating taxes) and VAT for the tax period 
2012 and subsequent periods; the inspection, which started on April 3, 2014, ended on June 23, 2014 with 
the preparation of the report on findings, which recorded only one economically not pertinent claim, for which 
so far the Company has received no assessment deed from the competent Pordenone Provincial Department.
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STATEMEnT of finAnCiAL poSiTion
(in Euros)

Statement of financial position - Assets notes 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

A) non-current assets

Property, plant and equipment 6 29,211,907 31,960,629

Intangible assets 7 17,582,552 22,359,887

Goodwill 8 55,186,148 48,973,445

Investments 9 0 0

Other investments and holdings 9 125,123 408,923

Deferred tax assets 10 22,721,954 32,983,418

Other non-current assets 11 1,206,666 5,038,252

Total non-current assets 126,034,350 141,724,553

B) non-current assets held for sale 0 0

C) Current assets

Inventories 12 71,487 230,724

Construction contracts 13 124,290,824 132,078,269

Trade receivables 14 505,852,465 562,207,687

Other current assets 15 53,978,514 55,971,250

Cash and cash equivalents 16 182,704,807 139,447,283

Total current assets 866,898,095 889,935,212

   Total assets (A + B + C) 992,932,445 1,031,659,765

(in Euros)

Statement of financial position - Liabilities notes 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

D) Shareholders’ equity

Share capital 18 31,007,521 31,084,431

Reserves 19 98,679,643 107,408,349

Retained earnings 20 237,197,722 198,569,193

Profit/(loss) for the year  41,738,057 53,111,085

group shareholders’ equity 408,622,943 390,173,058

Capital and reserves of minority interests  7,568,819 3,974,230

Profit for the year of minority share  965,284 (78,839)

Total shareholders’ equity 17 417,157,045 394,068,449

E) non-current liabilities

Non-current financial liabilities 21 46,629,125 19,502,802

Deferred tax liabilities 22 19,984,090 17,555,573

Non-current provisions for risks and charges 23 217,344 4,490,565

Other non-current liabilities 24 10,288,233 584,739

Post-employment benefits 25 68,869,328 65,009,313

Total non-current liabilities 145,988,119 107,142,991

 f) Current liabilities

Current financial liabilities 26 24,253,482 87,686,111

Current tax payables 27 1,312,617 315,362

Current provisions for risks and charges 28 21,860,331 36,162,941

Other current liabilities 29 140,719,888 144,565,506

Trade payables 30 241,640,963 261,718,406

Total current liabilities 429,787,281 530,448,325

g) Total liabilities (E + f) 575,775,400 637,591,316

 Total liabilities & shareholders’ equity (D + g) 992,932,445 1,031,659,765



46 inCoME STATEMEnT AnD CoMprEhEnSivE inCoME STATEMEnT
(in Euros)

income statement notes 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

 A) Total revenues

Revenues 817,260,575 800,101,879

Other revenues 32 35,712,899 22,693,176
Total revenues 31 852,973,474 822,795,055

 B) operating expenses

Raw materials and consumables 34 16,862,210 11,257,065

Services 35 300,857,058 304,098,476

Personnel costs 36 414,043,214 397,120,875

Amortisation and depreciation 37 17,357,404 20,711,602

Provisions 38 14,061,164 27,066,975

Other costs 39 11,307,273 9,491,728
Total operating expenses 33 774,488,324 769,746,721

 C) operating profit (A - B) 78,485,151 53,048,334

Other financial income 5,146,868 2,819,340

Other financial charges 4,569,398 8,572,335
 D) net financial income (charges) 40 577,469 (5,752,995)

 E) income/(charges) from investments

Income/(charges) from other investments 713,567 93,164

Non-recurring income/(charges) from investments 0 33,185,877
Total income/(charges) from investments 41 713,567 33,279,041

 f) profit before taxes (C + D +  E) 79,776,187 80,574,380

 g) income taxes 42 37,072,847 27,542,134

 h) net profit from continuing operations (f - g) 42,703,341 53,032,246

  i) profit from discontinued operations 0 0

 L) Consolidated profit for the year (h + i) 42,703,341 53,032,246

minority share 965,284 (78,839)

Group share 41,738,057 53,111,085

group consolidated profit 43

Basic earnings per share 3.43 4.36

Diluted earnings per share 3.43 4.36

net profit from continuing operations 43

Basic earnings per share 3.50 4.35

Diluted earnings per share 3.50 4.35

(in Euros)

Comprehensive income statement notes 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 

L) group consolidated profit 42,703,341 53,032,246

M) other comprehensive income statement items

Net actuarial gains/(losses) of employee defined plans (6,469,926) 1,906,819

Tax effect related to Other profit/(loss) which will be reclassified in Profit/(loss) for 
the year

1,779,230 (510,664)

Total other profit/(loss) which will not be reclassified in profit/(loss) for the year, net 
of tax effect

(4,690,697) 1,396,155

n) Total other profit/(loss) which will be reclassified in profit/(loss) for the year:

Profit/(Loss) on cash flow hedge instruments (242,013) 90,510

Tax effect related to Other profit/(loss) which will be reclassified in Profit/(loss) for 
the year

66,554 (24,890)

Translation gains/losses on non Euro accounts 1,240,194 (118,839)

Taxation on translation gains/losses on non Euro accounts

Total other profit/(loss) which will be reclassified in profit/(loss) for the year, 
net of tax effect

1,064,734 (53,219)

Total other profit/(loss), net of tax effect (3,625,962) 1,342,936

o) Total comprehensive income foe the year (L + M + n) 39,077,379 54,375,182

minority share 987,250 (76,689)

Group share 38,090,128 54,451,871
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STATEMEnT of ChAngES in ShArEhoLDErS’ EquiTy

(in Euros)

Description Share 
capital

reserves retained 
earnings

profit/(loss) 
for the year

group
shareholders’

equity

Minority 
interest

Total

Balance at 01.01.2013 31,084,431 106,447,188 160,815,220 41,430,936 339,777,775 2,600,147 342,377,921

Net profit 53,111,085 53,111,085 (78,839) 53,032,246

Other net comprehensive 
items (118,839) 1,459,625   1,340,786 2,150 1,342,936

Comprehensive profit 0 (118,839) 1,459,625 53,111,085 54,451,871 (76,689) 54,375,182

Allocation of profits 0 34,930,936 (34,930,936) 0 0 0

Dividends distributed 0 (6,500,000) (6,500,000) 0 (6,500,000)

Incr./decr. treasury shares 0 0 0 0 0

Incr./decr. share capital 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Transactions with 
Shareholders 0 0 34,930,936 (41,430,936) (6,500,000) 0 (6,500,000)

other changes 0 1,080,000 1,363,412 0 2,443,412 1,371,933 3,815,345

Balance at 31.12.2013 31,084,431 107,408,349 198,569,192 53,111,085 390,173,058 3,895,391 394,068,449

Net profit 41,738,057 41,738,057 965,284 42,703,341

Other net comprehensive 
items 1,240,194 (4,888,123) (3,647,929) 21,967 (3,625,962)

Comprehensive profit 0 1,240,194 (4,888,123) 41,738,057 38,090,128 987,250 39,077,379

Allocation of profits 0 0 45,111,085 (45,111,085) 0 0 0

Dividends distributed (8,000,000) (8,000,000) 0 (8,000,000)

Incr./decr. treasury shares (76,911) (1,092,906) (1,169,816) 0 (1,169,816)

Incr./decr. share capital 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Transactions with 
Shareholders (76,911) 0 44,018,179 (53,111,085) (9,169,816) 0 (9,169,816)

other changes 0 (9,968,900) (501,527) 0 (10,470,427) 3,651,461 (6,818,967)

Balance at 31.12.2014 31,007,521 98,679,643 237,197,722 41,738,057 408,622,942 8,534,102 417,157,045



48 CASh fLow STATEMEnT

The following table shows the Group cash flow movements and was prepared using the direct method. In 
relation to cash flows deriving from acquisitions during the year, reference is made to paragraph IX of the 
Directors’ Report.  

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

 Revenues from the sales of products/services - third parties 1,052,849,104 940,618,568 

 Costs for goods and services - third parties (401,811,612) (375,895,385)

 Personnel costs (432,266,284) (425,981,784)

 Interest received from operating activities 2,927,622 1,287,293 

 Interest paid for operating activities (1,725,950) (2,989,578)

 Exchange differences (197,769) 964 

 Income taxes (115,268,315) (116,195,462)

A) Total cash flow from operating activities 104,506,796 20,844,615 

 Sale of tangible assets 577,507 87,686 

 Purchase of tangible assets (8,439,657) (6,845,936)

 Purchase of intangible assets (2,490,884) (1,853,297)

 Purchase of investments in subsidiaries (1,354,838) (83,939)

 Sale of investments in subsidiaries 0 23,499 

 Purchase of business unit (667,388) 154,210 

 Sale of business unit 0 (3,845,033)

 Purchase of other investments and securities (11,400) (524,326)

 Sale of other investments and securities 588,951 2,000 

B)  Total cash flow from investing activities (11,797,709) (12,885,136)

 New loans 194,957,530 291,258,074 

 Repayment of loans (234,306,947) (316,629,041)

 Loans granted to third parties (1,658,796) 0 

 Purchase of treasury shares (1,198,329) 0 

 Dividends distributed (7,971,767) (6,499,760)

 Change in consolidation scope 1,700,448 69,210,811 

 Interest paid for financing activities (973,703) (517,715)

C)  Total cash flow from financing activities (49,451,563) 36,822,369 

D)  (A+B+C) change in cash and cash equivalents 43,257,524 44,781,848 

E)  Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 139,447,283 94,665,435 

f)  (D+E) cash and cash equivalents at end of year 182,704,807 139,447,283 
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nET finAnCiAL poSiTion

As required by Consob communication of July 28, 2006 and in compliance with the ESMA recommendation of 
March 2011, we report below the breakdown of the Group net financial position.
Total liquidity includes, in addition to the cash and cash equivalents at year-end, also the value of treasury 
shares owned at December 31, 2014 for Euro 7,881,063 (Euro 6,711,246 in 2013). 

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

Cash 31,572 41,594

Other liquid assets 190,554,297 146,116,935

A) Cash and cash equivalents 190,585,869 146,158,529

B) Current financial receivables 1,658,796 0

Current bank payables (4,934,831) (3,753,662)

Current borrowing (10,420,608) (77,705,082)

Other current financial payables (8,898,043) (6,227,367)

C) Current borrowing (24,253,482) (87,686,111)

D) net current financial position (A+B+C) 167,991,183 58,472,419

Non-current borrowing (45,231,644) (18,437,145)

Other non-current payables (1,397,481) (1,065,658)

E) non-current borrowing (46,629,125) (19,502,802)

f) net financial position (D+E) 121,362,058 38,969,616



50 notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements

1 General information
Engineering is the leading domestic provider of integrated ICT services, products and consultancy. The 
Company was established in Padua on June 6, 1980 and has been listed on the FTSE Italia STAR segment of 
the Italian Stock Market since December 2000.

With approx. 7,400 employees, 40 offices throughout Italy, the EU and Latin America and with an agent in 
the United States, the Group derives approx. 15% of revenues abroad and manages IT initiatives in over 20 
countries with projects for the Industry, Telecommunications, Banking and Public Administration sectors. The 
Group operates in the outsourcing and Cloud Computing market through an integrated network of 6 data 
centres located in Pont St. Martin (Aosta), Turin, Padua, Vicenza, Milan and Rome, which manages approx. 300 
clients with an infrastructure corresponding to the highest technological, qualitative and security standards.

The Engineering market consists of medium-large clients, both in the private (banks, insurance companies, 
industry, services and telecommunications) and in the public sector (Healthcare, local and central Public 
Administration and Defence) to which SMEs and small municipalities have now been added, for which 
dedicated offers are targeted in the areas of ERP-CRM and tax collection, respectively.

The Group plays a leadership role in software research, coordinating a number of national and international 
projects through a network of scientific partners and universities across Europe. It develops Cloud computing 
solutions and operates in the Open Source community.

The Group operates in Software and IT Services, with a market share of around 8% in Italy and a leading 
position in numerous vertical sectors, due to a wide range of proprietary solutions, from banking compliance 
(SISBA, ELISE), to Billing and CRM for Utilities (Net@SUITE), to integrated diagnostics and administration 
solutions for Healthcare (AREAS), WFM systems (OverIT) and mobile platforms for TLC. In relation to system 
integration, application management and outsourcing, the Group’s market share considerably exceeds 10%. 

As a result of its business model, the Group creates tangible value in its various areas of operation, as it can 
meet all the needs of its existing and potential clients and define, plan and develop concretely efficiency and 
effective IT strategies.

n 1.1 SIgnIFICAnT OPeRATIOnS

Below we report the main operations occurred over the year:

• On January 28, 2014, the company Sicilia e-Servizi Venture S.c.r.l. was placed in liquidation and the personnel 
was hired by Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A. on January 23, 2014.

• On March 26, 2014, the company Sicilia e-Servizi Venture S.c.r.l. sold the entire equity investment owned, 
equal to 49% of Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A.’s share capital, to the Sicily Region. This disposal generated a capital 
gain equal to Euro 296,705 and recognised to the income statement. The above transaction is to be included 
within the convention entered between the parties on May 21, 2007 and expired on December 22, 2013. 

n 1.2 ACQUISITIOnS In THe yeAR

• On January 31, 2014, Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. acquired 70% of the share capital of MHT 
S.r.l. As regards this transaction, Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. also subscribed a special contract 
provision to purchase the minority interests according to which the Parent Company, at preset dates, must 
acquire the Non Controlling Interest quotas at a price that will be determined based on contract terms set out 
therein. A Goodwill of Euro 5,004,357 resulted from the consolidation of the aforesaid equity investment on a 
line-by-line basis, as better specified in the section on Goodwill. The latter was determined by using the full 
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goodwill method, and interim allocated to the I&S CGU. Pursuant to provisions set out by IFRS 3R, the final 
allocation will be made within 12 months from acquisition date.

The following table summarizes the interim measurement at fair value of assets acquired and liabilities 
undertaken, compared to the purchase cost of the equity investment. 

(in Euros)

Description 31.01.2014

Property, plant and equipment 616,371

Intangible assets 57,351

Other non-current assets 50,841

Current assets 4,470,070

Other current assets 817,961

Non-current liabilities 1,040,654

Current liabilities 2,156,226

Other current liabilities 840,552

fair value of assets acquired 1,975,162

Acquired portion 70%

Acquisition cost 3,616,570

Shares held by minority holders 30%

Minority interest 3,362,949

goodwill 5,004,357

• On May 5, 2014, Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. acquired the equity investment held by Gianni 
Fuolega in the company Nexen S.p.A., equal to 5% of its share capital. With this acquisition, Engineering 
Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. now owns 100% of the company’s share capital.

 
• On May 31, 2014, Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. acquired the entire shareholding in the company 

XC Excellence Club S.r.l.. A Goodwill of Euro 197,230 resulted from the consolidation of the aforesaid equity 
investment on a line-by-line basis, as better specified in the section on Goodwill. The latter was determined 
by using the full goodwill method, as interim allocated to the I&S CGU. Pursuant to provisions set out by IFRS 
3R, the final allocation will be made within 12 months from acquisition date.

The following table summarizes the interim measurement at fair value of assets acquired and liabilities 
undertaken, compared to the purchase cost of the equity investment.

(in Euros)

Description 31.05.2014

Property, plant and equipment 0

Intangible assets 0

Other non-current assets 0

Current assets 238,819

Other current assets 8,165

Non-current liabilities 0

Current liabilities 236,533

Other current liabilities 7,680

fair value of assets acquired 2,770

Acquired portion 100%

Acquisition cost 200,000

goodwill 197,230



52 • In view of expanding its business and to strengthen its overall production capacity, on September 8, 2014, 
the company Engineering Excellence Center S.r.l. acquired from CDN Consulting S.r.l. the business unit 
dedicated to the performance of processes, IT activities and services included in the implementation of 
SAP Advanced Logistics solutions. The acquisition also envisaged the payment of a further remuneration 
subordinated to income results of the acquired assets (payment of the earn-out type).

The difference between the interim measurement at fair value of assets acquired and liabilities undertaken, 
compared to the purchase cost, equal to Euro 1,000,000, was allocated to goodwill. Pursuant to provisions set 
forth by IFRS 3R, the final amount will be allocated within twelve months from acquisition date.

2 Form, contents and accounting principles
These annual consolidated financial statements at December 31, 2014 were prepared in accordance with 
International Accounting Standards (IAS-IFRS) and the related IFRIC interpretations and IFRS standards, 
approved by the European Commission in addition to the provisions of Article 9, paragraph 3, of Legislative 
Decree no. 38 of February 28, 2005. 

The present financial statements were prepared in accordance with Consob regulation no. 11971 of May 14, 
1999 and subsequent modifications and integrations. These financial statements are expressed in Euro and, 
in compliance with IAS 1 “Presentation of Financial Statements” include the statement of financial position, 
the income statement and the comprehensive income statement, the statement of changes in shareholders’ 
equity, the cash flow statement, the net financial position and the related explanatory notes. 

The principles utilised are the same as those used for the preparation of the last annual financial statements 
and were applied evenly, except for the IFRS and IFRIC accounting principles, amendments and constructions 
applicable for accounting periods beginning on January 1, 2014, as indicated in par. 4.28.  

The consolidation was carried out under the line-by-line method, including the minority interests reported in the 
relevant shareholders’ equity and income statement accounts. 
The Group companies adopted the same accounting period as the Parent Company and the standards utilised 
are the same for the preparation as the last annual financial statements and were applied in a uniform manner. 

In the statement of financial position assets and liabilities are classified according to the “current/non-current” 
criterion with separate presentation of assets and liabilities held-for-sale. Current assets are those held for sale 
or used in the normal business operating cycle or in the twelve months following the year-end. Current liabilities 
are those which are expected to be settled in the normal operating cycle or within 12 months following the 
year-end. The income statement items are classified by the nature of the costs, while the cash flow statement 
uses the direct method.

The financial statements are accompanied by the Directors’ Report prepared by the Board of Directors in 
compliance with Article 2428 of the Italian Civil Code, which contains more detailed information on Group 
operations and significant events after the year-end.

n USe OF eSTIMATeS And MeASUReMenTS

The preparation of the financial statements in compliance with IFRS also requires the use of estimates and 
assumptions in determining the values of the assets and liabilities, costs and revenues and contingent assets 
and liabilities. The estimates and assumptions are based on the best information available at the reporting date 
and on prior experience where the book value of assets and liabilities is not easily inferable from other sources.
However, actual results could differ from those estimates. Estimates and assumptions are periodically revised 
and changes are immediately reflected in the income statement. 
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53The items that are most influenced by estimates are construction contracts, provisions for risks and charges, 
revenues and the measurement of post-employment benefits and of the fair value of derivative instruments.

3 Consolidation scope and principles
n 3.1 SUBSIdIARy COMPAnIeS

The subsidiary companies are consolidated from the date on which the Group acquires control and 
deconsolidated from the date in which control is lost. Control is defined as the ability to directly or indirectly 
determine the financial and management policies and benefit from their implementation. 

Consistently with provisions set out by IFRS 10, a company is controlled with the presence of the following 
three elements: (a) power on the entity acquired; (b) exposure, or rights, to variable returns deriving from 
involvement with the same; (c) capacity to utilise the power to influence the amount of these returns.

The accounts are consolidated under the line-by-line method, therefore including the entire amount of assets 
and liabilities and all costs and revenues nevertheless the percentage of share capital held. The book value of 
consolidated investments is therefore eliminated against the relative shareholders’ equity. 

The results of subsidiaries acquired or sold during the year are included in the consolidated income statement 
from the date of acquisition until the date of sale. The operations, the balances as well as the unrealised profits 
and losses on inter-group transactions are eliminated.

The shares of shareholders’ equity and of the minority interest result are included in a separate shareholders’ 
equity account and in a separate line of the consolidated income statement.

n 3.2 ASSOCIATed COMPAnIeS

Associated companies are defined as those in which significant influence is exercised. Such influence is 
presumed where more than 20% of the effective or potentially exercisable voting rights are held at the reporting 
date.

The acquisition was recognised under the acquisition method described in the following point 4.6. After 
acquisition, investments in associated companies are recorded under the equity method or rather recording 
the Group share of the result and of the movements in the reserves respectively to the income statement and 
shareholders’ equity. Non-realised profits and losses on inter-group transactions are eliminated for the relative 
share. 

When the Group share of losses in an associated company is equal to or greater than the value of the investment 
held, the Group does not recognise additional losses unless an obligation to recapitalise exists or if payments 
have been made on behalf of the associated company. 

n 3.3 JOInT ARRAngeMenTS

Pursuant to provisions set forth by IFRS 11, investments in joint ventures are recorded under the equity method 
applied as described in the previous note. A joint venture is a joint operation where parties have rights on 
contractually agreed assets and obligations for agreed liabilities. As regards joint operations, the standard 
envisages  that the proportionate assets, liabilities, costs and revenues, resulting from joint operations, are 
entered directly in the consolidated (and separate) financial statements.
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54 n 3.4 COnSOLIdATIOn SCOPe

The consolidated financial statements include the financial statements of the Parent Company and those 
companies in which the Parent Company holds the majority of the voting rights.

The consolidated companies at December 31, 2014 are listed in the following table:

(in Euros)

Company registered office Share capital percentage of share capital held

Direct indirect Total

Engineering Sardegna S.r.l. Cagliari 20,000 100.00% 100.00%

Engiweb Security S.r.l. Rome 50,000 100.00% 100.00%

Engineering Tributi S.p.A. Trento 10,000,000 100.00% 100.00%

Engineering International Inc. Delaware (USA) 7 100.00% 100.00%

Engineering International Belgium S.A. Brussels 61,500 100.00% 100.00%

Engineering.mo  S.p.A. Pont Saint Martin 1,000,000 100.00% 100.00%

OverIT S.p.A. Pordenone 98,800 95.00% 95.00%

Nexen S.p.A. Padua 1,500,000 100.00% 100.00%

Engineering do Brasil S.A. Sao Paulo (Brazil) 8,587,992 75.00% 75.00%

Engi da Argentina S.A. Buenos Aires 50,000 (AR$) 67.50% 67.50%

Sicilia e-Servizi Venture S.c.r.l. in liquidation Palermo 300,000 65.00% 65.00%

MHT S.r.l. Lancenigo 52,000 70.00% 70.00%

Engineering Excellence Center S.r.l. Rome 10,000 100.00% 100.00%

Changes in the consolidation scope compared to December 31, 2013 relate to transactions carried out during 
the period as summarised below:

• Acquisition on January 31, by Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. of 70% of MHT S.r.l.;
• Acquisition on May 31, by Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. of 100% of XC Excellence Club S.r.l. 

(today Engineering Excellence Center S.r.l.);
• Acquisition of further 5% shares of Nexen S.p.A. by Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A which now 

owns 100% of the company.

Disclosures required by IFRS 12 on the significant interests that minority holders have in the Group’s assets, 
liabilities and cash flows are shown hereunder. 

(in Euros)

Company proportion of ownership 
interests and voting rights 

held by non-controlling 
interests

profit (loss) allocated to 
non-controlling interests

Accumulated non-
controlling interests

31.12.2014 31.12.2013 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

Sicilia e-Servizi Venture S.c.r.l. +35.0% +35.0% (305,255) (168,667) 614,971 920,226

Engineering do Brasil S.A. +25.0% +25.0% 1,046,004 4,671 3,394,200 2,823,831

MHT S.r.l. +30.0% 0.0% 199,963 0 710,934 0

Total 940,712 (163,997) 4,720,105 3,744,058
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55Disclosures reflect the balances before intercompany netting.

(in Euros)

Description Sicilia e-Servizi venture Engineering do Brasil MhT

31.12.2014 31.12.2013 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

Non-current assets 14,390 261,055 6,528,630 8,750,743 737,510 0

Current assets 107,619,014 106,843,452 30,300,311 18,690,289 7,189,694 0

Non-current liabilities 328 361 1,252,980 1,552,943 1,151,197 0

Current liabilities 105,876,017 104,474,928 21,999,160 16,475,318 4,406,229 0

Equity attributable to owners

of the Company

1,142,089 1,708,992 10,182,600 6,588,940 1,658,845 0

non-controlling interests 614,971 920,226 3,394,200 2,823,831 710,934 0

Revenues 4,610,009 19,492,116 57,938,283 47,382,141 11,132,142 0

Expenses (5,482,167) (19,974,023) (53,754,265) (47,363,458) (10,465,599) 0

Profit/(loss) for the year (872,159) (481,906) 4,184,018 18,683 666,543 0

Profit/(loss) attributable to owners

of the Company

(566,903) (313,239) 3,138,013 14,012 466,580 0

profit/(loss) attributable to the

non-controlling interests

(305,255) (168,667) 1,046,004 4,671 199,963 0

net cash flow from operating activities (479,488) (1,367,059) (1,143,313) (1,505,377) 1,172,309 0

Net cash flow from investing activities 541,705 (461) 38,114 (3,550) (98,963) 0

Net cash flow from financing activities 0 0 1,436,193 (99,551) 0 0

net cash flow 62,217 (1,367,520) 330,994 (1,608,478) 1,073,346 0

4 Accounting principles
The accounts in the financial statements are recognised on a going concern basis.

These financial statements were prepared using measurement criteria based on historical cost, with the 
exception of the fair value measurement of the derivative financial instrument hedging the variable interest rate 
risk relating to an existing loan.

Where not specified, the significant changes reported in these notes principally relate to the changes in the 
consolidation scope indicated above.

The accounting policies adopted in the preparation of the present consolidated financial statements are 
described below.

n 4.1 PROPeRTy, PLAnT And eQUIPMenT

Property, plant and equipment include assets with long-term use held for the production or supply of goods 
and services, to be used under lease or for administrative purposes. This definition does not include property 
held principally or exclusively for rental purposes or for capital appreciation or for both of these reasons 
(“Investment property”).

Property, plant and equipment are recognised at acquisition cost including any directly attributable costs. The 
acquisition cost is the fair value of the price paid and any other cost directly related and necessary for the 
correct functioning of the asset with regard to the use for which it was acquired. The capitalisation of costs 
relative to the expansion, modernisation or improvement of the structural elements whether owned or leased 
is solely made within the limits established to be separately classified as assets or part of an asset. Financial 
charges incurred for the acquisition of tangible fixed assets are never capitalised.
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56 Land, both with and without civil and industrial buildings, is recorded separately and is not depreciated as it 
has an indefinite useful life.
 
Property, plant and equipment are recorded net of the relative accumulated depreciation and any losses in 
value. The amount to be depreciated is comprised of the carrying amount gross of depreciation and net of 
write-downs. Given the uniformity of the assets included in the various fixed asset categories, the useful life by 
category is as follows (except in specific cases):

Category useful life

Land Indefinite

Buildings 33 years

Plant and machinery 3 - 6 years

EDP 3 - 6 years

Furniture, office machinery and equipment 6 - 8 years

Motor vehicles 4 years

Property, plant and equipment are depreciated on a straight line basis over the useful estimated life of the asset 
which is reassessed at least at the end of each year to apply any changes. 
The carrying value of a tangible fixed asset is recognised within the value limits that this asset may recover 
through use. Wherever evidence indicates that difficulties may exist in the recovery of the net book value, an 
impairment test is carried out.
Depreciation starts when the asset is available and ready for use.
At the time of sale, or when there are no expected future economic benefits from the use of an asset, it is 
eliminated from the financial statements and any loss or gain (calculated as the difference between sale price 
and the book value) is recorded to the income statement.

n 4.2 LeASIng

in the case in which the group is the lessee
Lease contracts concerning assets in which the Group substantially holds all the risks and benefits from 
ownership are classified as finance lease. Assets acquired under finance leases are recorded under tangible 
fixed assets and against the financial payable to the lessor and depreciated according to the nature of the 
individual asset. The financial charge is incurred in the income statement for the duration of the contract. 
Lease contracts in which the lessor retains a significant amount of the risks and benefits deriving from the 
ownership are instead classified as operating leases; the lease payments are booked in the income statement 
on a straight-line basis for the whole duration of the contract. 

in the case in which the group is the lessor
For assets leased under a finance lease contract, the current rental amount under the lease is recognised 
as a financial receivable. The difference between the net carrying amount and the current amount of the 
receivable is recognised to the income statement as financial income. Assets leased under operating lease 
contracts are however included in tangible or intangible fixed assets and depreciated or amortised in a 
similar manner to assets owned, with rental instalments recognised on a straight line basis over the duration 
of the contract.

n 4.3 InTAngIBLe ASSeTS

The intangible assets, all with definite useful life, are recognised where identifiable and are likely to produce 
future economic benefits for the Group.

Intangible assets are initially recognised at acquisition or production cost. The acquisition cost is the fair value 
of the price paid to acquire the asset and any other direct costs incurred to prepare the asset for use. For 
intangible assets generated internally, the generation of the asset is broken down into the periods of research 
(non-capitalised) and the period of development (capitalised). Where the two periods are indistinguishable, the 
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57entire project is considered as research and is recorded directly to the income statement.
Assets generated are amortised from the moment of use or sale. To date they have been classified under 
assets-in-progress.
Financial charges incurred to acquire an intangible fixed asset are never capitalised.

After initial recognition, intangible assets are recognised on a cost basis, net of accumulated amortisation 
and any impairment. Amortisation is applied on the straight line basis over the period of expected use. Given 
the homogeneity of the assets included within financial statement categories, with the exception of specific 
significant cases, the useful lives per category are as follows:

Category useful life

Software 3 - 6 years

Concessions, licenses and trademarks 3 - 8 years

Other 2- 14 years

The amortisation criteria as well as useful lives and residual values are reassessed and re-defined at least at the 
end of each year in order to take any significant changes into account. 
The book value of an intangible asset is maintained in the accounts as long as there is evidence that this value 
may be recovered through usage. Wherever evidence exists that difficulties may arise in the recovery of the net 
book value, an impairment test is carried out.

Software
The costs directly associated to information technology products produced internally or acquired from third 
parties are capitalised under intangible fixed assets when the following conditions are met:

• technical feasibility and intention to complete the product in order that the latter may be available for use or 
sale;

• capacity to use or sell the product;
• definition of the manner in which the product will generate probable future economic rewards (existence of a 

market for the product or use for internal means);
• availability of adequate technical, financial and other resources for the purposes of completing the 

development and the use/sale of the product;
• capacity to reliably estimate the cost attributable to intangible assets during development of the product.

Expenses for substantial updating of products are capitalised as improvements and added to the original cost 
of the software. Development costs which improve the products or alter them in line with regulatory changes 
are included within projects carried out on behalf of clients and therefore expensed in the period in which they 
are incurred.

Concessions, licenses and trademarks
Costs associated with the purchase of concessions, licenses and trademarks are capitalised among intangible 
assets. The cost comprises the fair value of the price paid to acquire the right and any other direct costs incurred 
for its adaptation or for implementation within the operating or productive context of the entity. The period of 
amortisation does not exceed the lower between the useful life and the duration of the legal/contractual rights.

n 4.4 gOOdWILL

Goodwill is the excess of an acquisition cost in comparison to the company share of the fair value of the 
identifiable assets and liabilities at the acquisition date. 
Goodwill from the acquisition of companies for payment is not amortised and is subject to an impairment 
test at least once a year. For this purpose, goodwill is allocated to one or more Cash Generating Units. A 
reduction in value following an impairment test is not written back in subsequent accounting periods.
In the case of the sale of assets (or part of an asset) of a CGU, any goodwill associated is included in the 
book value of the asset in order to determine the profit or loss from sale in proportion to the value of the 
CGU sold.
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58 Goodwill relating to associated companies or other companies is included in the book value of these companies.

At period-end, goodwill is subject to impairment testing and adjusted for any losses. Losses are booked 
directly to the income statement.

For this purpose and in line with acquisitions of previous years, the different Cash Generating Units have 
been identified, which respect the independence criteria in the organisational structure and the independent 
capacity to generate cash flow, and are then measured using impairment testing.

A current value is determined for the relevant asset using a Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF) based on 
the end of year account situation for each CGU. The current value is compared with the net book value and 
goodwill recorded in the financial statements to determine whether it is necessary to write-down the investment 
and record a loss in the financial statements.

Measurement methods are based on the criteria of maximum caution using capital cost parameters greater 
than the market average and introducing sensitivity analysis that validates maintaining goodwill value even 
where future scenarios are problematic.

n 4.5 LOSS In vALUe OF An ASSeT (IMPAIRMenT)

A loss in value is established wherever the book value of an asset is greater than the recoverable value. Where 
indicators of a loss in value exist, an estimate of the recoverable value of the asset is made (impairment test) 
and any write-down is applied. An impairment test is carried out at least annually, irrespective of the existence 
of such indicators.

The recoverable value of an asset is recorded at the greater of its fair value, net of sales costs, and its usage 
value. The recoverable value is calculated for each individual asset, unless it is not capable of generating cash 
flows from continuous use sufficiently independent of cash flows generated from other assets or groups of 
assets, in which case the test is carried out at the level of the smallest independent Cash Generating Unit which 
comprises the relevant assets. 

n 4.6 BUSIneSS COMBInATIOnS

In IFRS 3, business combinations are defined as “a transaction or other event in which a reporting entity 
(acquirer) obtains control of one or more businesses”. 
A business combination can be created through various procedures based on legal, fiscal or other motives. 
It may also involve the acquisition by an entity of share capital of another entity, acquisition of the net assets 
of another entity, undertaking of the liabilities of another entity or the acquisition of part of the net assets of 
another entity which, combined, establish one or more company activities. The combination may be realised 
through issue of instruments representing share capital, the transfer of cash or other liquid assets or other 
assets, or by a combination of the above. The operation may take place between shareholders of an entity 
which combine or between an entity and shareholders of another entity. It may entail the incorporation of a new 
entity that controls the entities taking part in the combination or net assets transferred or the restructuring of 
one or more of the participating entities.

The business combinations are recorded under the purchase method. This method considers that the 
acquisition price must be reflected in the value of the assets of the entity acquired and this allocation must be 
at fair value (of the assets and of the liabilities) and not of their book value. The difference (positive) comprises 
the goodwill. 

The changes in the holding of the Parent Company in a subsidiary, which does not lead to loss of control, are 
recognised as capital operations. In this event, the book values of the holdings must be adjusted to reflect the 
changes in their relative holdings in the subsidiary. Any difference between the adjusted value of the minority 
holdings and the fair value of the amount paid or received is directly recorded to shareholders’ equity and 
allocated to Shareholders of the Parent Company.
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59n 4.7 InveSTMenTS

Acquisitions are recorded at the fair value of the investment plus any directly attributable costs. Following initial 
recognition, equity investments are recognised at cost. 
A significant and prolonged decrease in equity investment fair value below the initial booked cost is considered 
an objective indication of value loss.

Subsidiary companies
Subsidiaries are considered to be companies in which Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. has:
(a) power on the entity acquired/established;
(b) exposure, or rights, to variable returns deriving from involvement with the same;
(c) capacity to utilise the power to influence the amount of these returns.

Associated companies
Associated companies are defined as those in which significant influence is exercised. Such influence is 
presumed where more than 20% of the effective or potentially exercisable voting rights are held at the reporting 
date.

n 4.8 OTHeR nOn-CURRenT ASSeTS

Financial receivables with a due date beyond 12 months and equity investments in other companies are 
recorded under other non-current assets.

Investments in other companies relate to holdings other than subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures and 
are recorded at adjusted cost of any loss in value, whose effect is recorded to the income statement.

n 4.9 InvenTORIeS

Inventories are assets held for sale within the normal course of business or employed or to be employed in the 
productive processes for sale or services.
Inventories are measured at the lower between purchase cost and the fair value. The fair value is the sales 
price estimated for normal activity, net of completion costs and sales expenses. Any potential write-down is 
eliminated in subsequent years if the reason for the write down no longer exists.

n 4.10 COnSTRUCTIOn COnTRACTS

Construction contracts concerns specific projects in the course of completion based on long-term contracts.
If the result of a project in course can be reliably estimated, the contractual revenues and costs are recorded 
based on the percentage of completion method (so-called cost to cost), so as to attribute the revenues and 
profits over the entire duration of the contract.
If the result of a project in course of completion cannot be reliably estimated, the contractual revenues are 
recorded for the amount of costs incurred if it is probable that such costs are recoverable.
The sum of costs incurred and the result on each project is compared with the invoices issued on account at 
the date of the preparation of the accounts. If the costs incurred in addition to the profits recorded (deducting 
losses) are greater than the invoices issued on account, the difference is recorded under current assets in 
the account “Construction contracts”. If the invoices on account are greater than the costs incurred plus 
the profits (deducting the losses), the difference is classified under current liabilities in the account “Trade 
payables”.
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60 n 4.11 TRAde ReCeIvABLeS

Trade receivables are initially recognised at the fair value of future cash flows and subsequently valued at 
amortised cost and reduced by any potential write-downs or impairment. A financial asset is subject to 
impairment if there is an objective indication that one or more events occurring after the initial booking of the 
asset had a negative impact on the estimated future financial flows for that asset.
The objective indication that a financial asset has suffered impairment can include insolvency or failure to 
pay on the part of a debtor, restructuring of the debt with the company on terms that the company would not 
otherwise have accepted, indications of the bankruptcy of a debtor or an issuer and the non-existence of an 
active market for the security.
These financial assets are derecognised from the financial statements when, due to their sale or settlement, the 
Group companies are no longer involved in their management, nor hold the relative risks and benefits relating 
to these instruments sold/settled.

n 4.12 CASH And CASH eQUIvALenTS

Cash and cash equivalents include cash, bank deposits on demand, other short-term financial assets with 
original expiry not greater than 3 months and current account overdrafts. These latter in the preparation of 
the statement of financial position are included under “Financial liabilities”. Cash and cash equivalents are 
recognised at fair value. 

n 4.13 dISCOnTInUed OPeRATIOnS

A discontinued operation is a company component that has been sold or is reclassified as held for sale and 
represents an important independent operation or geographical area of operation or a subsidiary acquired 
solely for the purpose of resale. An operating activity is classified as discontinued at the moment of the sale 
or when the conditions have been satisfied for classification in the category “Held for sale”, if prior. When an 
operation is classified as sold, the separate income statement and the comparative comprehensive income 
statement are re-determined as if the operation were discontinued at the beginning of the comparative 
period.

n 4.14 SHARe CAPITAL

Share capital consists of fully paid-up and subscribed capital. Treasury shares are recorded as a reduction 
of the share capital for the nominal value of the shares while the excess of the book value compared to the 
nominal value is recorded as a reduction of the other reserves. No profit/(loss) is recorded to the income 
statement for the purchase, sale or cancellation of equity instruments held. 

n 4.15 ReSeRveS

The reserves consist of specific capital reserves. 

n 4.16 ReTAIned eARnIngS/(LOSSeS CARRIed FORWARd)

The item “Retained earnings/(losses carried forward)” includes the net profit of the current and previous periods 
which was neither distributed nor allocated to reserves (in the case of profits) or recapitalised (in the case of 
losses). This item also includes the transfers from other equity reserves when those reserves are no longer 
required as well as the effects of the recording of changes to accounting policies and material errors.
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61n 4.17 FInAnCIAL LIABILITIeS

Unlike derivative instruments, financial liabilities are initially booked at the fair value of collected sums, plus 
any directly attributable transaction costs, and subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective 
interest criteria.

Derivative financial instruments
Derivatives recognised at fair value are designated as hedge instruments when the relationship between the 
derivative and the subject being hedged is formally documented and the effectiveness of the hedge, which 
is periodically verified, is within the limits provided for under IAS 39. For these instruments the fair value is 
determined on the basis of evaluation techniques taking as reference the indicators that can be observed on 
the market (so-called level 2, as per IFRS 7). The report must contain the evaluation method of the efficacy 
of the hedging instrument to offset the exposure to changes in the fair value of the item hedged or the cash 
flows relating to the hedged risk, and must be highly effective for all of the years for which the hedge was 
designated. 

The type established by the Group is a cash flow hedge in order to offset the risk of changes in interest expense 
for the loan covered by the hedge, converting the loan to a fixed interest rate. 

The hedge was created through agreeing an interest rate swap contract, against which the Company receives 
an indexed variable interest rate and expiry and time periods in line with the hedged loan and paying a fixed 
interest rate. 

The efficacy, measured periodically, is verified with the perfect hedge derivative method. Changes in the fair 
value of the derivative are calculated based on the methods utilised for prospective or retrospective assessment 
of efficacy in the hedging report and are compared with the changes in the fair value of a similar derivative 
instrument. The hedging is considered effective when the differential between the changes of the fair value of 
the derivative and the changes of the value of the hypothetical derivative is between 80% and 125%.

The effective hedging component is recorded under other comprehensive income statement items and 
shareholders’ equity reserve and is calculated as the lower value between the accumulated changes in 
hedge derivative fair value and the changes in fair value of the hypothetical derivative. The ineffective hedging 
component is recorded to the income statement.

n 4.18 eMPLOyee BeneFITS  

Short-term employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits are recorded to the income statement in the period in which the work is carried 
out. The Company records a liability for the amount that it expects will have to be paid in the form of profit-
sharing and incentive plans when it has a current, legal or implicit obligation to make such payments as a 
consequence of past events and for which the obligation can be reliably estimated.

post-employment benefits
Post-employment benefits are recorded as costs when the Company has committed, in a demonstrable way 
and without a realistic possibility of withdrawal, to a formal detailed plan that provides for the termination 
of employment before the normal retirement date or following an offer prepared to encourage voluntary 
redundancy. In the case of an offer prepared by the Company to encourage voluntary redundancy, the benefits 
owed to employees for termination of employment are recorded in the accounts as a cost if the offer is likely to 
be accepted and if the number of employees expected to accept the offer can be reliably estimated. Benefits 
owed after twelve months following the closing date of the financial year are discounted.

Defined benefit plans
Post-employment benefits represent a plan of defined benefits which are certain in terms of their existence 
and sum but uncertain in terms of the vesting of the post-employment benefits accrued at December 31, 2006. 
The liability is determined as the current value of the benefit obligation defined at the date of reporting, in 
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62 compliance with Italian regulations in force, and adjusted in order to take actuarial profits/losses into account. 
The amount of the defined obligation is calculated and certified annually by an independent actuary based on 
the “Projected unit credit” method. 
Actuarial profits and losses are recognised in the comprehensive income statement and recorded under 
shareholders’ equity on an accrual basis. 

Defined contribution plans
As from January 1, 2007, the Group companies participated in defined contribution pension plans by means 
of the payment of contributions to publicly or privately managed programmes; the latter may be mandatory, 
contractual or voluntary. Payment of the contributions fulfils the Company’s obligation to its employees. 
Contributions thus constitute costs for the period in which they are due.

n 4.19 PROvISIOnS FOR RISKS, COnTIngenT LIABILITIeS And COnTIngenT ASSeTS

According to IAS 37 provisions for risks concern the probable liabilities of uncertain amount and/or maturity 
relating to past events whose fulfilment will necessitate the use of resources.
Allocations are recognised when: a) there is a current legal or implicit obligation which originates from a past 
event; b) it is probable that fulfilment of the obligation will be onerous; c) the amount of the obligation can be 
reliably estimated. 

The amount represents the best estimates in relation to resources required for fulfilling the obligation, including 
legal defence charges. Where the effect of the current amount of the payment is significant, the amount of the 
provision is represented by the value of resources considered necessary to satisfy the obligation on maturity 
discounted at a nominal rate without risks. The contingent assets and liabilities (possible assets and liabilities 
or not recorded as the amount may not be reliably estimated) are not recorded in the financial statements. 
Information in this regard is provided however.

n 4.20 RevenUeS And COSTS

Revenue generated from the sale of goods is recognised when the typical risks and benefits of ownership are 
transferred to the purchaser.

Revenues and costs are recognised on the accruals basis in so far as it is possible to reliably establish their 
value.

Revenues from construction contracts are recorded as described in the relevant paragraph.

Interest is recorded at the effective rate based on the accruals principle. 
Costs relating to the acquisition of new knowledge or discoveries, to the study of alternative products or 
processes, of new techniques or models, to the design and construction of prototypes or incurred for other 
scientific research activities or technological development are generally considered current costs and recorded 
to the income statement in the year in which they are incurred.

Costs for research undertaken in order to gain new technical expertise are recorded in the income statement in 
the year in which they are incurred. These costs are almost entirely attributable to personnel costs.

Dividends
Dividends are recorded in the period in which the distribution by the issuing company is approved.
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63n 4.21 gRAnTS

Grants are recognised when there is reasonable certainty that they will be received and that the conditions 
required for obtaining them are met.
When grants relate to cost components, they are recorded as revenues and systematically allocated to different 
periods to offset the costs to which they relate.
When the grants relate to an asset, for example plant, they are recorded to the income statement under 
revenues rather than as an adjusted item of the book value of the asset for which it was obtained. Subsequently 
the useful life of the asset for which it was granted is taken into account using the deferral technique.
Public grants drawn down as compensation of expenses and costs already incurred or with the intention to 
provide immediate financial aid to the entity without which there would be future costs are recorded as income 
in the year in which they become payable.

n 4.22 deFeRRed And CURRenT TAXeS  

Current income taxes for the financial year are calculated based on an estimate of taxable income in compliance 
with tax law provisions.

Deferred taxes are recognised with reference to the time differences between the book value of the assets 
and liabilities recorded in the financial statements and the corresponding values recognised for tax purposes.
Deferred tax assets are recognised for tax losses and tax credits not used and carried over, as well as the 
assumed time differences, insofar as there is a probable future taxable income for which the assets can be 
used. The value of deferred tax assets is revised at the closing date of each financial year and reduced in the 
measure that it is no longer probable that the related tax benefit will be realised.

n 4.23 TRAnSLATIOn OF ACCOUnTS In FOReIgn CURRenCIeS

functional and presentation currency
The financial statement items are valued utilising the currency of the principle economic environment in which 
the entity operates (“functional currency”). 

operations and balances
Currency operations are translated into the presentation currency by using the exchange rate effective on the 
transaction date. Exchange gains and losses from the settlement of these transactions and the conversion of 
monetary assets and liabilities in foreign currencies at the date of preparation of the accounts are recorded to 
the income statement.

Conversion of financial statements of foreign operations
A foreign operation is an entity that is a subsidiary, associate or joint venture of a reporting entity, the activities 
of which are based or conducted in a country or currency other than those of the reporting entity. The statement 
of financial position and income statement data expressed in the functional currency of foreign operations are 
converted into the presentation currency of the consolidated financial statements at the exchange rate at year-
end for assets and liabilities and at the exchange rate at the date of the respective operations for revenues 
and costs in the income statement or the comprehensive income statement. These latter are converted at the 
average exchange rate in the period when such approximates the exchange rate at the date of the respective 
operations. Exchange differences deriving from such conversions and from the conversion of the opening 
shareholders’ equity at the closing exchange rate are recognised to the comprehensive income statement. 
The total amount of the exchange differences is presented as a separate shareholders’ equity item until the 
divestment of the foreign operation.
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64 n 4.24 CHAnge OF ACCOUnTIng PRInCIPLeS, eRRORS And CHAnge OF eSTIMATeS

Changes in accounting principles
Adopted accounting principles are changed from one year to the next only where the change is required by a 
Standard or if it contributes to providing more reliable and significant information about the effects of transactions 
on financial standing, as well as on the economic results or cash flows, of the entity. The changes to accounting 
principles are recorded retrospectively with the recording of the effect to shareholders’ equity of the first of 
the period presented; the comparative information is restated accordingly. The prospective approach is made 
only when it is impractical to reconstruct the comparative information. The application of a new or amended 
accounting standard is accounted for in accordance with the requirements of the standard. If the standard does 
not provide for transition procedures, the change is booked in accordance with the method described in the 
previous paragraph.

Correction of errors from previous periods
In the case of significant errors, the same method that is used for changes in accounting standards illustrated 
in the previous paragraph is applied. In the case of non-significant errors, these are accounted for in the income 
statement in the period in which they are noted.

Changes in accounting estimates
Changes in accounting estimates are recognised and are booked to the income statement in the period in 
which the change occurs, so long as the change only affects this period; where the change also affects future 
periods, the changes are booked in both the period in which the change occurs and in the future period.

n 4.25 RISK And CAPITAL MAnAgeMenT

As in all businesses, risk factors which may affect the Group results exist and therefore preventative actions 
have been taken. These procedures concern the commitment and responsibilities undertaken and are subject 
to maximum transparency and correctness. For the relative details reference is made to paragraph XVII of the 
Directors’ Report. The Company’s risk management policies aim at identifying and analysing risks to which 
the Company is exposed, establishing appropriate limits and controls and monitoring risks with respect to 
those limits. These policies and the related systems are regularly revised to reflect any variations in market 
conditions and Group activities. For information on Risk Management, see paragraph XVI of the Group 
Directors’ Report. 
Maximum credit risk exposure is examined in more detail in paragraph 15 of this document. With reference 
to liquidity risk, defined as difficulty in fulfilling obligations related to financial liabilities settled in cash or 
through another financial asset, the Company provides, where possible, for sufficient funds (via centralised 
management of the group treasury) to fulfil its obligations upon maturity both under normal conditions and 
in the event of financial difficulty, without having to incur excessive charges or risk damaging its reputation. 
A detailed analysis of the due dates for financial liabilities is contained in paragraphs 21 and 26 hereof. The 
Board of Directors provides for a high level of capital management policies in order to maintain trust among 
investors, creditors and the market, allowing for future development. The Board also monitors capital returns, 
understood as the result from operations compared with total shareholders’ equity. Furthermore, the Board 
monitors the level of dividends to be distributed to holders of ordinary shares. 
For details on the Company’s debt/equity ratio, see paragraph IX of the Directors’ Report.

n 4.26 SegMenT InFORMATIOn

An operating segment is a component of the Company engaged in corporate activity that generates revenue 
and costs and whose operating results are periodically reviewed by the Chief Executive Officer for the purpose 
of making decisions on the resources to allocate to the sector and evaluating the results on the basis of 
information contained in the financial statements.
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65n 4.27 ReLATed PARTIeS

Following the introduction of Consob regulation of March 12, 2010, adopted with resolution no. 17221 
and subsequently amended with resolution no. 17389 of June 23, 2010 enacting provisions concerning 
transactions with related parties, Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A., approved through Board of 
Directors’ resolution of November 12, 2010, with effect on January 1, 2011, the Procedure for the Identification 
and Carrying out of Transactions with Related Parties. During the financial year the Company carried out 
transactions with a number of related parties. All balances with related parties were determined under normal 
market conditions. The general conditions governing transactions with senior executives and their related 
parties do not appear to be any more favourable than those applied, or which may have been reasonably 
applied, in the event of similar transactions under normal market conditions with Executives without strategic 
responsibility of the same entities.

n 4.28 neW IFRS And IFRIC InTeRPReTATIOnS

The accounting principles adopted for the drawing up of these annual consolidated financial statements are 
the same as those used for the Group annual consolidated financial statements at December 31, 2013, with 
the exception of the standards and interpretations listed below, applicable from January 1, 2014.

Accounting standards, amendments and ifrS and ifriC interpretations applied from January 1, 2014

IFRS 10- Consolidated Financial Statements which supersedes IAS 27 - Consolidated and Separate 
Financial Statements for the part related to the consolidated financial statements and SIC-12 Consoli-
dation - Special Purpose Entities
The previous IAS 27 was renominated separate financial statements and governs only the accounting treatment 
of equity investments in the separate financial statements. The main changes set forth by the new standard for 
the consolidated financial statements are the following:

• the IFRS 10 standard envisages one single principle for the consolidation of all types of entities, and that 
principle is based on control. This change removes the inconsistency between the previous IAS 27 (based 
on control) and SIC-12 (based on the transfer of risks and benefits);

• a more concrete definition of control was introduced, based on the contemporary presence of the following 
three elements: (a) power on the entity acquired; (b) exposure, or rights, to variable returns deriving from 
involvement with the same; (c) capacity to utilise the power to influence the amount of these returns; 

• IFRS 10 requires that an investor, to evaluate if he has control of the entity acquired, focuses on the activities 
which influence in a significant manner the returns (concept of relevant assets);

• IFRS 10 requires that, in evaluating the existence of control, consideration is taken only of the substantial 
rights, or rather those exercisable in practice when significant decisions must be taken on the entity 
acquired;

• IFRS 10 provides a practical guide in the evaluation on whether control exists in complex situations, such 
as de facto control, potential voting rights, structured entities, the situations in which it is necessary to 
establish whether the person with the decision-making power is acting as agent or principal, etc.

In general terms, the application of IFRS 10 requires a significant level of opinion on a certain number of 
application aspects. 
The standard is effective retrospectively from January 1, 2014. 
The adoption of this new standard had no impact on the Group consolidation scope.

IFRS 11 – Joint arrangements which supersedes IAS 31 – Interests in Joint Ventures and SIC-13 – Jointly 
controlled entities – non monetary contributions by joint ventures
In addition to the criteria for the identification of joint control, the new standard establishes the accounting 
criteria for the classification of joint arrangements based on the rights and obligations of the agreements, while 
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66 making a distinction between joint ventures and joint operations.  According to IFRS 11, unlike the previous 
IAS 31, the existence of a separate vehicle is not a sufficient condition to classify a joint agreement as a joint 
venture. As regards joint ventures, where parties have rights only on the contractually agreed joint shareholders’ 
equity, the standard sets forth that the only recognition method in the consolidated financial statements should 
be the equity method. As regards joint operations, where parties have rights on contractually agreed assets 
and obligations for agreed liabilities, the standard envisages that the proportionate assets, liabilities, costs 
and revenues, resulting from joint operations, are entered directly in the consolidated (and separate) financial 
statements. 
In general terms, the application of IFRS 11 requires a significant level of judgement in certain corporate 
segments as regards the distinction between joint ventures and joint operations. The new standard is effective 
retrospectively from January 1, 2014. 
Following the issue of IFRS 11, IAS 28 – Investments in associates was amended to include in its application, 
from the effective date of the standard, also for holdings in jointly controlled entities.
The adoption of the new standard had no impact on the Group financial statements.

IFRS 12 - Additional disclosures of interests in other entities 
This standard is a new and comprehensive standard on disclosure requirements for all forms of interests in 
other entities, including subsidiaries, joint arrangements, associates, special purpose entities and other non 
consolidated vehicle companies. The standard is effective retrospectively from January 1, 2014. 
The introduction of the new principle involved the presentation of the disclosures as per paragraph 3.4 herein.

Amendments to IAS 32 “Offsetting Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities”
The amendments to IAS 32 aimed at clarifying some offsetting criteria of financial assets and liabilities (i.e. the 
entity currently has a legally enforceable right to set-off the amounts recognised that the entity intends to settle 
with the net result, or to apply the simultaneous realisation of assets and settlement of liabilities).
The amendments are effective retrospectively from January 1, 2014. 
The introduction of these amendments had no impact on the Group financial statements.

Amendments to IAS 36 - “Impairment of Assets - Recoverable Amount Disclosures for Non-Financial 
Assets”
The amendments aimed at clarifying that additional information, to be supplied on the recoverable value of 
assets (including goodwill) or Cash Generating Units, tested for impairment, when their recoverable value 
is based on fair value, net of disposal costs, only relate to assets or Cash Generating Units for which an 
impairment loss was recognised or reversed during the year. 
In this case, the standard requires an extensive disclosure on the three-level hierarchy of fair value, including 
recoverable value, measurement techniques and assumptions used (in the event of level 2 or 3).
The amendments are effective retrospectively from January 1, 2014. 
The adoption of these amendments had no impact on the Group financial statements. 

Amendments to IAS 39 “Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement - Novation of derivatives 
and continuation of hedge accounting”
These changes concern the introduction of some exemptions to the hedge accounting requirements defined 
by IAS 39 in case an existing derivative must be replaced with a new derivative, of a specific type, that has a 
central counterparty (CCP) following the introduction of a new law or regulation. The amendments are effective 
retrospectively from January 1, 2014. The adoption of these amendments had no impact on the Group financial 
statements.

ifrS and ifriC accounting standards, amendments and interpretations approved by the European union, 
not yet applied mandatorily and not adopted in advance by the group

“Annual Improvements to IFRSs: 2010-2012 Cycle”
On December 12, 2013, the IASB published the “Annual Improvements to IFRS’s document: 2010-2012 
Cycle”, which includes the amendments to the standards within the annual improvement process. The main 
amendments involve:
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67• IFRS 2 Share Based Payments – Definition of vesting condition. Amendments to definitions of “vesting 
condition” and “market condition” were made and further definitions of “performance condition” and “service 
condition” (previously included in the definition “vesting condition”) were added;

• IFRS 3 Business Combination – Accounting for contingent consideration. The amendment clarifies that a 
contingent consideration, within a business combination classified as financial asset or liability, should be 
remeasured at fair value at each statement of financial position date and changes in fair value should be 
recognised in the income statement or amongst the components of the comprehensive income statement, 
pursuant to requirements set out by IAS 39 (or IFRS9);

• IFRS 8 Operating segments – Aggregation of operating segments. The amendments require that an entity 
should give information on the valuations made by management in applying the criteria of operating segment 
aggregation, including a description of the aggregated operating segments and economic indicators 
considered in determining whether such operating segments are similar;

• IFRS 8 Operating segments – Reconciliation of total of the reportable segments’ assets to the entity’s assets. 
The amendment requires the reconciliation of segment assets to total assets is to be provided solely where 
the total assets of the operating segments are regularly reviewed by the entity’s management;

• IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement – Short-term receivables and payables. The Basis for Conclusions was 
changed in order to clarify that, with the release of IFRS 13, and consequent amendments to IAS 39 and IFRS 
9, the possibility to record trade receivables and payables is still effective without recognising the effects of 
discounting, if such effects are not material;

• IAS 16 Property, plant and equipment and IAS 38 Intangible Assets – Revaluation method: proportionate 
restatement of accumulated depreciation/amortization. The amendments eliminated inconsistencies in 
the recognition of accumulated amortisation/depreciation when a tangible or intangible asset is revalued. 
The requirements envisaged by amendments clarify that the gross carrying amount should be accordingly 
consistent with the write-up of the carrying value of assets and that the accumulated amortisation/
depreciation should be equal to the difference between gross carrying amount and the carrying amount, net 
of recorded impairment losses;

• IAS 24 Related Parties Disclosures – Key management personnel. The standard clarifies that, if the services 
of key management personnel are rendered by an entity (and not a physical individual), this entity is to be 
considered a related party in any case.

Amendments are applicable at the latest to accounting periods beginning on or after February 1, 2015. Directors 
deem that the adoption of these amendments will have no material impact on the Group financial statements.

“Annual Improvements to IFRSs: 2011-2013 Cycle”
On December 12, 2013, the IASB published the “Annual Improvements to IFRS’s document: 2011-2013 Cycle”, 
which includes the amendments to the standards within the annual improvement process. 
The main amendments involve:

• IFRS 3 Business Combinations – Scope exception for joint ventures. The amendment clarifies that paragraph 
2(a) of IFRS 3 excludes the formation of all the types of joint arrangements, as defined in IFRS 11, from the 
scope of application of IFRS 3.

• IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement – Scope of portfolio exception (par. 52). The amendment clarifies that the 
portfolio exception included in paragraph 52 of IFRS 13 is applicable to all agreements included within the 
application scope of IAS 39 (or IFRS 9), regardless of the fact that they are consistent with the definition of 
financial assets and liabilities supplied by IAS 32;

• IAS 40 Investment Properties – Interrelationship between IFRS 3 and IAS 40. The amendment clarifies that 
IFRS 3 and IAS 40 are not mutually exclusive and that, in order to determine whether the purchase of a real 
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68 estate property falls within the application scope of either IFRS 3 or IAS 40, it is necessary to refer to the 
special indications given in IFRS 3 or IAS 40, respectively.

Directors deem that the adoption of these amendments will have no material impact on the Group financial 
statements.

Amendment to IAS 19 “Defined Benefit Plans: Employee Contributions”
On November 21, 2013, the IASB issued some amendments to the IAS 19 - “Defined Benefit Plans: Employee 
Contributions”, which aims at describing the contribution (related only to the service rendered by the employee 
during the year) paid by the employees or third parties to defined benefit plans to reduce the service cost 
for the year in which this contribution is paid. The necessity of this proposal arose with the introduction of 
the new IAS 19 (2011), where such contributions are to be interpreted as part of a post-employment benefit, 
rather than a short-time benefit and, therefore, this contribution should be apportioned along the entire service 
period of the employee. Amendments are applicable at the latest to accounting periods beginning on or after 
February 1, 2015. Directors are currently evaluating the possible impact of the amendment on the Group 
financial statements.

n 4.29 SeASOnALITy OF gROUP OPeRATIOnS

The activities of the Company are not subject to seasonality.  
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695 Segment information
The organisation and the internal financial reporting system are structured on the divisions which constitutes 
the basis in which the Group discloses the primary segment information (in accordance with IFRS 8). 

The sectors of the primary breakdown are based on the expertise and market of the individual Group companies 
and reflect the business model which is currently broken down into 4 product sectors:
• Finance;
• Public Administration; 
• Industry & Services;
• Telco & Utilities.

Direct revenues and costs are allocated according to the relevant sector. Other revenues or income and central 
structural costs, not specifically identifiable to sectors, are allocated in relation to the contribution margin.

(in Euros)

Segment 
reporting 
Engineering 
group

finance public Administration industry & Services Telco & utilities Total

31.12.2014 31.12.2013 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

net
revenues 136,604,314 139,159,644 266,674,685 257,190,798 185,481,917 168,509,903 228,499,658 235,241,534 817,260,575 800,101,879

EBiTDA 26,693,128 19,397,810 40,372,209 39,089,600 14,933,171 12,243,878 27,905,211 30,095,623 109,903,719 100,826,911

% +19.5% +13.9% +15.1% +15.2% +8.1% +7.3% +12.2% +12.8% +13.4% +12.6%

Depreciation, 
amort. and 
provisions 6,951,148 7,846,966 10,233,249 14,935,140 4,873,804 8,580,681 9,360,368 16,415,790 31,418,568 47,778,577

EBiT 19,741,980 11,550,844 30,138,961 24,154,460 10,059,367 3,663,197 18,544,843 13,679,833 78,485,151 53,048,334

% +14.5% +8.3% +11.3% +9.4% +5.4% +2.2% +8.1% +5.8% +9.6% +6.6%

Net financial 
income/
(charges) 577,469 (5,752,995)

Income/
(charges) from 
investments 713,567 33,279,041

Income
taxes 37,072,847 27,542,134

Profit/(loss) from 
discontinued 
operations 0 0

group 
consolidated 
profit/(loss) for 
the year 42,703,341 53,032,246

Profit/(loss) 
for the year of 
minority share 965,284 (78,839)

Group profit/
(loss) for the 
year 41,738,057 53,111,085

net 
investments 29,841,520 31,310,389 20,580,079 24,847,365 18,723,137 13,101,611 32,960,994 34,443,517 102,105,730 103,702,883

Current
Assets 103,342,302 127,898,564 394,647,606 427,262,894 155,137,242 117,201,556 213,770,946 217,572,198 866,898,095 889,935,212

Liabilities 87,347,497 119,762,625 205,519,858 286,383,750 130,745,842 76,512,271 152,162,203 154,932,671 575,775,400 637,591,316

 
For comments on sector results disclosed, reference is made to point VIII of the present document.    
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70 Statement of financial position 

A) Non-current assets

6 Property, plant and equipment

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Property, plant and equipment 29,211,907 31,960,629  (2,748,721)

 
 The changes in property, plant and equipment in the year were as follows:

(in Euros)

Description Land and 
buildings

plant and 
machinery

industrial and 
commercial 
equipment

other assets Leasehold 
improv.

Total

Balance at 01.01.2013 8,865,159 3,075,365 12,065,648 1,874,606 1,420,465 27,301,243 

Changes in op. consolidation 
scope

0 (0) 3,243,899 88,719 5,696,258 9,028,876 

Exchange difference effect 0 (12,009) (24,836) (15,980) (17,026) (69,851)

Increase 0 552,242 4,747,382 683,461 550,963 6,534,047 

Decrease 0 (170,693) (1,394,761) (231,367) (27,059) (1,823,879)

Decrease in acc. depreciation 0 73,700 1,372,398 202,727 27,059 1,675,884 

Depreciation (294,399) (645,586) (7,143,568) (582,052) (2,009,726) (10,675,331)

Changes in consolidation scope 0 0 (10,361) (46) 0 (10,361)

Balance at 31.12.2013 8,570,760 2,873,019 12,855,801 2,020,114 5,640,934 31,960,629 

Changes in op. consolidation 
scope

364,658 6,075 58,191 187,592 0 616,515 

Exchange difference effect 0 447 (1,382) (1,109) (2,234) (4,279)

Increase 166,800 1,595,857 4,121,332 956,938 357,233 7,198,159 

Decrease 0 (21,682) (4,796,135) (51,731) (78,220) (4,947,769)

Increase in acc. depreciation 0 (11,265) 0 0 0 (11,265)

Decrease in acc. depreciation 0 19,174 4,512,261 38,479 25,190 4,595,104 

Depreciation (323,007) (658,965) (6,331,877) (589,462) (2,291,876) (10,195,187)

Balance at 31.12.2014 8,779,211 3,802,660 10,418,190 2,560,821 3,651,026 29,211,907 

The “Changes in opening consolidation scope” item comprises the fair value of the opening balances at 
January 31, 2014 and May 31, 2014, respectively (“acquisition date”) of the companies MHT S.r.l. and XC 
Excellence Club S.r.l..

All property, plant and equipment are operational and effectively utilised in company operations and no obsolete 
assets of significant value or requiring replacement in the short-term which were not depreciated exist. 

The Euro 166,800 increase in item “Land and buildings” is due to the purchase of a piece of land at the 
Academy Enrico della Valle.

The increase in “Plant and machinery”, equal to Euro 1,595,857, mainly relates to the installation of new air 
conditioning and cooling systems in the Data Centres and telecommunication plants in some company offices. 
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71The increase in the “Industrial and commercial equipment” item, equal to Euro 4,121,332, primarily relates to the 
purchase of servers, personal computers, both for production and for internal use and office equipment, while 
the net decrease of Euro 283,874 relates to scrapping and/or donation of obsolete and/or fully depreciated 
computers.  

The increase in item Other assets relates to the normal trend of purchases made during the year. 

7 Intangible assets

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Intangible assets 17,582,552 22,359,887  (4,777,335)

The changes in intangible assets are detailed as follows:

(in Euros)

Description Development 
costs

industrial patents 
and intellectual 

property

Concessions, 
licences and 

trademarks

Assets in 
progress

other
assets

Total

Balance at 01.01.2013 603,800 13,970,638 104 200,000 6,980,987 21,755,529 

Changes in op. consolidation scope 0 1,257,586 0 0 0 1,257,586 

Exchange difference effect 0 (69,765) 0 0 553 (69,211)

Increase 0 2,673,688 0 1,620,049 5,406,168 9,699,905 

Decrease 0 (47,650) 0 (200,000) 0 (247,650)

Amortisation (301,900) (6,890,998) (104) 0 (2,843,269) (10,036,271)

Balance at 31.12.2013 301,900 10,893,499 (0) 1,620,049 9,544,439 22,359,887 

Changes in op. consolidation scope 0 1,391 3,712 0 40,610 45,714 

Exchange difference effect 0 8,090 0 0 0 8,090 

Increase 0 3,268,732 0 902,283 3,800 4,174,815 

Decrease 0 (159,880) 0 (1,692,938) (144) (1,852,962)

Decrease in acc. amortisation 0 9,225 0 0 0 9,225 

Amortisation (301,900) (4,094,408) (371) 0 (2,765,538) (7,162,217)

Balance at 31.12.2014 0 9,926,648 3,342 829,394 6,823,168 17,582,552 

Intangible assets reported a total increase of Euro 4,174,815, mainly due to:

• the increase in Industrial patents and intellectual property, equal to Euro 3,268,732. This item comprises the 
capitalisation of costs incurred for the development of a software called “Suite Tri-box”, amounting to Euro 
1,692,938 by the company Engineering Tributi S.p.A. (this asset was recorded under Intangible assets in 
progress), while the remaining Euro 1,575,794 are related to the purchase of software;

• the increase of Euro 902,283 in item Assets in progress is due to the capitalisation of costs for the development 
of a new payroll system designed by the Parent Company on the SAP architecture and amounting to Euro 
829,394.

Other Assets which, less amortisation accrued over the year, remained substantially unchanged, primarily relate 
to allocations of goodwill made over the previous years, as recognised upon acquisition of the business units of 
the companies Opera 21 and Software E Sistemi Avanzati S.p.A. (“S.E.S.A. Business Unit”). The determination 
of the value recorded under fixed assets was made, in the reference years, through an estimate, performed 
with the help of an independent expert, of the fair value of the assets acquired and liabilities undertaken, 
in accordance with IFRS 3R, based on assumptions considered reasonable and realistic on the basis of 
information available at the date of acquisition of control. The measurement at fair value of assets and liabilities 
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72 of the aforesaid BUs resulted in the identification of (i) the “Outstanding contract portfolio” and (ii) the customer 
relationship. The residual period of amortisation is three years.

The average residual amortisation period is as follows:  

(in Euros)

Description Amortisation, 
remaining years

remaining Amount

Industrial patents and intellectual property 1 1,057,687

Industrial patents and intellectual property 2 1,058,467

Industrial patents and intellectual property 3 1,288,608

Industrial patents and intellectual property 4 1,774,324

Industrial patents and intellectual property 5 4,747,561

Tot. industrial patents and intellectual property 9,926,648

Conc., licences and trademarks 9 3,342

Tot. Conc., licences and trademarks 3,342

Other assets 3 5,752,292

Other assets 7 38,668

Other assets 8 1,032,207

Total other assets 6,823,168

Total intangible assets 16,753,157

8 Goodwill

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Goodwill  55,186,148  48,973,445  6,212,703 

The account consists of:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Goodwill Finance 22,558,000 22,558,000 0 

Goodwill Public Administration 4,419,508 4,419,508 0 

Goodwill  Industry & Services 8,309,553 2,096,850 6,212,703 

Goddwill Telco & Media 6,856,086 6,856,086 0 

Goodwill Energy & Utilities 13,043,000 13,043,000 0 

Total 55,186,148 48,973,445 6,212,703 

Goodwill at December 31, 2014, entered in the consolidated statement of financial position of the Engineering 
Group, is equal to Euro 55,186,148, up by Euro 6,212,703 compared to Euro 48,973,445 in 2013.
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73The increase of Euro 6,212,703 is entirely attributable to the Industry & Services segment and related to 
goodwill of:

• MHT S.r.l. for Euro 5,004,357;
• Engineering Excellence Center S.r.l. for Euro 197,230;
• CDN Consulting S.r.l. for Euro 1,000,000;
• at exchange difference, for Euro 11,116, of the goodwill for the acquisition of Dynpro Sistemas S.A., as the 

value in local currency remained unchanged.

In particular, the increase in goodwill of Industry & Services is attributable, in the amount of Euro 5,004,357, 
to MHT S.r.l. and includes the amount resulting from line-by-line consolidation of the subsidiary, after the 
interim measurement of assets acquired and liabilities undertaken by the same MHT S.r.l. at the acquisition 
date (January 31, 2014). The Goodwill in question was determined by using the full goodwill method, and also 
measuring the minority interest (30%) at fair value (equal to Euro 3,362,949), in addition to the cost for the 
acquisition (equal to Euro 3,616,571). It is worth noting that the allocation to item “Goodwill” of the amount 
in question is not final as, at statement of financial position date, the fair value to be assigned to assets 
acquired and liabilities undertaken could be determined only on an interim basis. According to IFRS 3R, the 
final allocation will be made within 12 months from the acquisition date. 

Moreover, the increase in Industry & Services goodwill is attributable, in the amount of Euro 1,000,000, to CDN 
Consulting S.r.l. and it is the amount resulting from the acquisition by XC Excellence Club S.r.l. of the CDN 
Consulting S.r.l. business unit, after measuring the assets acquired and the liabilities undertaken at fair value at 
the acquisition date (September 8, 2014). The Goodwill in question was determined by using the full goodwill 
method, also measuring at fair value the further payment subordinated to income generated from the asset 
acquired (payment of the earn-out type).

It is worth noting that, in this case as well, the allocation to item “Goodwill” of the amount in question is not 
final as, at statement of financial position date, the fair value to be assigned to assets acquired and liabilities 
undertaken could be determined only on an interim basis. According to IFRS 3R, the final allocation will be 
made within 12 months from the acquisition date. 

The table below lists the CGU’s to be tested:

Finance Division   Finance Goodwill   Euro  21,603,000 
Nexen    Finance Goodwill        Euro       955,000 
Pal and Health Division  PA Goodwill  Euro    4,419,508 
OverIT    I&S Goodwill        Euro    1,149,000
Dynpro Sistemas   I&S Goodwill        Euro       981,366
Telco & Media Division  T&M Goodwill  Euro    6,856,086
Energy & Utilities Division  E&U Goodwill  Euro  13,043,000
Total       Euro  49,006,961

An analysis of the total value of goodwill was made as per IAS 36 and IFRS 3 revised; the value of the goodwill 
at December 31, 2014, tested for impairment, was Euro 49,006,961.

Based on the tests carried out according to the methods described above and according to special modalities 
described hereunder, the aggregate value of the goodwill tested for impairment was deemed as adequately 
supported in terms of expected economic results and related cash flows.

There is no evidence at the present date for the Group to proceed with any write-down.

The goodwill was tested at individual CGU level, identifying these as independent Cash Generating Units.
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74 As to the definition of CGU, in line with 2013, reference is made to:

• characteristics of the business;
• the operating regulations and market rules for each CGU;
• the technical and management organisation and structure of the Group;
• management reporting monitoring criteria and instruments.

It should be noted, if still necessary, that the recoverable value of the CGU’s was prudently estimated and in 
compliance with the relevant accounting standard and in line with IFRS measurement practices.

For the identification of the recoverable value – the “value in use” of the CGU – obtained through discounting, 
of the cash flows (DCF Model) extrapolated from the four year business plans drawn up by the Management of 
the divisions and approved by the Board of Directors, the following elements were considered:

a) estimates of future cash flows generated by the entity;
b) expected possible changes in these cash flows in terms of the amount and time periods;
c) cost of money, comprising the current market risk-free rate of interest;
d) cost to assume the risk related to implicit uncertainty in the management of the CGU;
e) other risk factors concerning the operations of a specific market and changes over time.

The parameters utilised for discounting the cash flows and the Terminal Value under the DCF model illustrated 
above were as follows:
• Risk free rate equal to the gross yield of BTP 5 years sold on January 29, 2015 > 0.89% 
• Risk premium equal to market Equity Risk Premium > 7.7%
• Cost of debt equal to the average debt (long and short-term) of the Group > 0.81% 
• Beta unlevered, equal to 1
• LTG, equal to 0.5%.
For WAAC equal to 8.59%.

Expected future cash flows include a Terminal Value used to estimate the future results beyond the time period 
explicitly considered. The component of the Terminal Value was in any case limited to a maximum of 70% of 
the total sum of the discounted “free cash flow” and the Terminal Value itself.

9 Investments
investments in associated companies recognised under the equity method and other equity investments

The book values and shareholders’ equity share referring to investments in associated companies are indicated 
below. The data is based on the statutory financial statements approved by the Boards of Directors of the 
respective companies.

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Investments 125,123 408,923  (283,800)
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75Changes in investments

(in Euros)

investments in value at 
31.12.2013

increase Decrease write-downs Exchange 
difference 

effect

value at 
31.12.2014

In associated companies 408,923 11,200 (292,246) (2,754) - 125,123 

Total  408,923  11,200  (292,246)  (2,754) -  125,123 

b) Associated companies

Investments in associated companies are as follows:

(in Euros)

City Assets Liabilities Share 
capital

Shareholders’ 
equity

revenues net 
profit/
(loss)

value at 
31.12.2013

%

SI Lab – Calabria S.c.a.r.l. Rende 30,000 1,800 +24 

SI Lab – Sicilia S.c.a.r.l. 30,323 323 30,000 30,000 3,525 +24 

Consorzio Sirio Palermo 796,805 656,394 5,000 140,411 66,949 (5,820) 78,598 +49 

Consorzio Engbas Servizi 
Globali Florence 51,672 6 50,000 51,666 (865) 25,000 +50 

Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A. Palermo 141,204,172 140,102,751 500,000 1,101,421 24,256,184 156,319 245,000 +49 

In Italia - Il consorzio 
dell'informatica Rome 195,026 446 200,000 194,580 96 50,000 +25 

CENTO-6 Società 
consortile S.c.a.r.l. Milan 4,606 484 20,000 4,121 (6,623) 5,000 +25 

Total 408,923 

(in Euros)

City Assets Liabilities Share 
capital

Shareholders’ 
equity

revenues net 
profit/
(loss)

value at 
31.12.2014

%

SI Lab – Calabria S.c.a.r.l. Rende 29,127 2,090 30,000 27,037 (2,964) 7,200 +24 

SI Lab – Sicilia S.c.a.r.l. Palermo 30,323 323 30,000 30,000 3,525 +24 

Consorzio Sirio Palermo 310,869 156,222 5,000 154,647 19,921 (553) 78,598 +49 

Consorzio Engbas Servizi 
Globali Florence 49,420 6 50,000 49,414 (1,619) 25,000 +50 

CENTO-6 Società
consortile S.c.a.r.l. Milan 5,248 4,040 20,000 1,208 (2,913) 5,000 +25 

MHT BALCAN Belgrade 2,800 +49 

Consorzio Sanimed 
Group 3,000 +25 

Total 125,123 

 
The figures for associated companies refer to the last approved financial statements. 
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76 10 Deferred tax assets
Deferred tax assets were recognised among assets both in the current period and in the previous period in 
so far, as their realisation as tax income is considered probable. These concern the temporary differences 
between the book values and the tax recognised values of some financial statement items.

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Deferred tax assets  22,721,954  32,983,418  (10,261,464)

Deferred tax assets are calculated with the applicable rates (IRES 27.5% and IRAP based on regional rates) 
on the following items: 

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

Amount of timing 
differences

Tax effect Amount of timing 
differences

Tax effect

Prov. employee bonus 2,771,068 829,558 4,102,315 1,176,062 

IAS amortisations 6,961,477 1,856,712 8,488,285 2,334,279 

Goodwill 1,006,000 315,884 1,327,525 416,843 

Directors' fees 1,086,500 298,787 800,700 220,192 

Derivative fair value 260,032 71,509 18,019 4,955 

Doubtful debt provision 21,299,277 5,886,677 18,808,624 5,201,583 

Provisions for risks 12,742,604 3,764,501 17,495,948 4,992,993 

Leaving incentives 10,849,967 2,983,741 18,761,332 5,159,367 

Finance leases 44,419 13,770 

Tax losses 2,284,592 628,264 32,452,162 8,924,345 

Adjustments for IFRS 2,917,329 916,041 2,917,329 916,041 

Adjustments for IFRS IAS 19 12,126,854 3,334,885 5,685,120 1,563,408 

Other 5,735,994 1,821,625 6,515,401 2,073,350 

Total 80,086,112 22,721,954 117,372,761 32,983,418 

The “Other” item relates essentially to the tax impact on provisions for invoices to be issued and to be received 
relating to the subsidiary company Engineering do Brasil S.A., which will produce effects at statutory financial 
statement level on their relative payment.

Changes in deferred tax assets are detailed below:

(in Euros)

Description Deferred tax assets

Balance at 01.01.2013 31,133,932 

Changes in op. consolidation scope 11,203,751 

Exchange difference effect (361,072)

Increase 8,953,267 

Decrease (18,052,568)

Changes in consolidation scope 106,108 

Balance at 31.12.2013 32,983,418 

Changes in op. consolidation scope 34,064 

Exchange difference effect 32,473 

Increase 5,870,617 

Decrease (16,198,618)

Balance at 31.12.2014 22,721,954 
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77The decrease in deferred tax assets is mainly due to the utilisation of deferred tax liabilities, as well as 
provisions for risks and leaving incentives, while the increase is mainly attributable to the adjustments for the 
measurement of post-employment benefits based on requirements set out by IAS 19.

11 Other non-current assets

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Other non-current assets  1,206,666  5,038,252  (3,831,586)

The item, reporting a total negative change for the period of Euro 3,831,586, includes investments in other 
companies, non-current financial assets and residual assets as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Investments in other companies  488,634  627,737  (139,103)

Non-current financial assets  718,032  4,410,515  (3,692,483)

Total  1,206,666  5,038,252  (3,831,586)
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78 a) investments in other companies

Changes in the investments in other companies  

(in Euros)

Equity investments in other companies value at 
31.12.2013

increase Decrease write-downs opening 
exchange 
difference

value at 
31.12.2014

Banca Popolare di Credito e Servizi 7,747 7,747 

Comitato Prom. Banca dell’Urbe 6,197 6,197 

Banca Credito Cooperativo Roma 1,033 1,033 

Terzo Millennio S.r.l. 1,033 1,033 

Consorzio Foodnet 700 700 

Global Riviera 1,314 1,314 

Tecnoalimenti S.c.p.a. 65,832 65,832 

Gene. S.I. S.c.r.l. 396 396 

Dhitech Distretto Tecnologico High-Tech S.c.a.r.l. 36,314 36,314 

Consorzio E.O.S. 2,000 2,000 

Distretto Tecnol.Micro E Nanosistemi S.c.r.l. 34,683 34,683 

Wimatica S.c.a.r.l. (Da Esel) 6,000 6,000 

S.I.R.E. S.p.A. 15,000 15,000 

Consorzio Cefriel 43,512 43,512 

Consorzio Abi Lab 1,000 1,000 

Consorzio Co.Di.Log 1,000 1,000 

Partecipazione Ce.R.T.A. 360 360 

Consorzio B.R.A.I.N. 4,500 4,500 

Consorzio Arechi Ricerca 5,000 5,000 

Consorzio Health Innovation Hub 3,000 3,000 

EIT ICT LAbs Trento 2,000 2,000 

Smart Energia 92,092 1,055 93,147 

EHealthnet S.c.a.r.l. 10,800 10,800 

Roma Capitale Investiments Foundation 10,000 10,000 

Partec. Cons. Cuea 7,747 7,747 

Partec.Cons. Appel 1,033 1,033 

Partecip. Cf Pro (Ao) 1,833 1,833 

Distretto Ligure Delle Tecnologie Marine S.c.a.r.l. 20,000 20,000 

Distretto Tecnologico Campania Bioscience S.c.a.r.l. 20,000 20,000 

Caf Italia 2000 S.r.l. 260 260 

M2Q S.c.a.r.l. 0 3,000 3,000 

Seta S.r.l. 82,192 82,192 

Servizi Previdenziali S.p.A. 101,918 (101,918) 0 

Konow Ghange S.r.l. 15,488 (15,488) 0 

Consorzio fastigi 10,919 (10,919) 0 

Meridionale Innovazione Trasporti  S.c.a.r.l. 400 (400) 0 

Editrice D.U.E.M.I.L.A Soc. Coop. Arl 10,000 (10,000) 0 

Partecip elea 40 (40) 0 

Partec.Cons.Oikos 26 (26) 0 

Partec.Cons. Idroelettrica 50 (50) 0 

Partec.Cons. Kit-key 52 (52) 0 

Partec.Cons. Idroenergia 516 (516) 0 

Consorzio Cifte 3,749 (3,749) 0 

Total 627,737 3,000 (143,158) 1,055 488,634 
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79b) non-current financial assets
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Tax receivables  -    3,554,801  (3,554,801)

Security deposits  451,009  427,256  23,753 

Others  267,023  428,457  (161,434)

Total  718,032  4,410,515  (3,692,483)

The item “Tax receivables”, equal to Euro 3,554,801, relates to taxes paid abroad for transactions invoiced in 
Brazil, Greece, and Argentina. It was entirely written-down in light of the probable risk of insolvency within the 
expected due terms, which, for regulations in force, are eight years. These receivables incurred in 2008, before 
the tax consolidation regime. For a better disclosure in the financial statements, the amount already allocated 
in past years was reclassified in the current year - by offsetting the receivables in question. 

Security deposits relate to non-current financial assets on rented real estate properties and sundry utilities.
 

C) Current assets

12 Inventories
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Inventories  71,487  230,724  (159,237)

Inventories include goods and product usage licences purchased and held for resale. 

13 Construction contracts
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Construction contracts  124,290,824  132,078,269  (7,787,445)

The item “Construction contracts”, recorded net of advances, is broken down as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Construction contracts  132,078,269 143,368,240 (11,289,971)

Opening exchange difference  (128,462) (1,230,387) 1,101,925 

Change in consolidation scope  -   (525) 525 

Adjustments and changes in work in progress  (3,447,815) (460,788) (2,987,027)

Costs incurred plus profits booked according to percentage 
completion net of losses  337,532,411 323,719,783 13,812,629 

Invoicing progress of work  (341,743,579) (333,318,051) (8,425,528)

Total  124,290,824 132,078,269  (7,787,445)

Construction contracts concern projects in the course of completion based on long-term contracts. They 
include, but are not limited to adjustments for projects for which critical issues emerged as regards possible 
realisable value. The related amount is the best estimate made based on the current information available to us.
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80 14 Trade receivables 
The book value of trade receivables and other receivables is shown at amortised cost and the value 
approximates the fair value. The value refers to receivables from banking institutes, utilities, industry, services, 
public administration and companies operating in the telecommunications market.

The type of Group operations justifies the high amounts of receivables such as the proportion due from public 
administration, contractual durations, the nature of the entity and the events such as the testing of projects. 
Trade receivables are all due within 12 months.

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Trade receivables  505,852,465  562,207,687  (56,355,222)

The breakdown is as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Customers  498,137,088  465,040,815  33,096,273 

Associated companies  -    89,406,130  (89,406,130)

Others  7,715,376  7,760,741  (45,365)

Total  505,852,465  562,207,687  (56,355,222)

a) Customers  
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Receivables on invoices issued  406,656,158  415,985,062  (9,328,904)

of which overdue  211,259,566  192,645,374  18,614,193 

Invoices to be issued  119,073,917  76,346,937  42,726,979 

Credit notes to be issued  (219,285)  (361,968)  142,683 

Doubtful debt provision  (25,986,989)  (25,377,624)  (609,365)

Provision for interest in arrears  (1,386,713)  (1,551,593)  164,879 

Total  498,137,088  465,040,815  33,096,273 

“Receivables from customers” amount to Euro 498,137,088, with a doubtful debt provision of Euro 25,986,989, 
sufficient to cover any future losses.

Increases of the provision, over the year, take account, in accordance with the prudence principle, of non-
payment risks related to overdue receivables and receivables in relation to which legal proceedings are in 
course to redeem full recognition for the Group. 

It is also worth noting that amounts due to Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A. were classified under Receivables from 
customers in year 2014. At December 31, 2013, they were recorded under receivables from associates for a 
total amount of Euro 89,406,130 due to the disposal of the related shareholding.

Receivables at December 31, 2014 from the company Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A. (“SISE”), equal to Euro 89,442,559 
(net of the related doubtful debt provision), in addition to Euro 15,214,543 of construction contracts, for a total 
exposure of Euro 104,657,102, were related to the IT activities connected with the building of an integrated IT 
platform for the Sicilian Region within specifications and provisions set out in the convention signed between 
the Sicilian Region, Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A. and Sicilia e-Servizi Venture S.c.r.l. in liquidation (“SISEV”), on May 
21, 2007 and expired on December 22, 2013. 
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81As regards these receivables, no specific critical issues or formal claims related to the correct execution of 
services and good quality of products delivered were highlighted by Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A. and/or the Sicilian 
Region.

In any case, it should be noted that, in the mutual interest, on October 9, 2012 the Sicilian Region and Sicilia 
e-Servizi S.p.A. signed an “agreement” which regulates the repayment of SISEV receivable, indicating the 
final repayment date at December 31, 2013. Moreover, this agreement outlined that the Sicily Region was 
undertaking to carry out controls and provide Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A. with all the technical and economic 
means, so as the latter would have been able to correctly fulfil its obligations, and envisaged that, while 
executing the agreement, such obligations would have been undertaken by SISEV. As already highlighted in 
the explanatory notes to the financial statements at December 31, 2013, however, Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A. and 
the Sicilian Region fulfilled their obligations only partially as to the receivable refunding plan, as envisaged by 
the agreement, although no objections were arisen with respect to the correct execution and quality of services 
rendered. 

On December 22, 2013, upon expiration of the Framework Agreement, the Regional Administration asked the 
company SISEV, as aforesaid, to guarantee its services.

Given Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A.’s failure to pay, SISEV filed a petition for an order of payment before the Court of 
Palermo. Sicilia e-Servizi then asked and, on October 2, 2013, obtained the interim enforcement of the order 
for payment for an amount of Euro 93,163,203. After the transfer by SISEV of the entire shareholding to the 
Sicilian Region, Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A. unjustifiably left the lawsuit started by the previous Director to obtain the 
payment of the aforesaid amount from the Sicilian Region.

Therefore, to safeguard its rights, on July 18, 2014 SISEV applied for a distraint order over all receivables from 
the Sicilian Region to Sicilia E- Servizi S.p.A., up to the entire amounts receivable accrued by the Company. On 
November 10, 2014, the Court of Palermo rejected SISEV’s request while underlying that “given that, besides 
Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A., also the Sicilian Region (via its accountant general), an undoubtedly solvent entity, is 
directly committed with respect to Sicilia e-Servizi Venture S.c.r.l. -... Omitted ... there is no urgency (periculum 
in mora) ...”. In other words, the Judge reported no credit risk, while highlighting the “guarantor” role played by 
the Sicilian Region in favour of SISEV. 

In the last two months of 2014, with the new office of Councillor Responsible for Balance, the dialogue with 
SISEV, the Sicilian Region and Sicilia e-Servizi was re-opened to find an amicable settlement of the outstanding 
issues and, in particular, the issue related to the payment of services rendered by SISEV to Sicilia e-Servizi and 
the Sicilian Region after the expiration of the Framework Convention, and the issue related to the payment of 
the large amount receivables due.

At the same time, Sicilia e-Servizi provided for the payment to SISEV of a total amount of Euro 3,841,328.

With respect to the aforesaid request, SISEV continued and still continues to render the aforesaid services 
on a reduced basis and with the exclusive intent to avert the total interruption of the essential services to 
citizens. This availability was granted against a renewed positive willingness expressed by the Sicilian Region 
and Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A. to fulfil their obligations and in particular the payment of the large amount, as well 
as to formalise the services rendered by the company after the expiration of the Framework Convention. This 
positive attitude was also expressed during the meetings held at the Prefecture of Palermo on February 1 and 
May 29, 2014. On February 1, 2014, in fact, the parties (Sicilian Region, SISE and SISEV) were summoned by 
the prefect of Palermo. During the meeting the representative of the Sicily Region confirmed their willingness 
to reschedule the receivable refunding plan, as envisaged in the agreement signed on October 9, 2012. As 
regards the formalisation of services rendered by SISEV after the expiration of the Framework Convention, 
meetings are being held to finalise the new agreement, including the aforesaid payment plan, but also, with 
letter dated February 27, 2015, the Chief of the Office for the Coordination Activities of IT Systems of the 
Sicilian Region renewed the invitation to SISEV not to interrupt the services rendered and highlighted that the 
services already rendered and those to be rendered will be paid to SISEV.  
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82 Given the correctness of credit lines and the correct execution of services, after acknowledging the request of 
the Regional Administration that the company continues rendering its services regardless of the expiration of 
the Framework Agreement, and based on the willingness confirmed by the representative of the Sicily Region 
to re-schedule the receivables refunding plan, as envisaged in the agreement of October 9, 2012, based on 
the legal actions brought in, given the “guarantor” role played by the Sicilian Region, also highlighted by the 
Court of Palermo to exclude the alleged periculum mora, and further information available, after hearing the 
legal adviser, receivables and works in progress recognised in the financial statements are to be deemed valid 
and payable. 

Overdue receivables by sector are shown in the following table:

(in Euros)

Description Days falling due Total at 
31.12.2013

30 60 90 120 oltre 120

Public Administration 12,445,788 10,502,282 5,447,632 6,121,332 56,188,201 90,705,234

Finance 7,921,518 2,363,195 967,779 1,877,114 3,390,808 16,520,413

Industry & Services 14,981,005 9,570,389 1,855,897 2,264,911 19,446,077 48,118,278

Telco & Utilities 13,338,277 3,449,556 7,728,778 1,548,581 11,236,257 37,301,449

Total 48,686,588 25,885,422 16,000,085 11,811,937 90,261,342 192,645,374

(in Euros)

Description Days falling due Total at 
31.12.2014

30 60 90 120 oltre 120

Public Administration 13,265,272 9,252,943 5,812,188 3,820,678 98,134,141 130,285,222

Finance 4,311,579 2,697,184 930,477 592,327 3,711,380 12,242,947

Industry & Services 16,150,797 5,809,784 1,837,518 989,094 13,723,443 38,510,635

Telco & Utilities 13,628,504 4,142,993 2,028,325 3,412,987 7,007,953 30,220,762

Total 47,356,151 21,902,904 10,608,509 8,815,085 122,576,917 211,259,566

The level of overdue receivables significantly improved with regards to the Public Administration segment, if 
the amount is considered net of overdue amounts related to SISEV (around Euro 58 million beyond 120 days) 
and classified under trade receivables since 2014, as previously described.

Overdue receivables beyond 120 days are those that reported a greater reduction, compared to 2013, from 
Euro 56.2 million to Euro 40.1 million (net of the aforesaid reclassification). This is mainly due to the collection 
receivables which had been overdue for long by reason of bureaucratic problems and/or situations, mostly 
independent from the Company and that, during the year, ended with the collection of the amount receivable. 

On the basis of the information provided to Directors, there is no evidence at present of any risks of non-payment 
apart from that included in the bad debt provision, which is allocated following an analytical assessment of 
each customer.

b) Associated companies
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Receivables on invoices issued  -    61,767,295  (61,767,295)

Invoices to be issued  -    28,702,489  (28,702,489)

Doubtful debt provision  -    (1,063,654)  1,063,654 

Total  -    89,406,130  (89,406,130)
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83Last year, the balance of item “Receivables from associated companies” was entirely classified under item 
“Receivables from customers” by effect of the transfer of the equity investment held in Sicilia e-Servizi S.p.A..

c) other
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Prepayments  2,430,462  2,230,559  199,903 

Others  5,284,914  5,530,183  (245,268)

Total  7,715,376  7,760,741  (45,365)

Other receivables principally relate to prepayments for rentals, insurance policies, software package 
maintenance costs, usage licenses and others.

15 Other current assets

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Other current assets  53,978,514  55,971,250  (1,992,736)

The “Other current assets” are broken down as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Current financial assets  17,696,905  18,277,936  (581,030)

Others  36,281,608  37,693,314  (1,411,706)

Total  53,978,514  55,971,250  (1,992,736)

a) Current financial assets

“Current financial assets” are broken down as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Tax receivables  15,978,262  17,037,649  (1,059,387)

Social security institutions  1,683,186  1,240,286  442,900 

Other  35,457  -    35,457 

Total  17,696,905  18,277,936  (581,030)

The “Tax receivables” substantially relate to:

• for Euro 7,565,096 to the request, lodged in 2012 by the Parent Company, for repayment of the higher IRES 
income tax paid on personnel not deducted for IRAP purposes in the period 2007-2011, based on Article 2, 
paragraph 1-quater, of Legislative Decree  201/2011;

• for Euro 1,504,449 to IRES and IRAP tax credits related to the Parent Company. The amount is the difference 
between advanced payments and withholdings applied, and tax provisions calculated at December 31, 2014;

• for Euro 2,785,116 for receivables for taxes paid abroad;
• for Euro 799,729 related to receivables from the Inland Revenue Office for recoverable VAT.

Receivables from social security institutions related to the payment of the INAIL advance payment for 2015 and 
INPS receivables to be recovered over future years.
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84 b) others 

The “Others” item includes:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Applied research grants  32,852,213  33,020,166  (167,953)

Prepaid expenses  469,135  558,783  (89,647)

Others  2,960,260  4,114,365  (1,154,105)

Total  36,281,608  37,693,314  (1,411,706)

Receivables for applied research grants are receivables yet to be collected, relating to projects financed by 
National Public Authorities and by the European Union.

16 Cash and cash equivalents  

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Cash and cash equivalents  182,704,807  139,447,283  43,257,524 

The balance includes cash and cash equivalents and bank current accounts. Bank and postal deposits are 
remunerated at interest rates in line with the market.

Cash and cash equivalents consist of the following:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Bank and postal deposits  182,673,235  139,405,689  43,267,546 

Cash and cash equivalents  31,572  41,594  (10,022)

Total  182,704,807  139,447,283  43,257,524 

Bank and postal deposits include:

• Euro 6,2 million of escrow accounts related to payments made in advance to the European Community for 
research activities. Under Net financial position, amounts were deducted from item “Other current financial 
payables”;

• Euro 1,3 million of postal restricted accounts related to collections to be repaid to Municipalities, customers 
of the Company, following the collections of taxes on their behalf. Under net financial position, amounts were 
deducted from item “Other current financial payables”;

• Euro 1,0 million related to an Escrow Account created after the acquisition of the company Dynpro Sistemas 
SA by Engineering do Brasil SA.

For further information reference should be made to paragraph IX of the present document.
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85D) Shareholders’ equity

17 Information on shareholders’ equity

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Shareholders’ equity  417,157,045  394,068,449  23,088,596 

The changes are shown in the table below:

(in Euros)

Shareholders’ Equity value at
31.12.2013

increase Decrease value at
31.12.2014

Share capital 31,875,000 0 0 31,875,000 

Treasury shares in portfolio (790,569) 0 (76,911) (867,479)

Total share capital 31,084,431 0 (76,911) 31,007,521 

Legal reserve 6,375,000 0 0 6,375,000 

Reserve acquisition treasury shares 87,978,827 0 0 87,978,827 

Merger reserve 12,143,385 0 0 12,143,385 

Translation reserve (490,584) 1,240,194 0 749,610 

Other reserves 1,401,721 0 (9,968,900) (8,567,180)

Total reserves 107,408,349 1,240,194 (9,968,900) 98,679,643 

Prior years' undistributed profits 196,812,420 47,166,403 (1,092,916) 242,885,907 

First-time application of IAS/IFRS 5,805,572 0 (2,200,950) 3,604,622 

IAS 19 actuarial gains/(losses) (4,035,735) 0 (5,068,548) (9,104,283)

Fair value cash flow hedge reserve (13,064) 13,064 (188,523) (188,523)

retained earnings 198,569,193 47,179,467 (8,550,937) 237,197,722 

profit/(loss) for the year 53,111,085 41,738,057 (53,111,085) 41,738,057 

Total group shareholders' equity 390,173,058 90,157,718 (71,707,833) 408,622,943 

Capital and reserves of minority interests 3,974,230 3,594,588 0 7,568,819 

profit/(loss) for the year of minority interests (78,839) 1,044,123 0 965,284 

Total shareholders' equity 394,068,449 94,796,429 (71,707,833) 417,157,045 

18 Share capital
The subscribed and fully paid-in share capital is Euro 31,875,000, divided into 12,500,000 shares each with a 
par value of Euro 2.55.

There are 340,188 treasury shares in portfolio, valued at acquisition cost, and totalling Euro 7,881,062. They are 
recognised for the par value as a reduction of the share capital (Euro 867,479) and for the remaining part (Euro 
7,013,583) as a reduction of the retained earnings, as established by the provisions introduced by IAS 32. The 
average book value was Euro 21.6473 per share.

On May 15, 2014, the Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. Shareholders’ Meeting voted in favour of 
a treasury share buy-back plan for a maximum of 2,500,000 shares, within a maximum time period of 18 
(eighteen) months.

All issued ordinary shares are entirely paid up and there are no shares with limitations relative to the distribution 
of dividends, with the exception of the provisions of Article 2357 of the Italian Civil Code in relation to treasury 
shares.
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86 19 Reserves
In relation to the possible utilisation and distribution of reserves, the following should be noted: 

• Legal reserve:
 of Euro 6,375,000 is available for the covering of losses but is not distributable.

• Reserve for the acquisition of treasury shares: 
 of Euro 87,978,827 is neither available nor distributable.

• Other Reserves of Euro 8,567,180 relate to:
 - Special applied research reserve, of Euro 81,721, is available and distributable.
 - Special Egov research reserve, of Euro 72,000, is neither available nor distributable.
 - Special Erp Light research reserve, of Euro 168,000, is neither available nor distributable.
 - PIA Project reserve, of Euro 1,080,000, is neither available nor distributable.
 - Reserve, amounting to Euro 9,968,900 (i) Put Options and (ii) Forward Contract on subsidiaries shares
    (i.e. Non Controlling Interests). Reference is made to “Other current liabilities”.

• Merger reserve: 
 at the reporting date, this reserve totalled Euro 12,143,385. It includes Euro 2,432,450 relating to the 

reclassification of profit/losses occurred in the years ranging from the acquisition of the companies Eman 
Software S.p.A. and Neta S.p.A. and their merger by incorporation in 2006 by the Parent Company. This 
amount is neither available nor distributable. The remaining amount, equal to Euro 9,710,935, can be utilised 
and distributed. 

• Translation reserve of foreign entities:
 at the reporting date, it amounted to Euro 749,610 and is neither available nor distributable.

20 Retained earnings
Retained earnings are equal to Euro 237,197,722 and include:

• retained earnings from previous years that were not distributed, in the amount of Euro 242,885,907; the 
reported movements are mainly due to the allocation of profit of the previous year. This reserve is available 
and distributable.

• the reserve, established on first-time application of IAS/IFRS, amounts to Euro 3,604,622.
 The above-stated reserve is neither available nor distributable.

• actuarial gains/(losses), as provided for by IAS 19, amounting to Euro (9,104,283).

• the fair value cash flow hedge reserve, for the effective part of Euro (188,523), net of deferred taxes, 
representing the change in the fair value of the derivative as the lower value between the cumulative fair value 
changes of the hedging derivative and the fair value changes of the hypothetical derivative. This reserve is 
neither available nor distributable.
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87E) Non-current liabilities

21 Non-current financial liabilities
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Non-current financial liabilities  46,629,125  19,502,802  27,126,322 

Non-current financial liabilities relate to Borrowings from lenders and Other non-current financial liabilities, 
broken down as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Borrowings from lenders  45,231,644  18,437,145  26,794,499 

Other non-current financial liabilities  1,397,481  1,065,658  331,823 

Total  46,629,125  19,502,802  27,126,322 

The long-term debt at December 31, 2014 is shown in the table below, including the portion due within 12 
months, with indication of the lender and the interest rate.
     

(in Euros)

Lender year of 
maturity

interest
rate

within
1 year

over
1 year

over
5 years

Attivita'prod.Mcc/Ex Esel 2016 0,790000 106,954 107,799

Attivita'prod.Mcc/Irm&M 2015 0,960000 295,550

Miur Prog.4452Ic/5 Locosp 2015 0,250000 26,861

Svil.Econ.Pia E-Gov 2015 0,740000 104,914

Svil.Econ.Pia E-Gov 2018 0,740000 85,792 580,627

Svil.Econ.Pia Ex Engisud 2016 0,960000 219,875 221,986

Svil.Econ.Pia Odcdn 2018 0,740000 171,324 521,617

Svil.Econ.Pia Sinim 2018 0,740000 197,556 601,484

Miur Prog.13473/1 Bbkit 2015 1,000000 126,152

Miur Prog.3354/E/1 Eureka 2016 0,250000 84,166 168,964

Miur Prog.6636/1 Siege 2017 0,250000 272,697 1,097,622

Miur Prog.691/1 Chat 2015 0,250000 163,189

Min. Eco. A16/1643/P 2018 0,740000 55,057 167,627

Bei/Serapis N. 82199 2018 Euribor 3M/360+1,99100 3,750,000 9.375,000

Unicredit/Bei 4459191 2020 Euribor 3M/360+2,50000 3,500,000 31,500,000 3,500,000

Miur Prog. 1084 Wise 2016 0,250000 114,883 230,628

Miur Prog. 28953 Foodsys 2019 0,500000 142,751 578,185

Miur Prog. 28953 Foodsys 2019 3,150000 80,104

Total 9,417,721 45,231,644 3,500,000

The Group’s main long-term financial payables include commitments for mortgages with maturity over 12 
months mainly attributable to the Parent Company and equal to Euro 45,064,017. The portion due within 12 
months (Euro 9,417,721) was reclassified under current financial liabilities.

The contracts related to the two variable rate loans granted by the European Investment Bank (EIB) to support 
research and development activities amount to Euro 15 million paid in a direct credit line on January 30, 
2013 and to Euro 35 million through Unicredit S.p.A. on May 28, 2014. They envisage the fulfilment of some 
financial obligations. Notwithstanding some financial obligations in addition to those required by relevant laws 
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88 in relation to public disclosure by the issuer of financial instruments and its controllers, Engineering Ingegneria 
Informatica S.p.A. committed itself that the following financial parameters be complied with:

- as regards the loan granted by the European Investment Bank (EIB):
• Net financial debt/EBITDA not higher than 2.0 (two);
• Debt Service Cover Ratio (DSCR), not lower than 5.0 (five);

- as regards the loan granted by Unicredit S.p.A.:
• Net financial debt/EBITDA lower than 2.2 (two point two);
• EBITDA/Net Financial Charges higher than 5.0 (five).

The financial covenants are revised twice a year with reference to the consolidated financial statements and 
the consolidated half-year report.
Failure to observe the financial parameters, unless restored within the 30 (thirty) following business days, may 
give the banks the right to withdrawal as per Article 1845 of the Civil Code and to exercise the right to recover 
all amounts covered by the agreement.
All covenants stipulated in the agreement have been fulfilled at December 31, 2014.

As regards the loan of Euro 35 million granted through Unicredit S.p.A., an Interest Rate Swap contract was 
signed to hedge interest rate fluctuations. The use of the derivative allowed for the changing of the variable 
portion of the rate, 3-month Euribor, 360 days, in a fixed rate equal to 0.56% for the entire duration of the loan 
redemption.  

The LOCOSP loan contract envisages the compliance with a parameter (net financial charges/sales not higher 
than 8%), which had been complied with by the Company.

All the other loans indicated above are at a subsidised fixed rate and are always linked to the development of 
research projects.

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Derivative (cash flow hedge)  260,032  18,019  242,013 

Security deposits  1,151,386  1,047,332  104,054 

Amounts due for finance lease  325,065  -    325,065 

Value of financial debt at amortised cost  (339,002)  307  (339,309)

Total  1,397,481  1,065,658  331,823 

The other current liabilities account includes the effective component of the hedge (Interest Rate Swap) and is 
calculated as the lower value between the accumulated changes in hedge derivative fair value and the changes 
in fair value of the hypothetical derivative and recorded in a shareholders’ equity reserve.

The deposits relate to an Escrow Account of the subsidiary Engineering do Brasil S.A.

Amounts due for finance lease relate to the purchase of a property for the newly acquired MHT S.r.l..
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8922 Deferred tax liabilities
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Deferred tax liabilities  19,984,090  17,555,573  2,428,518 

Deferred tax liabilities refer mainly to the tax effect of the adjustments on values whose taxation was deferred 
to future periods and are calculated, in accordance with existing laws, at 27.5% for IRES while IRAP is based 
on regional rates, on the following items:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

Amount 
of timing 

differences

Tax effect Amount 
of timing 

differences

Tax effect

Adjustments to post-employment benefits 0 0 7,798 2,144 

Goodwill 9,218,460 2,894,597 8,184,986 2,570,085 

Research grants 4,968,019 1,476,089 4,843,021 1,502,178 

Research grants, IRES tax only 52,356,645 14,398,078 37,220,985 10,235,771 

Capital grants 0 0 5,905,584 1,633,096 

Doubtful debt provision 20,666 5,683 58,217 16,010 

Finance leases 0 0 1,192,196 333,643 

Real estate leases 1,284,786 403,423 1,327,361 416,791 

IFRS adjustments 2,557,958 803,157 2,666,283 836,836 

IFRS - IAS 8 adjustments 1,031 328 1,031 328 

Other 8,717 2,737 27,679 8,691 

Total 70,416,283 19,984,090 61,435,140 17,555,573 

Movements in deferred tax liabilities are illustrated below:

(in Euros)

Description

Balance at 01.01.2013  16,615,724 

Exchange difference effect  (32,163)

Increase  4,697,641 

Decrease  (3,725,630)

Balance at 31.12.2013  17,555,573 

Changes in op. consolidation scope  3,263 

Increase  7,752,631 

Decrease  (5,327,377)

Balance at 31.12.2014  19,984,090 
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90 23 Non-current provisions for risks and charges
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Non-current provisions for risks and charges  217,344  4,490,565  (4,273,221)

Changes are detailed below:

(in Euros)

Description

Balance at 01.01.2013  3,843,973 

Exchange difference effect  (92,692)

Increase  1,529,362 

Decrease  (790,079)

Balance at 01.01.2014  4,490,565 

Exchange difference effect  20,076 

Increase  96,083 

Decrease  (4,389,380)

Balance at 31.12.2014  217,344 

The decrease is essentially due to the reclassification from “Non-current provision for risks and charges” to 
“Non-current financial assets”. The amounts allocated in previous years to hedge the probable risk of non 
recoverability of tax receivables related to duties paid abroad and to the insolvency risk of the bond loan, 
recognised in the Assets, were reclassified in direct reduction of the specific items, as described in paragraph 
11 herein.

24 Other non-current liabilities
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Other non-current liabilities  10,288,233  584,739  9,703,494 

This item refers to the measurement of payables - based on provisions set out by IAS 32 - which are related to 
the purchase commitment of the residual shares in the company MHT S.r.l. to be carried out over the next two 
years, provided that determined economic-financial targets be obtained. Engineering Ingegneria Informatica 
S.p.A., in fact, when acquiring the control of MHT, signed a forward agreement with minority shareholders with 
reference to the Non Controlling interests, equal to 30%. 

Moreover, Other liabilities include the measurement of payables - based on provisions set out by IAS 32 - for 
sales options granted to minority interests (put options contract) to which the Company Engineering Ingegneria 
Informatica S.p.A. is subject with reference to a Non Controlling Interest. In particular, the minority Shareholders 
of a subsidiary acquire the right to exercise a sales option of their shares to Engineering Ingegneria Informatica 
S.p.A. in special cases, as defined in the agreement signed by the parties. The price to exercise the option is 
fixed based on economic parameters and adequately valued multipliers.

The liabilities related to the aforesaid payables, measured at fair value, and then measured at amortised cost, 
are classified as Level 3 (i.e. financial liabilities the fair value of which is determined not according to observable 
market data), and determined according to performance conditions set out in the related agreements.

The residual portion is related to payables for a non-competition agreement signed with the top management.
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9125 Post-employment benefits  
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Post-employment benefits  68,869,328  65,009,313  3,860,015 

Due to the introduction of Law no. 296 of December 27, 2006 and subsequent decrees and regulations issued 
at the beginning of 2007 Post-employment benefits from January 1, 2007 changed from a “defined benefit 
plan” to a “defined contribution plan” as a consequence of the application of differing accounting treatment of 
post-employment benefits accrued before or after December 31, 2006.

Post-employment benefits, accrued after January 1, 2007, represent a “defined contribution plan”. Periodically 
the company pays post-employment benefits accrued to a separate entity (e.g. INPS and/or a Fund) with 
the payment fulfilling obligations toward employees. For accounting purposes, it is included under other 
contributions, as post-employment benefit matured is recorded as a cost in the period with the payable 
recognised under short-term payables. 

Post-employment benefits accrued up to December 31, 2006 continue to represent a “defined benefit plan” 
which is more certain in terms of their existence and sum, but uncertain in terms of manifestation.
The total amount of the benefit obligation is calculated and certified on an annual basis by an independent 
actuary on the basis of the “Projected Unit Credit” method. 

A summary of the actuarial assumptions adopted in measuring Post-employment benefits is provided below:

Financial Assumptions:

• future annual rates of inflation were set according to the average rates of inflation in Italy in recent years, 
based on Istat data;

• annual revaluation of existing provisions and subsequent payments fixed, as established by regulations at 
75% of the inflation rate plus 1.50% net of taxes;

• the annual discount rate was established as variable from 0.18% to 2.98 % and was deducted adopting a 
rate curve combining the effective yield rates movements of the Euro Bonds of primary companies with AA 
rating or higher. 

Demographic assumptions:

• to evaluate length of employment with the Company, the “Tavola di permanenza nella posizione di attivo” 
RG48 (a table for company service length prepared by the Italian Treasury Department based on data 
for those born in 1948) was used, selected, projected and separated by gender, supplemented with the 
probability of additional reasons for departure (resignations, advances which are a financial-based cause for 
leaving, measurable in terms of probability).

The following table show the absolute and relative changes in liabilities measured according to IAS 19 (DBO), 
while assuming a 10% negative or positive change in the revaluation and/or discounting rates (sensitivity 
analysis).

(in Euros)

Engineering Group Discounting

-10% 100% 10%

Infla

 -10% +68,693 +633 +68,060 -620 +67,440

-822 -176 -809 -1,429 -797

100% +69,515 +646 +68,869 -632 +68,237

+835 +1,481 +822 +177 +809

10% +70,350 +659 +69,691 -645 +69,046

Actuarial profits and losses are recognised under Shareholders’ equity on an accrual basis, while Interest Cost 
was recognised in the income statement under “Financial charges”. 
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92 Changes are detailed below:

(in Euros)

Description

Balance at 01.01.2013  66,576,564 

Provisions  19,803,376 

Amounts paid to social security institutions + Inps  (19,181,388)

Actuarial profits/(losses)  (1,970,276)

Benefits paid  (4,089,628)

Indemnities on acquisition of Group business units/subsidiaries  53,778 

Transfer payables of Group business units/subsidiaries  (53,778)

Post-empl. benefits, consolidated companies  4,035,872 

Post-empl. benefits, companies not in consolidation scope  (165,205)

Balance at 31.12.2013  65,009,313 

Provisions  18,621,117 

Amounts paid to social security institutions + Inps  (18,832,457)

Actuarial profits/(losses)  6,469,926 

Benefits paid  (3,063,001)

Indemnities on acquisition of Group business units/subsidiaries  90,952 

Transfer payables of Group business units/subsidiaries  (78,164)

Post-empl. benefits, consolidated companies  651,642 

Balance at 31.12.2014  68,869,328 

The “Accruals” item comprises the Interest Cost for an amount equal to Euro 277,899.

F) Current liabilities

26 Current financial liabilities
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Current financial liabilities  24,253,482  87,686,111  (63,432,629)

“Current financial liabilities” relate to payables to lenders, banks and other financial liabilities as reported below:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Lenders  10,420,608  77,705,082  (67,284,474)

Bank payables  4,934,831  3,753,662  1,181,170 

Other current financial liabilities  8,898,043  6,227,367  2,670,676 

Total  24,253,482  87,686,111  (63,432,629)

payables to lenders

Payables to lenders amounted to Euro 10,420,608 and relate to the short-term portion of payables to lenders 
for which reference is made to paragraph 20 “Non-current financial liabilities”. 
Financial payables with a duration shorter than six months, outstanding at December 31 of the previous year, 
were entirely repaid, as shown by the change of Euro 67,284,474.
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93payables to banks
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Bank overdrafts  4,934,831  3,753,662  1,181,170 

Total  4,934,831  3,753,662  1,181,170 

other current financial liabilities
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Other grants  8,873,342  6,225,867  2,647,476 

Payables to lease  23,201  23,201 

Equity investments  1,500  1,500  -   

Total  8,898,043  6,227,367  2,670,676 

27 Current tax payables
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Current tax payables  1,312,617  315,362  997,255 

The balance at December 31, 2014 primarily includes current tax payables.

The breakdown is as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

IRES  383,045  -    383,045 

IRAP  435,518  -    435,518 

Foreign taxes  494,054  315,362  178,692 

Total  1,312,617  315,362  997,255 

28 Current provisions for risks and charges
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Current provisions for risks and charges  21,860,331  36,162,941  (14,302,610)

Current provisions for risks and charges are broken down as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Provisions for risks and charges  15,350,787  29,057,231  (13,706,444)

Provision for losses on projects  6,509,544  7,105,710  (596,166)

Total  21,860,331  36,162,941  (14,302,610)
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94 The provision for current risks and charges is mainly broken down as follows:

• around Euro 10.9 million, related to a restructuring plan connected with the reorganization underway, 
resolved and communicated to the counterparties, and allocations, based on IAS 37 provisions set out last 
year already, for expected staff leaves under incentive schemes;

• around Euro 0.8 million related to the dispute arisen with respect to the tax audit report following the 
assessment visit that took place in 2012 by the General Management of the Inland Revenue office;

• around Euro 3.2 million, related to a dispute for a still unsettled case for which the risk of an unfavourable 
outcome is deemed as likely;

• around Euro 6.5 for provisions for risks and losses on projects and relate to likely future losses on some 
projects being implemented. The provision for losses on projects was adjusted to account for probable 
future charges which will be incurred on projects in which difficulties have arisen. The allocated amount is 
the best estimate made based on the current information available to us.

The decrease in current provision for risks and charges is mainly due to the use of provisions previously 
allocated, due to the occurrence of the event for which they had been created.

The changes in the current provisions for risks and charges during the years in question are as follows:

(in Euros)

Description

Balance at 01.01.2013  5,030,095 

Changes in op. consolidation scope  27,700,219 

Increase  11,514,703 

Decrease  (8,082,075)

Balance at 31.12.2013  36,162,941 

Changes in op. consolidation scope  12,338 

Increase  1,800,978 

Decrease  (16,115,926)

Balance at 31.12.2014  21,860,331 

The decrease is related to the use of provisions made over the previous years, due to the occurrence of the 
risk, as well as to the use of provisions made in previous years for ceased risk and the use of provisions to 
cover personnel costs borne during the year, but previously allocated.

The increase is due to the adjustment of the provision to cover probable future charges, which will have to be 
borne, and especially refers to projects where some critical issues emerged. The allocated amount is the best 
estimate made based on the current information available to the Company.
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9529 Other current liabilities
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Other current liabilities  140,719,888  144,565,506  (3,845,618)

This item is broken down as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Directors and Statutory Auditors  1,166,393  785,895  380,498 

Consultants  128,493  75,581  52,912 

Acquisition of business unit  366,305  920,619  (554,314)

Withholding taxes  1,248,858  882,723  366,135 

Tax payables  42,694,091  46,450,479  (3,756,388)

Due to RTI partners  1,367,865  306,036  1,061,829 

Social security institutions  16,059,647  16,024,199  35,448 

Others  6,373,983  8,316,385  (1,942,402)

Employees  68,568,752  64,888,675  3,680,077 

Partners for research projects  2,482,330  5,157,920  (2,675,590)

Accrued m/l loan interest  147,461  191,036  (43,575)

Other accruals  -    372,815  (372,815)

Deferred income  115,711  193,143  (77,432)

Total  140,719,888  144,565,506  (3,845,618)

Tax payables are broken down as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

VAT  14,697,390  16,553,388  (1,855,998)

Suspended VAT  13,752,576  15,808,543  (2,055,966)

IRPEF  10,425,850  10,208,177  217,673 

Other  3,818,275  3,880,372  (62,097)

Total  42,694,091  46,450,479  (3,756,388)

30 Trade payables
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Trade payables  241,640,963  261,718,406  (20,077,443)

Trade payables refer to current payables to suppliers for goods and services.

The balance at December 31, 2014 is broken down as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Suppliers  201,603,311  225,269,444  (23,666,133)

Associated companies  -    732,234  (732,234)

Others  40,037,652  35,716,727  4,320,925 

Total  241,640,963  261,718,406  (20,077,443)
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96 a) Suppliers
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Due to Italian suppliers  147,405,676  166,625,232  (19,219,556)

Due to foreign suppliers  6,224,445  8,141,429  (1,916,984)

Invoices to be received  48,511,131  51,915,932  (3,404,801)

Credit notes to be received  (537,942)  (1,413,149)  875,207 

Total  201,603,311  225,269,444  (23,666,133)

b) Associated companies
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Invoices received  732,234  (732,234)

Total  -    732,234  (732,234)

c) others
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Advances for future work  40,037,652  35,716,727  4,320,925 

Total  40,037,652  35,716,727  4,320,925 
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97income statement

A) Total revenues
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Total revenues  852,973,474  822,795,055  30,178,419 

31 Total revenues
Group revenues decreased by Euro 30,178,419. These relate to revenues from sales and services of products, 
in particular, consultancy services, IT design, usage licences, software maintenance services, and outsourcing 
services.

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Revenues from sales and service  821,630,979  809,767,392  11,863,588 

Changes finished products and construction contracts  (4,370,404)  (9,665,513)  5,295,108 

Other revenues  35,712,899  22,693,176  13,019,723 

Total  852,973,474  822,795,055  30,178,419 

For further analysis and comments reference should be made to the present document.

32 Other revenues
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Other revenues  35,712,899  22,693,176  13,019,723 

The breakdown of “Other revenues” is as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Grants  18,110,796  13,776,511  4,334,285 

Other income  17,602,103  8,916,665  8,685,438 

Total  35,712,899  22,693,176  13,019,723 

    
Other revenues refer mainly to grants for research projects financed by national bodies and by the European 
Community.

The “Other income” item mainly comprises re-invoicing of fringe benefits to employees for Company cars, 
amounting to around Euro 2.0 million, contingent assets for the so-called “figurative credit” for taxes paid 
abroad in the amount of around Euro 1.6 million, provisions for the cessation of some risks and the settlement 
of some disputes, amounting to around Euro 6.0 million, recoveries from the provision for risks with respect to 
losses on orders in the year when the negative margin had already been allocated in the previous year (around 
Euro 3.0 million).
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98 B) Operating expenses
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Operating expenses  774,488,324  769,746,721  4,741,602 

33 Operating expenses
The breakdown of operating expenses is as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Raw materials and consumables  16,862,210  11,257,065  5,605,146 

Services  300,857,058  304,098,476  (3,241,418)

Personnel costs  414,043,214  397,120,875  16,922,339 

Amortisation and depreciation  17,357,404  20,711,602  (3,354,198)

Provisions  14,061,164  27,066,975  (13,005,810)

Other costs  11,307,273  9,491,728  1,815,544 

Total  774,488,324  769,746,721  4,741,602 

For further details on changes, reference is made to the relevant paragraphs in the Directors’ Report.

34 Raw materials and consumables
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Raw materials and consumables  16,862,210  11,257,065  5,605,146 

Below is a breakdown of costs for raw materials and consumables:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Hardware  4,990,470  3,646,860  1,343,610 

Software  11,078,296  6,905,292  4,173,004 

Consumables  793,445  704,912  88,532 

Total  16,862,210  11,257,065  5,605,146 
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9935 Service costs
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Services  300,857,058  304,098,476  (3,241,418)

Service costs comprise the following accounts:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

EDP purchases, services and data lines  5,672,662  6,391,010  (718,347)

Insurance  3,774,551  3,688,031  86,520 

Bank charges and commissions  1,333,476  824,537  508,939 

Technical support and consultancy  186,444,718  192,193,220  (5,748,503)

Legal and administrative consultancy  2,694,194  2,780,687  (86,493)

Training and refresher courses  2,189,379  2,219,516  (30,137)

Consultants  2,917,633  2,304,720  612,913 

Cost of corporate boards  2,293,492  2,055,406  238,086 

Building rental  13,499,526  15,846,428  (2,346,902)

Maintenance of property, plant and equip. and intangible assets  22,341,592  22,708,313  (366,721)

Canteen and other personnel expenses  6,818,448  6,356,249  462,199 

Automotive expenses  12,541,954  12,480,432  61,522 

Hardware and software rental  3,261,903  2,238,219  1,023,684 

Maintenance and security services  4,291,326  3,144,437  1,146,889 

Advertising and sales rep. expenses  1,266,474  1,086,087  180,387 

Travel costs  16,152,728  15,950,806  201,922 

Postage and shipping expenses  2,576,505  1,749,525  826,980 

Utilities  10,515,894  9,521,308  994,586 

Other  270,604  559.546  (288.942)

Total  300,857,058  304,098,476  (3,241,418)

The following table shows the remuneration paid in 2014 to the audit firm of the consolidated financial statements, 
in accordance with Article 149-duodecies of the Consolidated Law on Finance. 

(in Euros)

Service provider Beneficiary fees 

Audit Deloitte & Touche S.p.A. Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. 260,000

Audit Deloitte & Touche S.p.A. Engineering.mo S.p.A. 35,000

Audit Deloitte & Touche S.p.A. Engineering Tributi S.p.A. 20,000

Audit Deloitte & Touche S.p.A. Sicilia e-Servizi Venture S.c.r.l. 15,000

Audit Deloitte & Touche S.p.A. MHT S.r.l. 10,000

Fee is net of Consob contribution and expenses.
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100 36 Personnel costs
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Personnel costs  414,043,214  397,120,875  16,922,339 

Personnel costs consist of:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Salaries and wages  310,156,359  296,142,978  14,013,381 

Social security expenses  84,188,483  80,212,177  3,976,306 

Post-employment benefits  18,343,218  18,791,509  (448,291)

Restructuring and reorganising personnel  1,850,126  3,537,038  (1,686,912)

Other personnel costs  (494,972)  (1,562,826)  1,067,855 

Total  414,043,214  397,120,875  16,922,339 

Increase in item “Salaries and wages” is attributable to the increase in staff following the acquisition of the 
companies MHT S.r.l. and XC Excellence Club S.r.l., as well as to the increase in remuneration, and greater 
acknowledgement of target-related commissions. 

The average number of employees in 2014 increased on the previous year by 56.

(units)

numero medio dipendenti 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Executives  325  339  (14)

Managers  1,547  1,545  2 

Other employees  5,459  5,391  68 

Total  7,331  7,275  56 

37 Amortisation and Depreciation
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Amortisation and depreciation  17,357,404  20,711,602  (3,354,198)

The breakdown is as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Depreciation of property, plant and equip.  10,195,187  10,675,331  (480,144)

Amortisation of intangible assets  7,162,217  10,036,271  (2,874,054)

Total  17,357,404  20,711,602  (3,354,198)
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10138 Provisions 
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Provisions  14,061,164  27,066,975  (13,005,810)

The provisions increased due to the changes reported in the following table:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Doubtful debt provision  12,164,103  10,029,954  2,134,149 

Risk provision  1,897,061  13,123,388  (11,226,327)

Provision for interest in arrears  -    11,028  (11,028)

Write-down of fixed assets  -    3,902,605  (3,902,605)

Total  14,061,164  27,066,975  (13,005,810)

The allocation to the provision for losses on projects was made with respect to probable future charges which 
will be incurred on projects in which difficulties have arisen. The allocated amount is the best estimate made 
based on the current information available to us.

The allocation to the doubtful debt provision was made to adjust the same to the expected realisable value of 
receivables.

39 Other costs
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Other costs  11,307,273  9,491,728  1,815,544 

Other costs are broken down as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Dues and subscriptions  537,990  603,438  (65,448)

Taxes  8,619,025  7,545,307  1,073,718 

Gifts and donations  203,817  155,393  48,424 

Charges for social causes  392,952  214,739  178,213 

Other  1,553,488  972,852  580,636 

Total  11,307,273  9,491,728  1,815,544 

40 Financial income/(charges)
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Financial income/(charges)  577,469  (5,752,995)  6,330,464 
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102 Financial income is broken down as follows: 

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Interest income  3,592,663  1,886,023  1,706,640 

Other income  1,554,205  933,317  620,888 

Total  5,146,868  2,819,340  2,327,527 

Interest income relate to bank interest for bank current accounts, interest in arrears acknowledged by our 
customers and interest in subsidiaries which use the cash pooling.

The “Other income” item comprises the exchange gains.

Financial charges consist of:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Interest expense  2,838,100  4,617,332  (1,779,231)

Other  1,731,298  3,955,004  (2,223,706)

Total  4,569,398  8,572,335  (4,002,937)

Interest expense refers principally to loans detailed in note 21 of the present document.

The “Other” item comprises the exchange losses. 

41 Income/(charges) from investments
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Income/(charges) from investments  713,567  33,279,041  (32,565,474)

The breakdown is as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Gains on equity investments  858,969  178,770  680,200 

Write-down of equity investments  (145,912)  (85,606)  (60,305)

Non-recurring income (charges)  510  33,185,878  (33,185,368)

Total  713,567  33,279,041  (32,565,474)

In the comparative period, non-recurring income related to the purchase of the company T-Systems Italia 
S.p.A., now Engineering.mo S.p.A., occurred on April 30, 2013. The non-recurring income resulted from the 
surplus of assets and liabilities acquired and measured at fair value, compared to the purchase cost of the 
equity investment.
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10342 Taxes
(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Taxes  37,072,847  27,542,134  9,530,712 

The breakdown of taxes is as follows:  

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013 Change

Current  22,845,443  17,338,061  5,507,381 

Deferred  14,227,404  10,204,073  4,023,331 

Total  37,072,847  27,542,134  9,530,712 

The taxes of Euro 37,072,847 (of which Euro 7,890,241 comprising current IRES taxes) was estimated taking 
account of the result in the year and of the existing regulations and represent the best estimate of the tax 
charge.

Reconciliation between the theoretical and effective IRES tax rate is shown below:

(in Euros)

reconciliation between theoretical
and effective irES tax

31.12.2014 31.12.2013

Amount % Amount %

Profit before taxes 79,776,187 80,574,380

ordinary rate applied 21,938,451 +27.5% 22,157,955 +27.5%

Tax effects deriving from:

Income taxable in prior years 4,404,142 +5.5% 2,143,272 +2.7%

Income not taxable (6,139,781) -7.7% (13,674,429) -17.0%

Expenses not deductible 6,511,974 +8.2% 7,799,463 +9.7%

IAS differences (418,339) -0.5% (432,542) -0.5%

Other changes reducing taxable IRES (9,927,184) -12.4% (6,390,204) -7.9%

Utilisation of previous years tax losses (8,221,190) -10.3% (10,680,233) -13.3%

Effect of foreign tax rates (257,833) -0.3% 1,263,352 +1.6%

Total assessable irES 28,691,787 7,951,393

Tax/tax rate 7,890,241 +9.9% 2,186,633 +2.7%

Deferred taxes were calculated taking into consideration the accumulated sum of all temporary differences 
on the basis of the average expected rate for successive tax periods when these differences will reverse. For 
details of the temporary differences which have resulted in deferred taxes, reference is made to the previous 
paragraphs 10 “Deferred tax assets” and 22 “Deferred tax liabilities”.
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104 43 Earnings per share
The breakdown of the earnings per share is as follows:

n gROUP neT PROFIT FOR THe yeAR

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

Group net profit for the year 41,738,057 53,111,085

Weighted average number of shares 12,184,359 12,189,973

Basic earnings per share 3.43 4.36

Diluted earnings per share 3.43 4.36

n neT PROFIT FROM COnTInUIng OPeRATIOnS

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

Net profit from continuing operations 42,703,341 53,032,246

Weighted average number of shares 12,184,359 12,189,973

Basic earnings per share 3.50 4.35

Diluted earnings per share 3.50 4.35

There are no options, contracts or convertible financial instruments or their equivalents, granting bearers the 
right to purchase ordinary shares; therefore, the earnings per share coincides with the diluted earnings per 
share.

44 Other significant information
n COMMITMenTS UndeRTAKen

The following table summarises the commitments of the Group at December 31, 2014.

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014

Third party sureties  218,258,725 

Bank sureties in favour of other companies  4,356,667 

Bid Bonds and Performance Bonds  13,911,765 

Total commitments assumed  236,527,157 

Third party sureties
These relate to guarantees provided in respect of participation in tender offers, for the signing of contracts and 
for guarantees on office rental contracts and refer principally to the Parent Company for Euro 206,247,096.

Bank sureties in favour of other companies
Bank sureties essentially refer to the Parent Company and concern sureties in favour of other companies.

Bid Bonds and performance Bonds
These types of commitments relate to guarantees given for participation in tenders, primarily attributable to the 
company Engineering.mo S.p.A. and amounting to Euro 11,837,120.
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105n OPeRATIng LeASeS

The operating leases related to rental contracts for transport vehicles, photocopiers, HW and ordinary office 
machines are shown below.  

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

Liability remaining at 1st January  15,458,315  16,926,731 

Amount of contracts agreed in year  12,572,775  8,488,933 

Amount of fees paid in year  (10,969,640)  (9,656,542)

Amount of fees paid in advance  (223,069)  (365,997)

Amount of fees still due  16,838,382  15,393,125 

The change in the residual debt at January 1, 2014, compared to December 31, 2013, is related to the new 
consolidated companies. 

At year-end, the amount of rental due was as follows:

(in Euros)

Description 31.12.2014 31.12.2013

Within 1 year  7,522,210  7,822,633 

Over 1 year  9,316,171  7,570,492 

Over 5 years 0 0

Total  16,838,382  15,393,125 

45 Breakdown of financial instruments by category  
The classification of the Group financial instruments by category according to that established by IAS 39 is 
reported below:             

(in Euros)

Book value
at 31.12.2014

Liabilities at fv
in p&L

investments held
to maturity

Loans and 
receivables

financial assets 
available

for sale

Other non-current assets 1,206,666

Trade receivables 505,852,465

Other current assets 53,978,514

Cash and cash equivalents 182,704,807

Total assets 0 0 743,742,451 0

(in Euros)

Book value
at 31.12.2013

Liabilities at fv
in p&L

investments held
to maturity

Loans and 
receivables

financial assets 
available

for sale

Other non-current assets 5,038,252

Trade receivables 562,207,687

Other current assets 55,971,250

Cash and cash equivalents 139,447,283

Total assets 0 0 762,664,471 0
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106 (in Euros)

Book value
at 31.12.2014

Liabilities at fv
in p&L

Liabilities relating 
to hedging 

instruments

Liabilities
recorded at

amortised cost

Non-current financial liabilities 260,032(*) 44,892,642 

Other non-current liabilities 11,764,684

Current financial liabilities 15,380,140

Other current liabilities 149,593,230

Trade payables 241,640,963

Total liabilities 0 260,032 463,271,657

(in Euros)

Book value
at 31.12.2013

Liabilities at fv
in p&L

Liabilities relating 
to hedging 

instruments

Liabilities
recorded at

amortised cost

Non-current financial liabilities 18,019(*) 18,437,451 

Other non-current liabilities 1,632,070 

Current financial liabilities 81,460,244 

Other current liabilities 150,791,373 

Trade payables 261,718,406 

Total liabilities 0 18,019 514,039,544 

(*) For disclosure purposes as per IFRS 7 relating to the fair values in the tables above they relate to Level 2 as described in paragraph 4.17 
“Derivative financial instruments”.

46 Transactions with related parties
Companies which directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediary companies, control, are controlled by 
the Parent Company and in which the company holds a shareholding such as to exercise significant influence, 
associated companies, as well as senior managers with strategic responsibilities of the Parent Company and 
the companies directly and/or indirectly controlled by it and in which the Parent Company exercises significant 
influence are considered related parties. In relation to this, reference is made to that reported in the Corporate 
Governance Report.
In accordance with Consob regulations, no transactions of an atypical and/or unusual nature were undertaken 
with related parties or outside normal business practice or such as to distort the Group financial statements. 
The transactions with related parties relate to normal operations in the case of each respective entity and are 
conducted at normal market conditions.
No other transactions with related parties other than those indicated below were undertaken.
The other current liabilities include post-employment benefit payables of some senior managers of the 
Company, under a stability pact signed in 2009.

In addition to figures shown in the table above, the Company granted a loan to the minority shareholder of the 
subsidiary Engineering do Brasil amounting to Euro 1,659 thousand.
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The following tables summarise the commercial and financial transactions undertaken at arms’ length between 
the Group companies at December 31, 2014, eliminated for consolidation purposes:

(in Euros)

Description Engineering
ingegneria

informatica
S.p.A.

Engineering 
Sardegna 

S.r.l.

Engineering 
Tributi
S.p.A.

Engiweb 
Security 

S.r.l.

nexen
S.p.A.

overiT
S.p.A.

Sicilia 
e-Servizi 
venture 

S.c.r.l.

Engineering 
do Brasil 

S.A.

Engineering
international

Belgium
S.A.

Engineering.mo
S.p.A.

MhT S.r.l. Engineering 
Excellence 

Center 
S.r.l..

Total
costs

Engineering
Ingegneria
Informatica
S.p.A. 656,786 1,263,887 845,636 3,068,073 16,188,406 4,858 234,391 228,174 3,376,737 411,536 286,154 26,564,639

Engineering
Sardegna
S.r.l. 427,888 23,878 451,766

Engineering
do Brasil
S.p.A. 7,213,041 816,437 8,029,478

Engineering
International
Inc. 1,474,608 33,446 1,508,054

Engi da
Argentina
S.A. 1,419,835 1,419,835

MHT S.r.l. 70,000 70,000

Engineering
Tributi
S.p.A. 3,903,451 82,800 3,690 45,024 4,034,965

Engiweb
Security
S.r.l. 43,761 43,761

Nexen
S.p.A. 895,422 895,422

OverIT
S.p.A. 175,205 152,439 1,025 328,669

Sicilia e-Servizi 
Venture
S.c.r.l. 3,706,624 3,706,624

Engineering
International 
Belgium S.A. 7,924,315 7,924,315

Engineering.mo 
S.p.A. 5,219,114 10,593 11,597 188,175 5,429,479

Engineering
Excellence
Center S.r.l 13,816 13,816

Total
revenues 32,487,079 656,786 1,274,480 928,436 3,083,361 17,216,896 4,858 420,276 228,174 3,421,761 412,561 286,154 60,420,823

(in Euros)

Description Engineering 
ingegneria 

informatica S.p.A

Engineering
Tributi S.p.A

overiT S.p.A. Engineering.mo 
S.p.A.

Total
charges

Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A. 491,957 84,044 576,001

Engineering Sardegna S.r.l. 33,335 33,335

Engineering International Inc. 1,557 1,557

Engineering Tributi S.p.A. 613,007 613,007

Engiweb Security S.r.l. 49,411 49,411

Engineering Excellence Center S.r.l. 729 729

Total income 698,039 491,957 49,323 84,044 1,274,040
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(in Euros)

Description Engineering
ingegneria

informatica
S.p.A.

Engineering 
Sardegna 

S.r.l.

Engineering 
Tributi
S.p.A.

Engiweb 
Security 

S.r.l.

nexen
S.p.A.

overiT
S.p.A.

Sicilia 
e-Servizi 
venture 

S.c.r.l.

Engineering 
do Brasil 

S.A.

Engineering
international 

Belgium 
S.A.

Engineering.mo
S.p.A.

MhT S.r.l. Engineering 
Excellence 

Center S.r.l.

Total 
liabilities

Engineering 
Ingegneria 
Informatica
S.p.A. 2,132,557 1,388,609 2,245,351 2,823,409 12,002,202 32,227 3,779,393 170,561 4,713,357 682,200 249,473 30,219,338

Engineering 
Sardegna
S.r.l. 2,889,655 23,878 2,913,533

Engineering
do Brasil
S.p.A. 9,023,053 681,280 9,704,332

Engineering 
International
Inc. 1,825,927 36,606 1,862,533

Engi
da Argentina
S.A. 5,799,211 42,649 5,841,860

MHT S.r.l 233,190 233,190

Engineering
Tributi
S.p.A. 14,863,846 152,734 19,665 54,929 15,091,174

Engiweb
Security
S.r.l. 3,198,708 13,751 3,212,459

Nexen
S.p.A. 526,615 526,615

Over.IT
S.p.A. 187,913 98,793 286,706

Sicilia e-Servizi 
Venture
S.c.r.l. 65,601,394 65,601,394

Engineering
International 
Belgium S.A. 5,951,879 5,951,879

Engineering.mo
S.p.A. 9,257,450 10,593 12,634 51,328 9,332,005

Engineering 
Excellence
Center S.r.l 322,026 322,026

Total
assets 119,680,867 2,132,557 1,412,953 2,398,085 2,855,708 12,758,687 32,227 3,957,440 170,561 4,768,286 682,200 249,473 151,099,045

information on remuneration of members of the Board of Directors and Control Boards, 
general Managers and other Executives with strategic responsibilities. 

For a breakdown of the remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors and Control Boards, General 
Managers and other Executives with strategic responsibilities, reference should be made to the specific tables 
in the Remuneration Report.

No transactions were undertaken with Executives with strategic responsibilities and their related parties during 
the year. In relation to the stability pact in place with some senior managers, reference should be made to 
previous paragraph 24.
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